When a woman kills her husband, boyfriend, or lover, the crime is called an

INTIMATE MURDER

(story begins on page 24)
Droopy Eyelids?

Are droopy eyelids making you look older or sleepy?
Interfering with your vision?

In 20 minutes you’ll look 10 years younger!

Dr. Barry Katzman voted one of San Diego’s “Top Doctors”
by San Diego Magazine
“America’s Top Ophthalmologist”
from Guide To America’s Top Ophthalmologists
from Consumer Research Council of America

Insurance can cover this procedure.
Schedule a consultation to see if you qualify.

Call 1-800-631-4590. Ask for Angela.

West Coast Eyecare has helped San Diego see clearly for over 25 years.
Six Locations: College Area/La Mesa
El Cajon • South Bay • Clairemont/Mira Mesa
Escondido/Vista/RB • Alpine

1-800-631-4590

If you’re considering Laser Vision Correction, compare what we offer to what other San Diego surgeons offer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>West Coast Eyecare</th>
<th>Other Eye Surgeons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is your doctor “I Lasik” certified?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will your exam, surgery and follow-up care be provided by the same doctor?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do they use the new “Iris Registration Tracking Device” for a safer, more effective procedure?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do they offer 4th generation FS Intralase to create a safer, faster, more controlled, bladeless all-laser procedure?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do they have hidden prices or add-on fees?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will they diagnose your vision needs and recommend the most appropriate refractive surgery (LASIK, CK, PRK, Multifocal Implants/Restor, etc.)?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Call Fritzie for a free consultation.

Dr. Barry Katzman voted one of San Diego’s “Top Doctors”
by San Diego Magazine
“America’s Top Ophthalmologist”
from Guide to America’s Top Ophthalmologists from Consumer Research Council of America

Insurance can cover this procedure. Schedule a consultation to see if you qualify.

Call 1-800-631-4590. Ask for Angela.

West Coast Eyecare has helped San Diego see clearly for over 25 years.
Six Locations: College Area/La Mesa
El Cajon • South Bay • Clairemont/Mira Mesa
Escondido/Vista/RB • Alpine

1-800-631-4590
“The pasta was cold.”

The Reader website includes almost 900 original restaurant reviews by our tireless staff.

But our staff is not tireless.

They can use your help.

Now the Reader website features an easy way for you to write your own opinion about your favorite or un-favorite restaurant.

Just go to www.SDReader.com

Put your cursor over “Food & Drink” in the top navigation bar.

Click on “Search Restaurants” in the handy pull-down.

Find your favorite restaurants by name, cuisine, neighborhood.

Click on “Write a review” in the right-hand column.
**It’s the law** effective July 1, 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sony MEX5000bt</strong></td>
<td>Bluetooth CD Receiver with MP3</td>
<td><strong>$299</strong> Installed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KDCBT838u</strong></td>
<td>Bluetooth CD Receiver with MP3</td>
<td><strong>$299</strong> Installed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEHP7000bt</strong></td>
<td>Bluetooth CD Receiver with MP3</td>
<td><strong>$299</strong> Installed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Your Choice **$299** Installed *Labor only. Kit and harness are extra.*

**Remote car alarm**
- Code-hopping state-of-the-art car alarm. Starter kill, shock sensor with warnaway flashing parking lights, panic feature. Installation charges included. **$99**

**Viper Car alarm**
- Starter kill, lights flash, door protection, impact sensor with warnaway and code-hopping technology. Limited lifetime warranty. **$189** Installed

**MTX Audio Bass Package**
- 350-watt Max Amplifier, MTX 10” Subwoofer in Sledgehammer Vented Enclosure
  - Authorized MTX dealer. Installation charges not included. **$149**

**Rockford Fosgate bass package sale**
- 12” subwoofer and 800-watt max amplifier. Authorized Rockford Fosgate dealer. Installation charges not included. **$199**

**SONY Super System Sale!!!**
- One 180-watt detachable face AM/FM/CD player with iPod input
  - Two Sony 350-watt 6”x9” 3-way speakers
  - Two Sony 130-watt 6.5” 2-way speakers
  - Authorized Sony dealer. Installation charges not included. **$149** complete system

**Expert window tinting**
- Rear 3 windows. Most cars. **$99**

**BUY ONE, GET ONE 50% OFF**
- Buy one pair of the above speakers or subwoofer at our regular low price and get the second pair **50% OFF**

**Super System Sale!!!**
- One 180-watt detachable face AM/FM/CD player with iPod input
  - Two Sony 350-watt 6"x9" 3-way speakers
  - Two Sony 130-watt 6.5" 2-way speakers
  - Authorized Sony dealer. Installation charges not included. **$149** complete system

**Backup camera and screen**
- Avoid a backup accident with a rear-view color license plate camera and a rear-view mirror screen. Installation charges not included. **$499** MSRP, **$249** On sale now for both

**Avoid a backup accident**
- This package will warn you with an audio signal if you are too close to an object when backing up. Also has an LCD distance-warning display. Installation charges not included. **$89**

**Car Audio Heaven**
- **Sports Arena** 619-574-0770
  - 3713 Rosecrans Street
- **Kearny Mesa** 858-505-9099
  - 8199 Clairemont Mesa Boulevard
- **College** 619-287-4422
  - 4951 El Cajon Boulevard

*IT’S THE LAW!* Be safe – Operate your Bluetooth cell phone hands-free! Listen through your existing car speakers. Talk wirelessly. Installation charges not included. **$99**

**San Diego’s Best Deal Ever on an In-Dash Flip-out 160-watt AM/FM/CD/DVD/MP3/WMA with Built-in Bluetooth to Operate Your Cell Phone Hands-Free!!!!**
- FREE HD tuner included!
- FREE iPod cable included!
- Free aux in for external MP3 player!
- Installation charges not included. **$299**

**VIPER® AUTO SECURITY Car alarm**
- Starter kill, lights flash, door protection, impact sensor with warnaway and code-hopping technology. Limited lifetime warranty. **$189** Installed

**Car Audio Heaven**
- **Sports Arena** 619-574-0770
  - 3713 Rosecrans Street
- **Kearny Mesa** 858-505-9099
  - 8199 Clairemont Mesa Boulevard
- **College** 619-287-4422
  - 4951 El Cajon Boulevard

*“I had a touch-screen DVD and 2 headrest monitors installed in my new GMC. They beat everyone’s price, the quality of the work was superior and they even gave me a ride home. They are the best!”* – Carmen S., Solana Beach
It's difficult to go digital when facing a debt default. Some of the nation's largest newspapers are behind the times technologically, partly because they gobbled up additional newspapers instead of spending money on electronic advances. Now the digital media revolution has accelerated startlingly, and those papers, laden with leverage and facing an economy in recession, don't have the money to get ahead of the curve. San Diegans have a front-row seat for this phenomenon.

According to Bloomberg News, U.S. newspapers' print advertising sales plunged by 14 percent in this year's first quarter from a year earlier, the biggest drop on record, largely because of weak real estate and employment markets and the loss of business to the Internet.

This is surprising, because 2008 is a so-called quadrennial year. Print advertising is supposed to get a nice jolt because of the presidential election and the Olympics. Metro newspapers are being hit the worst by far, but other newspapers rose only 7.2 percent over the past year, the smallest gain since the Newspaper Association of America began reporting papers' online sales growth four years ago. Newspapers don't make anywhere near as much money on online ads as they make on print ads. Online revenue is still less than 10 percent of newspapers' total ad sales.

---

**Full Focus**

**Newspapers’ Debt Dilemma**

By Don Bauder

---

A consequence of all this, newspapers' earnings, if they exist, are strained. Stocks continue to plunge. In April of last year, San Diego's privately held Copley Press sold nine newspapers in Ohio and Illinois to upstate New York--based, publicly held GateHouse Media for $382.5 million. Since then, GateHouse's stock has plunged 85 percent. It's now below $3. Astonishingly, the company has not dropped its dividend. The readers' demand for content remains high.

---

**Boozing with Shamu**

With St. Louis brewing giant Anheuser-Busch battling a hostile $46.4 billion takeover attempt by Belgium's InBev, locals are bracing for the possibility that SeaWorld, the long-controversial aquatic park on City-owned land along the shores of Mission Bay, may be about to change hands once again. Anheuser-Busch bought the sprawling theme park back in 1986 from book-publishing company Harcourt Brace and quickly began morphing it into a small-time version of Disneyland.

The brewer spent millions on lobbyists and political consultants in its ultimately successful 1998 effort to persuade local voters to let the company override the City's 30-foot coastal height limit and build an array of amusement-park rides, including the garish Journey to Atlantis. Now, under siege by the Europeans, however, the firm most famous for Bud is said to be thinking of unloading SeaWorld, along with its sister park in Orlando, Florida, and eight other theme parks it owns. One possible buyer: the government of Dubai, the small but very rich neighbor of Saudi Arabia on the Persian Gulf. Which raises the question: would the alcohol-swigging Muslim nation tear out the beer garden that Anheuser-Busch lobbied so hard to install on the premises?

---

**Medias**

Many newspapers aren't doing so hot: according to advertising economist Jon Swallen, advertising spending on network TV over the past 12 months is up a mere 0.8 percent. Ditto for magazines. Radio is down 4.5 percent and local radio down 7.2 percent.

Keep in mind that the U.S. population is growing at about 1 percent a year. The Internet is growing rapidly, but revenue of online operations run by newspapers is rapidly growing. Yet, the drop in print advertising is dampening newspaper performance. The Internet is growing, but it's not in the majority yet.
Get Out, Stay Out
By Joe Deegan

In February 2007, the Barona Band of Mission Indians sponsored state legislation entitled “Unlawful Entry: Tribal Land.” San Diego County’s board of supervisors, as well as Sheriff Bill Kolender and District Attorney Bonnie Dumanis, signed on to the California State Senate bill as supporters. The bill would give tribal governments a new tool to control their lands by sending suspending persons letters warning them not to trespass. Violators could face a fine of $250 for a first offense and $500 for a second.

Thinking that troublesome gamblers might be at the bottom of the bill, I called the Barona casino. The “media department” did not call back. But a supervisor on the casino floor, who wished to remain anonymous, said, “It’s our attempt to get back in line.”

The Barona Band argues that “trespass incidents are a critical community safety issue.” At this time, there is no consequence when an individual is banned from the reservation and later returns. Existing law…requires lands to be cultivated or enclosed by a fence, while uncultivated or unenclosed lands must have signs posted no less than three to a mile on each road and trail to forbid trespassing. This would be impractical. The assembly’s Public Safety Committee with five ayes and no nays.

The Barona Band argues that “trespass incidents are a critical community safety issue.” At this time, there is no consequence when an individual is banned from the reservation and later returns. Existing law…requires lands to be cultivated or enclosed by a fence, while uncultivated or unenclosed lands must have signs posted no less than three to a mile on each road and trail to forbid trespassing. This would be impractical.

The Barona Band of Mission Indians sponsored state legislation entitled “Unlawful Entry: Tribal Land.” San Diego County’s board of supervisors, as well as Sheriff Bill Kolender and District Attorney Bonnie Dumanis, signed on to the California State Senate bill as supporters. The bill would give tribal governments a new tool to control their lands by sending suspending persons letters warning them not to trespass. Violators could face a fine of $250 for a first offense and $500 for a second.

Thinking that troublesome gamblers might be at the bottom of the bill, I called the Barona casino. The “media department” did not call back. But a supervisor on the casino floor, who wished to remain anonymous, said, “It’s our attempt to get back in line.”
Debt dilemma
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yield is almost a staggering 33 percent. I asked the company’s vice president of investor relations, Mark Maring, if he gets any questions about that yield. “Every day,” he joked.

Don’t expect that dividend to last. In its most recent quarter, GateHouse lost $27 million, double its loss of the same quarter a year earlier. GateHouse, which mainly has papers in small (often monopoly) markets, was not expected to be hit as hard as companies owning big metro dailies. But it piled up too much debt making too many acquisitions.

In a similar fix is Iowa-based Lee Enterprises, which was supposed to feast on its collection of smaller papers with little competition. (One exception is San Diego’s North County Times, a Lee paper with lots of competition.) But Lee piled up a lot of debt to buy a big paper, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, along with too many smaller ones. In its most recent quarter, Lee lost $713 million. In the quarter a year earlier, it had made $11.2 million. A year ago, the stock was above $20; now it’s around $4. The dividend yield is above 17 percent. Obviously, that won’t remain. “Lee Enterprises’ financial health is poor,” says analyst Tom Corbett of Morningstar, a stock-rating firm. “Lee has assumed a substantial debt load from its earlier acquisitions, and the company is closing in on the upper limits of its debt covenants.” (That is a polite way of saying that it could default on its debt.)

But there may be really big default news in the offing. Bond-rating firm Standard & Poor’s says Chicago’s Tribune Company could face default by the end of the year. This company, which owns the Los Angeles Times, is burdened with excessive debt as a result of a kinky buyout engineered last year by real estate baron Sam Zell. The deal left the company saddled with $13 billion of debt. It must sell assets to survive. One of those assets is the Chicago Cubs baseball team, along with its historic stadium, Wrigley Field. The Cubs, who haven’t won a world championship for 100 years, finally have a good team and might face the indignity of being sold when they have the best team in a century. The Tribune wants the State of Illinois to buy Wrigley Field, but that deal appears likely to die. “We think [default is] a possibility as early as December,” Standard & Poor’s analyst Emile Courtney told Bloomberg News.

Philadelphia Media Hold-

continued on page 10
**Coverage as low as $19 a month**

**No one refused auto insurance!**

**Call us! We can save you money!**
- • Free SR22 filing
- • Mexican International license
- • Commercial auto
- • Motorcycles
- • RVs
- • Boats & watercraft
- • Health & Bonds

- 2 San Diego locations to serve you!

**CALL FOR A FREE QUOTE**
1-888-835-5052
M-4 9:30 am-7 pm, Sat: 9:30 am-3 pm Closed Sunday

**www.611autoinsurance.com**
- • Se habla espanol

---

**IRS Problems Got You Down?**

- 27 years tax experience.
- Income tax and collection problems.
- Audit and appeal representation.
- Free consultation. Real-world cases.
- Bi Tax Consulting. 858-530-1675.

**Bankruptcy Chs. 7 & 13**

- $100 start immediate attorney representation.
- All work done. Over 30 years experience.

**Auto Accident? Other Injury?**

- Free-advice Law Center. 619-781-0120.

---

**Skyline divorce - Save $30!**

- Enjoy the biggest break of your lifetime! Skyline divorce, Monday-Friday, excluding holidays.

**No Recovery Means No Fee!**

- Contingency Attorney Can Help
- If you're injured in an accident, mistreated, misdiagnosed, or need help with a contract or claim.
- We fight for you! We're experienced and aggressive. Consultation is free, so what have you got to lose?
- Don't hesitate, call us today at 619-239-1300.
- Email meri@skylinelegal.com. Morris and Associates. Personal Injury, Sexual Harassment, Bankruptcy.

---

**Bankruptcy-Low Payment Starts**


**Bankruptcy**

- Bankruptcy - Foreclosure
- **Bankruptcy Chapter Chs. 7, 11 & 13**
- Free consultation. Honest advice from an attorney.
- **Feng Shui Consultations**
- Professional, Full-Service Residential and Business Feng Shui consultations. 858-454-7933.

---

**Aggressive Female Attorney**


**A Small Divorce**

- $149

**Chapter 7 Bankruptcy**

- Liquidation
- Eliminate credit cards, lawsuits, repos, Chapter 13 bankruptcy (consolidation) immediately stop foreclosure and creditor action. Ch. 13 allows for 3-5 year easy monthly court payments to pay back mortgage arrears, credit cards, loans, taxes, etc.
- Call today for free Attorney consult. 1-888-486-9157.

---

**Bankruptcy Ch- 7, 13, & DUI**


**A Academy of Bartending**


---

**Is The IRS After You?**


**Bankruptcy Attorney**

- Stop Repossessions and Repossessions Can Still Qualify Under New Laws
- Free offer. Call and speak to attorney.
- Debt Relief Agency. 889-5585, 838-355-1162.

---

**Merry Maids Housecleaning**

- South Coastal/All South Areas

---

**Serious Injury or Wrongful Death Attorney**

- 29 years of experience. Free consultation.
- Law Offices of Catherine Kruger Diamond.
- San Diego and North County. 760-931-2900.

**Non-Fluid Inch Loss!**

- Body Contour Wrap Special
- Tones, tightens, improves skin texture. Heather & Sam $52/one wrap (regular $60). $130/three wraps ($180) for women and men of all ages. No synthetics, animal fats, waxes, glycolic acids. Fare botanical products.
- Hair removal, back waxing, microdermabrasions.

**Aggressive Family Lawyer**

- 10+ years experience in family law with divorce, custody, support and property. 619-512-1100.

---

**HIV Result in 15 Minutes!**

- (Also available in bookstores and on Amazon.)
- E-mail: info@grassrootspublishinggroup.com.
- E-mail: skills@votectraining.com.

---

**Car Accident Victims!**

- If ticket not dismissed.
- You can eliminate as many as 90% of the homes you view for just $4.95 plus $1.50 shipping. Purchase this book on sale thru 7/31/08. 1-888-835-5052 CALL FOR A FREE QUOTE!
- No one refused auto insurance! 50
- Mile of Cars, National City 1-888-820-4028

---

**Free Gas Card!**

- With any new or used car credit application.
- No one refused! Bad credit - No credit
- Bankruptcy - Foreclosure
- Call for an appointment with
- the good guys at
- **McCune 30th Used Car Superstore**

- Mile of Cars, National City 1-888-820-4028

- HYUNDAI • MITSUBISHI • PONTIAC • SCION • SATURN • CHRYSLER • JEEP • DODGE • CHEVY • ACURA • TOYOTA • KIA • FORD • 100% of Used Cars & Trucks

---

**Facing Foreclosure?**

- We can legally get you 3-9 months or more (sometimes with no mortgage payments). Time for you to sell, do a workout, refinance, or stay put payment free. Several possibilities. 619-544-0669.

**Seized Cars From $100 & Up!**


**Divorce Is Never Easy**

- Mediation Should Be.
- Work out a settlement with your spouse or partner rather than spending a fortune fighting in court.

**www.SanDiego-DUI-Lawyer.com**

- Affordable, aggressive, experienced. 619-334-7761.

**Quick & Easy Divorce $150/up!**


**Sexually harassed at work? Hostile work environment?**

- Discriminated against? Wrongful termination? Unpaid overtime?
- We are experienced in representing employees and vigorously defend your rights.
- All too often, employers will ignore an unfair work situation, or wait too long after a violation has occurred. Don’t let this happen to you! Call attorney Michael S. Lubin, 619-237-2900.
- Pay a fee, no obligation consultation.
- 858-435-6122 x15.

**New & Used Windows XP Laptops**


**Simple Divorce $149**


---

**The 6- Minute Home Inspection Guide**

- A must read for anyone who is ready to buy a home.
- You can eliminate as many as 90% of the homes you view for just $4.95 plus $1.50 shipping. Purchase this book on sale thru 7/31/08. 1-888-835-5052 CALL FOR A FREE QUOTE!
- No one refused auto insurance! 50
- Mile of Cars, National City 1-888-820-4028

---

**Traffic Tickets?**

- Don’t pay. Hire an attorney to fight for $100.
- No attorney fee if ticket not dismissed.
- Contact Law Office of Elizabeth Aronson.
- 619-253-8141, 858-677-9798.
- The original and still the best. 800-963-DADS(3237).
- A must read for anyone who is ready to buy a home.
Debt dilemma  
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ings, owner of the Pulitzer Prize–winning Philadelphia Inquirer, defaulted on $85 mil-
lion of its debts in early June. This company took over the
famed newspaper after the
McClatchy Company bought
Knight Ridder in 2006 and
then dumped some of the
papers. At the time it bought
Knight Ridder, McClatchy
stock was around $53. Now
it’s below $7 and yielding 10
percent. The company’s bonds
are rated junk (noninvestment
grade), although not neces-
sarily in danger of default. In
March of last year, McClatchy
sold the Minneapolis Star Tri-
borne for $530 million — less
than half of what it had paid
for it seven years earlier. The
private equity group that
bought the Minneapolis paper,
Avista Capital Partners, is now
denying that it is in the brink
of bankruptcy. Avista had bor-
rrowed $450 million to do the
deal and has watched as the
paper’s annual revenues have
fallen by $75 million, says the
trade publication Editor &
Publisher.
According to Editor & Pub-
lisher, among other newspa-
ger groups whose bonds are
rated junk or a notch above are
Freedom Communications
of Orange County and Medi-
un Group of Denver.
MediaNews, owned by
William Dean Singleton, has
been rumored to be a poten-
tial buyer of the Union-Tri-
bune. In late 2006, Hearst Cor-
poration bought theTorrance-
based Daily Breeze, which cov-
ers the area from LAX to the
L.A. Harbor, from Copley with
the idea of transferring own-
ership to MediaNews, which
is operating the paper. But
MediaNews’s debt rating has
been lowered several times,
and default is a possibility, says
Bloomberg. On June 18, the
chief executive of closely
held Hearst resigned. There
are rumors that board mem-
bers thought he spent too
much money on newspapers
(such as investing $288 mil-
ion in MediaNews) and not
enough on online ventures.
Bottom line: MediaNews will
have to strengthen its balance
sheet greatly to buy Copley.
Tribune and Lee, once con-
sidered candidates to buy the
San Diego paper, are out of
the running.
Copley once had a pris-
tine balance sheet, because
Helen Copley and her selected
board members had an aver-
sion to debt. The younger
management was contemptu-
sous of this prudence and
finally persuaded her to take
on debt to buy Ohio and Illi-
nois papers beginning in the
mid-1990s. It sold those papers
to GateHouse last year, but
that company’s Mark Maring
says that his ailing chain did
cannot assume Copley debt. Cope-
ley claimed it sold the papers
because of tax obligations
from the death of Helen Cope-
ley, although many insiders
doubt that explanation. The
question is whether Copley
paid off its debt after it sold
the papers to GateHouse. The
company did not respond to
a query.
In a speech on June 2, Sin-
gleton said that 19 of the 50
largest U.S. newspapers are
losing money, and the
number will grow. Some experts
predict that a couple of dailies
will fall within two years; some
will cut out certain of their
editions, such as Mondays and
Wednesdays. The companies have
to shell out money to service
debt while revenues decline but
must spend money to be
competitive online. To slash
expenses, there have been mas-
sive industrywide layoffs.
Employees who had nothing
to do with the dubious deci-
dion-making are left holding
the bag, and their heads are
inside that bag.

Get out, stay out  
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and to prescribe rules of inher-
ance for members."

The senate analysis reports
on a November 26, 2006, story in
US Today. The story quotes Laura
Wass, executive direc-
tor of the Many Lightnings
American Indian Legacy Cen-
ter in Fresno. “In California,
at least 2000 Native Ameri-
cans have been taken off the
rolls of their tribes since 1999,”
said Wass. “Disenrollments
have surged with the rise of
Indian casinos.
At the same time, Indians
do not have rights under fed-
ral law to redress grievances
by bringing suit against their
Solid Gold researches the ingredients that go into its products very carefully. The owner, Sissy Harrington-McGill, recently went to India to study ayurvedic herbs. The biscuit treat, Solid Gold’s Cinnabone Biscuit for dogs, was of special interest. Sissy has been breeding, showing and raising Great Danes for almost 50 years. Her dogs are fed at 6 a.m. and 6 p.m. We all go to bed at around 10 p.m. If she forgets to give them their nighttime biscuit, around 2 a.m., a very loud yawn is heard as if to say, “I’m starving to death. Feed me my biscuits!”

Then, they go back to sleep through the night. Their people are well trained!

Of all the five biscuit recipes, Cinnabone Biscuit is the all-time favorite. Southeast Asia is known for its cinnamon. Nothing is too good for our furry kids.

Cinnamon information first appeared in Chinese writings around 2800 B.C. It was given to people for a variety of ailments. It helped with kidney, liver, and heart problems. It was used to keep meat from spoiling and kept disease from spreading due to its antibacterial properties.

In the first century A.D., Pliny the Elder thought that cinnamon was so valuable that 350 grams of cinnamon were equal to 15 times the value of silver.

Medieval physicians used it for respiratory problems such as coughing and sore throat. They didn’t know how effective it was for bacterial infections. They just knew that it worked.

Cinnamon was thought to have an anti-aging use, since it slows down the deterioration of cells.

Today, cinnamon is used for weight control and Type II diabetes. The Bellville Nutrition Center is under the auspices of the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture. Their 2003 study found that cinnamon lowered glucose, triglycerides and LDL cholesterol, as well as improved diabetes problems.

The department also found that it helped with insect problems. As an additional bonus, the department found that even after the experiment was over, all the beneficial effects continued for 20 more days.

A professor of nutrition at the Public School of Nutrition at the Harvard School of Public Health was amazed at the long-lasting results. Dr. Anderson of the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture said, “Cinnamon makes cells more sensitive to insulin.”

Cinnamon contains sulphur, the seventh most prevalent substance in human’s and dog’s bodies. Dogs love cinnamon.

In 2004, the people of Taiwan found that if they sprinkled cinnamon around the island, it killed mosquito larvae more effectively than DEET, a common pesticide. On July 14, 2004 a recommendation was made by the Agriculture and Food Chemistry Dept. in Taiwan to use cinnamon to repel insects. Yet, if the dogs found the cinnamon and ate it, it wouldn’t hurt them. Dogs love cinnamon.

From Sissy’s notebook about India in the spring of 2008, she tells what she observed.

“The elephants and camels are common beasts of burden in the city of Bombay (now called Mumbai). They poop all over as they walk along. The sacred white cows stop traffic and walk into the street, into shops – pooping all the way. Traffic comes to a dead stop as the cows wander across the streets.

“At night, women come out and gather up the poop, mix it with straw, dry it out, and use it for fuel for cooking.”

In the early 1800s in the U.S., pioneers also collected buffalo chips and cow pies for the same reason. The chips were so valuable that they were shipped to various ports as cargo. At first, they were stored in the bottom of the ship’s hold. But they produced methane gas. So, if someone approached the chips with a lighted lantern, it exploded.

So sailors marked on the ship’s walls “STORE HIGH IN TRANSIT” to let the air circulate. Later on, the abbreviation S.H.I.T. was used.

I always thought that expression was used by dog handlers as they left the ring, if they didn’t win.

Solid Gold Cinnabone Biscuits are available in 2.5-pound reusable buckets with handles, or 1-pound jars. The other ingredients are barley, lamb, oats, fish, garlic and sea vegetation.

Our other biscuits are Dragon’s Teeth to clean teeth, Dragonett to clean little teeth, Dyna-Bones for the eyes and diabetes, and Natur-Bone Biscuit for memory, circulation and weight control.

For a catalog or store near you, call or email us at:
(619) 258-7356 or (619) 258-1914 (M-F 10-5 PST)
or e-mail us at: dane@solidgoldhealth.com
or visit: www.solidgoldhealth.com

Solid Gold Health Products for Pets,
the Holistic Animal Nutrition Center
1331 N. Cuyamaca
El Cajon, CA 92020
Eye Exam $39*

Comprehensive eye exam with one of our TPA-certified optometrists.

Contact Lens Exam $79* Includes fitting, eyeglass prescription, 90 days of follow-up care, care kit and instructions. Full line of contact lenses including colored lenses, bifocal lenses and lenses for astigmatism. Weekend appointments available. Some restrictions apply. Astigmatism, RGP, monovision and bifocals slightly more.

1-888-266-0619
westcoasteyecare.com
Six Locations: College Area/La Mesa • El Cajon • South Bay
Claremont/Mira Mesa • Escondido/Vista/RI • Alpine
*See office for details. Cannot be combined with other offers or insurance. With this ad, Expires 8-4-08.

The King’s Criminal of the Week:

Authorities say a man who stole money from a Grand Bay, AL, convenience store left behind some incriminating evidence — his driver’s license.

The criminal gave a clerk at the Korner Quick Stop his license in order to turn on the gasoline pump and get gasoline at about 8 pm. Mobile County Sheriff’s Office spokeswoman Kate Johnson said in a news release. A few minutes later, he came back in the store with a handgun and demanded money from the clerk. He took the money, Johnson said, but left behind his Alabama driver’s license.

Johnson said the clerk was able to identify the criminal because he frequents the gas station and “is on a first-name basis with the clerk.”

If you are the criminal of the week, Call “KING” STAHLMAN BAIL BONDS

1-800-782-4522
1140 Union Street, San Diego, CA 92101

*Editor

I Couldn’t Find The Hyatt

While I read Naomi Wise’s superb reviews almost religiously, this week I got very confused (Restaurant Review, June 26). She mentions how difficult finding the Red Marlin is due to poor signage, etc., but I was puzzled about which Hyatt it was even located in. I couldn’t find it in the article and had to Google Red Marlin to find out it was in the Mission Bay area. Anyway, Naomi’s opinions have provided innumerable pleasant outings over the years, and I feel San Diego is the richer for having her here and on staff for the Reader. Thanks to you and to her.

Robert Kearney

I Couldn’t Find The Hyatt

While I read Naomi Wise’s superb reviews almost religiously, this week I got very confused (Restaurant Review, June 26). She mentions how difficult finding the Red Marlin is due to poor signage, etc., but I was puzzled about which Hyatt it was even located in. I couldn’t find it in the article and had to Google Red Marlin to find out it was in the Mission Bay area. Anyway, Naomi’s opinions have provided innumerable pleasant outings over the years, and I feel San Diego is the richer for having her here and on staff for the Reader. Thanks to you and to her.

Eric Jones

Much Cheering In This Library

To begin — I love this article (“No Shushing In This Library,” Cover Story, June 19)! Let me get this out of the way before I gush.

As library services director for a consortium of 75 public libraries in northern New Jersey and a former New York Times Librarian of the Year, I want to thank the Reader for this wonderful article.

I have been a librarian for a very long time, and this may just be the best article of its nature that I have ever read.

Creative, engaging from the first sentence, fun, informative, well-researched, and so well written, this piece should be submitted for an award.

Alex knows what most good librarians know — that every library, no matter the size, can make a profound difference in the lives of the people it serves. When I was a library director, I always said that my library, a small storefront library in a very poor town, was like Cheers without the alcohol. I know what a difference we made every day for the people who used our library. I use the example of when the earthquake in El Salvador struck. We had a line of people waiting to use the Internet to email back home to El Salvador to find out if their family members were alive or dead. But that’s just one example; every librarian has loads.

I have forwarded Finlayson’s piece to my colleagues with a caveat that it is long and wonderful and a must read.

Thank you for being such a visionary editor, and please thank Alex Finlayson for her exuberance and intelligence, both of which shine through big-time in this article.

Again, I loved this article! Congrats!

Arlene Sahraie
library services director
Bergen County Cooperative Library System

The Ultimate Dumpster

I’m calling about this article about Dumpster divers (“Dumpster Diving for Dinner,” Cover Story, June 26). If you can get ahold of these guys, tell them to go to the Trader Joe’s at Liberty Station, because these people I know are getting, like, three hundred dollars’ worth of food out of there every night — salmon, steaks, everything. All these guys are vegans, but there’s tons of produce and fruit, and it’s all good. It’s all packaged. It gets outdated that day, and they throw it out, and they go about midnight and grab ‘em. My friends took off back to Oregon, so nobody’s getting it, so if those guys want, they can get whatever they want. They throw more food out there than you could ever believe.

Steve Carol

Full Of Poison And Bugs

I haven’t read the article about Dumpster diving (“Dumpster Diving for Dinner,” Cover Story, June 26), but I’m going to. I’m just looking at the cover. I’m a security officer, and I work with a lot of people on the street. But that picture, and whoever was thinking of it — I’ve stopped people from eating bugs, everything that’s in there. There’s nothing consumable in a Dumpster. Absolutely nothing. I haven’t read the story, but that just, to me, shouldn’t have been done, because that stuff is rotten and it’s horrible, and I keep people from poisoning themselves every day. We keep them locked up at the shopping center. You don’t eat stuff in the Dumpster. There’s nothing edible in there, ever, anywhere. And that shouldn’t have been written, giving someone the idea that that’s an option, because it’s not. And it’s not necessary, because they have food places to go to.

Robert Kearney
Who says nobody likes a know-it-all?
Introducing VZ Navigator℠ 4.0. Now with traffic rerouting.
Plus other cool NEW features!

VZ Navigator 4.0 makes finding your way easier than ever.
Spoken turn-by-turn directions, weather updates, movie times,
a gas price finder that searches for the lowest price, traffic rerouting
so you avoid delays — it’s not just smart, it’s brilliant.

Call 1.800.2.JOIN.IN
Visit any store
Don’t Need Hybrid for Mileage

- 1.8L inline 4-cyl, 128-hp, 125 lb-ft. torque
- Anti-lock Braking System • 8 standard airbags
- Active front headrests
- Power windows and door locks
- Power outside mirrors with turn signal indicators
- Cruise control • Pioneer audio system
- iPod integration w/aux port • AM/FM/CD with 6 speakers
- Audio controls on steering wheel
- Remote in-key keyless entry • Fold flat slide and recline rear seats
- Average and instant miles per gallon gauge
- Tire pressure warning system

These are just a few of the standard features on the Scion xD.

$208 a month* 

San Diego MPG 28-33 on 87 Octane

Kearny Mesa Scion 
San Diego’s #1 Volume Scion Dealer 2003 • 2004 • 2005 • 2006 • 2007
Not all dealers are the same. Come see why we are #1!
kmsscion.com • 888-907-5454

*84 monthly payments based on 6.95% APR on approved excellent credit through Scion Solutions.
$3,000 down from customer. 2008 manual xD (model #6233).

Looking for a hot date?
CALL NOW!

Thousands of local, single women are waiting for you — on Lavalife VOICE. So call, talk and date.

SAN DIEGO
619-618-2320
LA JOLLA 858-866-8705
NORTH COUNTY 760-536-8990

ACT NOW!
15% FREE Bonus Time!
Click PM 2002 in the Lavalife Center

A searchable archive of past columns is available at SanDiegoReader.com
Got a question you need answered? Send an email to hey matt@cts.com or fax to 619-231-0489 or mail to Matthew Alice, c/o the Reader, Box 85803, San Diego, CA 92186.

STRAIGHT FROM THE HIP

BY MATTHEW ALICE

Hey, Matt:
Are you skinny or fat? And if you’re fat, are you on a diet? Everybody I know is on a diet. And some of them aren’t even fat. Who was the first person to go on a diet?
— Just Right, via email

Until recently the history of mankind has been a story of famine, so your average Middle Ages dude wasn’t having trouble zipping up his jeans. But if we look at rich people back then, maybe we can find one or two who qualify. The most famous trailblazing dieter — that is, a person who modified his her food intake specifically to lose weight — was William I of England (William the Conqueror). The story goes that by 1087 he had eaten himself into a condition where he was too fat to get on his horse. And since his whole kingly image was based on the idea of a mounted William leading his men into battle, it was pretty humiliating when he couldn’t get a leg over Dobbins. Popular history says William’s solution to the problem was to lock himself in his room, eat nothing, and drink only alcohol. (Alcohol in the form of ale or mead was pretty much the common drink of the day. And hardly a good plan for losing weight.)

No record of how long he endured this regimen, but subsequent history indicates that he must have had some success. That same year, William died when he fell off his horse. Around this time, about the only thing known about weight loss is that if you throw a guy in a stone tower and feed him bread and water, he eventually becomes a skeleton. Doctors considered obesity among the common man incurable and somehow a reflection of low moral character. “Fat” and “bad” would continue to be linked to this very day.

The next diet milestone is attributed to Englishman William Banting and his doctor, Mr. Harvey, in the 1850s. William wanted to lose a little girth, perhaps to upgrade his moral standing in the community. But it was another disease unnamed that put him on the path to slimness. Whatever William was suffering from, his doctor’s Rx was a diet free of sugar and starches. In no time, William was a shadow of his former self and the girls were flocking to his gate. The world needs to know about this, Banting exclaimed. So he wrote what is probably the first diet book, Letter on Corpulence Addressed to the Public, a treatise on the value of the low-carbohydrate diet and a worldwide hit.

By the late 1900s, people had much better access to more food, science had figured out calories and other basic weight-control facts, industrial America had begun to see fat people as an untapped market, and the era of diet pills, loony fad menus, snake-oil slimming elixirs, and diet books had dawned.

Mathew Alice:
What happens to the penis that a transsexual trades in for a vagina? And how the heck is a penis made into a clitoris?
— Hmmmm, Encinitas

According to staff quack Dr. Doctor, they all go into the big international penis bank. That’s where people go to pick out their favorite to be sewed on during the opposite kind of sex-change operation. Really. It’s the truth. Have we ever lied to you? Yeah, we have. Plenty of times. Like now.

We’re all glad you didn’t go to med school, Hmmmm. You don’t just chop ‘em off and throw ‘em out. A male-to-female trade is more artful than that. Actually, there are several times. Like now.

Hey Matt:
— jott

Hey Matt:
My cousin Pablo, a San Diego Fire Department mechanic and a racing fan, said that in the American racing business, duck duct tape is known as “200 mile per hour tape” for its staying power while resisting speeds up to 200 mph on race cars. My dad used to wrap it around his wrists while working on his cars in the backyard. I don’t know why he did this, but to me he looked like a modern-day Mexican backyard mechanic Hercules.
— Sandra, San Ysidro
4th of July Sale Going on NOW!

Up to 80% Off & 0% Financing
See store for details.

Serta Truckload Queen Sets
All start at $379
All mattress comfort levels available

40-70% Below Retail
Major Brand Mattresses
King-Size Inventory Reduction!
Over 1500 mattress sets must be liquidated!

QUEEN PILLOW TOP
$299
SETS
QUEEN SUPER PILLOW TOP
$399
SETS
CAL KING MAJOR BRAND SUPER PILLOW TOP
$499
FROM

8400 Miramar Rd.
San Diego, CA 92126
858-695-6670
www.FirstStopMattress.com

Mon-Sat 10 am-7 pm • Sun 11 am-5 pm

How does the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute create some of the most stylish email campaigns in town?
They use Emma.

At the world-renowned Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Kristen and Greg use email to keep their growing audience up to speed on the latest cancer research, fundraising efforts and patient case studies. And they’re doing it in style, with Emma’s one-click send-offs, real-time response tracking and intuitive features. It’s easy, it’s affordable, and it’s helping 12,000 fine organizations around the world create, send and track email newsletters and campaigns in style.

What’s new at DFSCT Join their email list at www.dana-farber.org/newsletter and be among the first to know.

Take a free tour & test drive at www.myemma.com

ANNUAL ZUOMODERN
SALE 20-40% OFF

This is not a sale to turn your back on!

Kiva Lounge Chair – Red $349

New Spirit Chair – Coffee $179

Zuo Modern – Product Availability is on a first come, first served basis. Home/stock items are subject to Zuo Modern lead times.

www.zuomodern.com
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Save your home today!
Prevent foreclosure and renegotiate your loan.

We’ll work to lower your loan balance and interest rate by negotiating with your lender and prevent foreclosure!

1-888-270-5546
Law Offices of Eric F. Fagan
2300 Boswell Rd. | Chula Vista

Over 29 years experience in real estate and consumer law

k e e p i n g t h e k e y s . c o m

SportingBox By Patrick Daugherty

July 4th Edition

Letter from John Adams to his daughter Abigail “Nabby” Adams, Philadelphia, July 5th, 1777

My dear Daughter,

Yesterday, being the anniversary of American Independence, was celebrated here with a festivity and ceremony becoming the occasion. I am too old to derive delight in pretty descriptions, if I had a talent for them, otherwise a picture might be drawn, which would please the fancy of a Whig, at least. The thought of taking any notice of this day was not conceived until the second of this month, and it was not mentioned until the third. It was too late to have a sermon, as every one wished, so this must be deferred another year. Congress determined to adjourn over that day, and to dine together.

From a speech given by Frederick Douglass at Corinthian Hall, Rochester, New York, on July 5, 1852.

This Fourth of July is yours, not mine…. What, to the American slave, is your Fourth of July?… Go where you may, search where you will, roam through all the monarchies and despotsisms of the Old World, travel through South America, search out every abuse, and when you have found the last, lay your facts by the side of the everyday practices of this nation, and you will say with me that, for revolting barbarity and shameless hypocrisy, America reigns without a rival.

Written by Joseph Addison (1672–1719), English essayist, poet, and politician:

How beautiful is death, when earn’d by virtue! Who would not be that youth! What pity is it That we can die but once to serve our country!

Remarks of George S. Patton: Don’t be a fool and die for your country. Let the other sonofabitch die for his.

Albert Einstein: I find it difficult to believe that I belong to such an idiotic, rotten species — the species that actually boasts of its freedom of will, heroism on command, senseless violence, and all of the Katharsien nonsense that goes by the name of patriotism.

William Shakespeare, Coriolanus (Act 3, Scene 3): I do love My country’s good with a respect more tender. More holy and profound, than mine own life, My dear wife’s estimate, her womb increase, And treasure of my hins.

Snoke the Younger (4 BC–AD 65): Men love their country, not because it is great, but because it is their own.

Bertrand Russell (1872–1970) British mathematician, philosopher, Nobel Laureate in Literature: Patriots always talk of dying for their country, and never of killing for their country.

Theodore Roosevelt: We have room for but one flag, the American flag, and this excludes the red flag which symbolizes all wars against liberty and civilization just as much as it excludes any foreign flag of a nation to which we are hostile. We have room for but one language here and that is the English language, for we intend to see that the crucible turns our people out as Americans, of American nationality, and not as dwellers in a polyglot boarding house; and we have room for but one, sole loyalty, and that loyalty is to the American people.

Voltaire (1694–1778): It is dangerous to be right when the government is wrong.

George M. Cohan: I’m a Yankee Doodle Dandy A Yankee Doodle, do or die A real live nephew of my uncle Sam’s Born on the Fourth of July George M. Cohan: Many a bum show has been saved by the flag.

The Treaty of Paris, September 3, 1783: In the name of the most holy and undivided Trinity. It having pleased the Divine Providence to dispose the hearts of the most serene and most potent Prince George the Third, by the grace of God, king of Great Britain, France, and Ireland, defender of the faith, duke of Brunswick and Lunebourg, arch-treasurer and prince elector of the Holy Roman Empire etc., and of the United States of America, to forget all past misunderstandings and differences that have unhappily interrupted the good correspondence and friendship which they mutually wish to restore…have agreed upon and confirmed the following articles.

Article 1: His Britannic Majesty acknowledges the said United States, viz., New Hampshire, Massachusetts Bay, Rhode Island and Providence Plantations, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia, to be free sovereign and independent states, that he treats with them as such, and for himself, his heirs, and successors, relinquishes all claims to the government, property, and territorial rights of the same and every part thereof.

Happy Birthday. Looking good. Let’s do better next year.
It's the law! Bluetooth starting at $89

Window Tinting $59

KENWOOD DNX7120
- Built-in Garmin Navigation Board with USA, Canada, PR, Alaska and Hawaii Mapping
- Voice Guidance Announces Street Names
- XM Live Traffic and Weather Ready
- Fastest Access to iPod Audio/Video with High-Speed iPod Control
- Bluetooth Hands-Free Unit Ready (Optional KCA-BT200)

KENWOOD KVT-512
- 7" Motorized Touchscreen with Variable Illumination
- Fastest Access to iPod Audio/Video with High-Speed iPod Control
- Two sets of (2V) Pre-outs
- Navigation Ready (Optional KNA-G510)
- SAT Ready (Requires CA-SR20V + Sirius SC-C1 Tuner or KCA-XM100V + XM Mini Tuner)

iDA-X001 The Best In-Vehicle iPod Experience
- As a "Made for iPod" program member, Alpine designed the iDA-X001 for simple, seamless operation. The iDA-X001 exceeds all expectations combining the trusted sound you deserve, and easy control and access to all your iPod music through a brand-new interface.

IVA-W205 • 2-DIN DVD/CD/MP3/WMA Receiver/AV Head Unit with navigation option
- Optional accessory Blackbird PMD-B200 Portable Navigation System

ALPINE ACA200 BACKUP CAMERA
- Wireless camera with integrated 2.4GHz transmitter
- Selectable views for maximum safety

DIMENSIONS: 17" x 49" x 799"
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HOURS: Monday-Saturday 9:00 am-7:00 pm, Sunday 10:00 am-4:00 pm. Limited quantities available. First come, first served. Financing available. Not responsible for misprints.

Visa, MasterCard, American Express and ATM accepted. No credit/bad credit—qualify in 15 minutes (OAC). Some restrictions apply. See store for details.

Installation charges not included.

Authorized Sony dealer.

Authorized Kenwood dealer.

Authorized Alpine dealer.

Authorized JL Audio dealer.

AUTHORIZED DEALER

FINANCING AVAILABLE • 90 DAYS SAME AS CASH

ITALIAN MILITARY FINANCING up to $5000 (OAC)

CAR ALARM SYSTEMS

Type-R Woofers Sws-1042 $89

6x9 3-way Speakers $22

Dome Tweeter $22

Custom Made Step Bars $22

Installations $149

Audio Sport Auto Customizing

714 E. Valley Pkwy • Escondido
(760) 743-2333
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Now it’s a MONTHLY neighborhood writing contest.

Last year the Reader held a writing contest. Topic? Your neighborhood. Over 600 San Diegans submitted entries, and the winners were printed in the September issues of the paper.

The Reader will hold a monthly neighborhood writing contest, and at the end of each month the best entries will be awarded prizes.

Entries must be submitted through and will be published on the Neighborhood pages of the SDReader.com website.

If space allows, we will publish entries in the printed version of the Reader.

1st place..............$500
2nd place ...........$250
3rd place ..............$100

Photos and YouTube links to videos are welcome but not necessary to win.

Go to SDReader.com/neighborhood, find your neighborhood or campus, and follow the instructions to create a blog.

Deadline for this month is midnight, July 31.
San Diego Reader
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4242 Camino Del Rio North
I-8 and Mission Gorge (Chili's)
1-888-477-3628
www.bellissimosandiego.com

VacuStep vacuum promotes proper blood circulation to cellulite-prone areas.
Ellipsis carbohydrate beverage mix available. Great for pre and post workout.

Free session
No purchase required.
Expires 7/14/08.

3 free sessions
With purchase of package.
Expires 7/14/08.

Contact Lens Exam ’79
JCPenney Fashion Valley Mall
Dr. Marshall Baerle, O.D., APC
1-866-887-6821
Most insurance accepted.
Weekend appointments available.
Use your JCPenney card.
Offers good thru 8-4-08 with this ad.

Eye Exam
$49
Exam for glasses includes glaucoma and cataract check.

Contact Lens Exam
$79
Includes two pairs of soft lenses, eyeglass prescription,
fitting, 90 days of follow-up care, instruction and care kit.
Some restrictions apply. Astigmatism, RGP, monovision and bifocals slightly more.
We have the latest lenses for dry eyes, Toric lenses, gas-permeable, and bifocal contacts.

JCPenney
Fashion Valley Mall
Dr. Marshall Baerle, O.D., APC

Sign Spinners!
Do you have an interesting story for a Reader writer?
Call John: (619) 414-4739

Lose up to 14 inches
REDUCE the appearance of CELLULITE
Safely reshape thighs, hips, stomach & buttocks.
Results in just 2 to 4 weeks

20%
off if you bring a friend
Actual client
Lose up to 14 inches
& REDUCE the appearance of CELLULITE
Safely reshape thighs, hips, stomach & buttocks.
Results in just 2 to 4 weeks

Before
After

3 free sessions
Call for appointment.
Expires 7/14/08.

Bellissimo
1-888-477-3628
www.bellissimosandiego.com
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IT'S JUST LUNCH®
DATING FOR BUSY PROFESSIONALS

Lisa Purdum
San Diego
North County
619.232.8999
760.268.0004
Marilyn Grover
Jessica Sobel

It's time to try something new. It's just Lunch is the premier
dating service for busy professionals with 17 years of
experience and over 100 locations worldwide. Talk to the
professionals who specialize in first dates. We'll match you
with other clients who share similar interests, then make all
the arrangements for lunch or drinks after work. See why
our system is better at it'sJustLunchSanDiego.com.
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IT'S JUST LUNCH®
DATING FOR BUSY PROFESSIONALS

Lisa Purdum
San Diego
North County
619.232.8999
760.268.0004
Marilyn Grover
Jessica Sobel

It's time to try something new. It's just Lunch is the premier
dating service for busy professionals with 17 years of
experience and over 100 locations worldwide. Talk to the
professionals who specialize in first dates. We'll match you
with other clients who share similar interests, then make all
the arrangements for lunch or drinks after work. See why
our system is better at it'sJustLunchSanDiego.com.
I treasure the stability of my childhood years, but my clearest memories are of the breaks from routine — family vacations, the time Dad let us go to a midnight movie opening on a school night, my 16th birthday bash. Ye olde family reunion is upon me once again, and I’m in dire need of a punch-up — a focal point for bored children. Ah-ha, a sweet spot for their sweet tooth — popcorn from an old-fashioned popper in little-striped bags. The great swathes of pink cotton candy rolled into cloud-sized mounds, icy blue snow cones and the subsequent brain freeze. I’ll give them an old-time carnival-snack binge.

Greg at San Diego Kids Party Rentals in Clairemont (858-227-2700; sandiegokidspartyrentals.com) told me I could start making fresh-popped memories for $79 a day. “The popcorn machines are the old-fashioned kind — basically, a cart on wheels. It comes with enough popcorn and oil for 30 servings and the boxes you use for serving. You take the premeasured packets of corn and oil, cut the tops off, stir them together in the hopper, press some buttons, and you’re off. The first batch takes three to four minutes; after that, each batch goes a little quicker. It’s pre-seasoned to give a buttery-salty flavor. And you can get additional packets, each containing seven to eight servings, for $2 apiece.”

As for the snow cones, “You need to provide your own ice. We provide the rest, including syrups. We have a variety — strawberry, cherry, lime — and we send out a little booklet that contains the recipe for making your own ice. There’s a button on the machine that activates a big hammer that grinds the ice into snow. Just scoop it out into the cone and add syrup. It takes no time at all to get going, and I suggest that people make a whole bunch of snow at once. We provide cups for 40 to 50 people. That’s $79 a day.”

San Diego Kids Party Rentals offers delivery and pickup on orders over $125. “But either of these can be picked up,” said Greg. “Just keep in mind that Saturdays are our crazy days, so you’ll want to try to give us as much advance notice as possible when booking, as we do sell out. Other days, it’s not usually an issue.” Greg noted that no cleaning was necessary prior to return.

Raphael’s Party Rentals in Miramar and Carlsbad (858-689-7368; raphaelspartyrentals.com) rents antique-style popcorn carts for $116, or tabletop-style for $66. A $35 deposit is required, but if the machines are returned cleaned, the deposit is refunded. As for popcorn, said the clerk, “Our smallest amount serves 200; that’s $45. You might want to buy your own at Costco or Smart & Final. And for something like this, your best bet is to pick it up. We deliver for minimum orders of $75, but the delivery fee starts at $97.”

Abbaye Party Rents has five locations: San Diego, Mira Mesa, El Cajon, Escondido, and Temecula (888-552-2339; abbayepartyrentals.com). Antique-style carts run $95; tabletop models, $55. Sales clerk Jackie told me, “It’s really simple. You plug them in, turn the switch on, add the popcorn. We sell enough popcorn and oil for 10 to 12 servings for $1.99, and a pack of 100 bags is $4. Delivery charge depends on zip code — La Mesa is $45. We ask for only a minimum cleaning — empty the hopper of excess kernels, and wipe out any leftover popcorn. We’ll do the actual washing.”

Jackie also offered cotton-candy machines for $85 a day. “It’s basically a motor with a giant bowel on top of it. You pour the candy floss into the bowl when it’s turned on, and it spins and spins. Stick the cotton-candy stick into the bowl, and let it collect cotton candy. For this one, we ask you to clean the bowl when you’re finished. The candy floss runs $7.95, and a pack of 100 sticks is $4.95. Oh, and we also have root beer pretzel warmers for $55. You can buy the pretzels at Costco — just defrost them first. Gener- ally, a week’s notice is enough to reserve any of these.”

ABC Party & Event Rentals in Chula Vista (619-476-2222; abcpartyrental.com) were more no-frills. Tabletop popcorn machines and snow-cone machines ran $40 per day. No supplies or delivery available, but the clerk told me that either machine would fit in a minivan. Cleaning was not necessary, and a two- to three-week advance notice was recommended. At the opposite end of the spectrum was Party Pals in Sorrento (858-622-6613; partypals.com). I talked to Linda and learned that cotton-candy, snow-cone, and popcorn machines could be had for $575 each. “That includes an attendant for a four-hour event and servings for 425 people. Delivery in San Diego is $95. The attendant will bring out, set up, operate, and take down the machine and will serve the guests during the event. You determine where you want the machine to go; we just ask that it’s a flat surface. Also, you want to make sure we can get ten amps per machine — you might want to check your power supply ahead of time. We do a lot of outdoor carnivals, school events, grad nights, and company picnics. Popcorn and cotton candy tend to be most popular around Halloween. We’ve probably already booked the snow-cone machines for the Fourth of July; but other summer dates are still available.”

To get an online version of this column, go to sduniontrib.com. You can print it, email it to friends, and get other columns by this author.

---

**americafunding**

**Loan Officers**

**#1 Ranked Lending Tree Local Broker**

America Funding is a nationally ranked Lending Tree Partner. Due to our continued rapid growth, we have Loan Officer positions available for top-producing Loan Officers. We support our team’s success by providing:

- Technology that shortens the sales cycle so you fund more loans
- Outstanding training
- Unlimited qualified leads
- Total back office and front office support
- An excellent commission structure

Our outstanding compensation plan also offers you complete health benefits and a 401(k).

**Send your résumé to**

fax: 858-526-6999
**or e-mail: hr@afunding.net**

www.america-funding.com

EOE M/F/D/V
DRE License #01396986

---

**READY TO CHANGE YOUR LIFE?**

Become a Court Reporter or Legal Office Assistant!

**Call For Your Admissions Appointment Now!**

- Days / Nights or Interactive Online Classes Available
- Financial Aid Available For Those Who Qualify
- Excellent Career Opportunities
- Associate Degree Offered
- Fully Accredited

**San Diego Location**

(619) 683-2727
2820 Camino del Rio South
Suite 100
San Diego, CA 92108

www.sagecollege.edu

**Moreno Valley Location**

(951) 781-2727
12125 Day Street
Building L
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

www.sagecollege.edu

---

**BestBuys**

---

**“I suggest that people make a whole bunch of snow at once.”**

---

**#1 Cotton-candy machine**

**#2 Popcorn machine**

**#3 Snow-cone machine**
What’s going on in your neighborhood?

Has a new business changed your community—for better or worse?
Need more bike racks? Is crime on the rise?
Do you have an unsung neighborhood hero?

We want to know!

Come meet Reader writer Dorian Hargrove and tell him all about it!

Mondays at 7 pm:

**South Park**  July 7 • Rebecca’s Coffee House • 3015 Juniper St.
**Mission Hills**  July 14 • It’s A Grind Coffee House • 301 W. Washington St.
**North Park**  July 21 • Claire de Lune Coffee Lounge • 2906 University Ave.
**Golden Hill**  July 28 • Krakatoa • 1128 25th St.

Grab your
GOLD
RUSH

...on down to Gems N’ Loans! We pay the most for gold in any condition — whole pieces, scrap or broken. We also buy diamonds, vintage watches such as Rolex and others. **Gold prices have soared to an ALL-TIME high and you may be sitting on a GOLD MINE!!**

If you’re not sure you want to sell now, we will gladly make you a no-hassle loan on your jewelry or most anything of value, including coins and coin collections.

### Eyeglass Special
Includes exam, spring-hinge metal frames, S.V. plastic lenses.
$143 complete

### Eye Exam Plus
Eye exam, one pair of glasses, & two pair of contact lenses.
$176

### Colored Contacts
3 Pair $45

**DR. PHILLIP LEVY, O.D., FAMILY OPTOMETRIST**
5020-B Baltimore Dr., La Mesa (Next to Starbucks)
1.866.685.2463

Offers do not include previous purchases, other discounts, specials, or third-party plans. We accept most vision and insurance plans. Single-vision plastic lenses. Restrictions apply.

**soft contacts**
Includes Exam & Follow-up

Daily or extended wear • Bausch & Lomb Optima FW • Select powers

2 pair $116 complete

**ENHANCE YOUR ACTIVE LIFESTYLE**

Massage Envy helps you maintain your competitive edge. Our professional therapists will customize your massage session to your fitness goals — increase flexibility, reduce muscle fatigue, even improve your endurance. Stay on top of your game. Schedule your appointment today at Massage Envy.

**CARLSBAD**
CARMEL VALLEY
DOWNTOWN EAST VILLAGE
LA JOLLA
POINT LOMA
SAN MARCOS
SANTEE

**ESCONDIDO**
1-866-524-1773
327 W. Mission
78 & 15 Fwy. close
State Lic. #3700-0972

**VISTA**
1-866-524-1772
925 S. Santa Fe near Escondido Ave.
State Lic. #3700-0972

**OCEANSIDE**
1-866-524-1771
3753 Mission Ave. at El Camino Real
State Lic. #3710-0996

Full-time jeweler on premises • [www.gemsnloans.com](http://www.gemsnloans.com)
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like a good amateur psychologist, when I encounter a hot mess of a woman I immediately look to her father. More often than not, women with low self-esteem and self-destructive tendencies (from hookers to housewives) have dubious dads. Maybe he wasn’t around and Mom had a confusing variety of “special friends.” Perhaps he was around too much, in an abusive and destructive way. Point is, a young girl’s relationship with her father shapes her self-respect and the way she will relate to men later in life. Therefore, I am confident that it is by no coincidence that my three sisters and I are strong women with healthy and rewarding relationships. As an adult, I count myself among the especially fortunate daughters who are able to appreciate their dads as both father and friend.

A few weeks ago, my father and I attended a baseball game for the first time together. My dad is not the overly masculine type. He prefers Andrew Lloyd Webber to the Rolling Stones, red wine to Budweiser, and appreciates their dads as both "housewives (even the Housewives of ESPN). If someone were to whisper "grand slam" in his ear, the first and only thought to enter Dad’s mind would be his preferred breakfast. So when he asked me to clear out a Thursday afternoon and join him at the ballpark, I correctly presumed that Dad, who is frugal to the core, must have scored some free tickets.

After we’d finished marveling at how crowded it was for the middle of a weekday (didn’t any of these people have jobs?), Dad explained that even though he had no interest in the sport, this was the first of two games he would be attending in June. The tickets to the first game were given to Dad (and just about everyone else in the section) as a token of thanks for his work as a volunteer ambassador at the airport. His second visit to the ballpark would be funded by the Make-a-Wish Foundation, in appreciation of Dad’s work as a wish granter. If it weren’t for his volunteer work, my father would never have seen the inside of Petco Park. “Not bad, eh?” he said, brandishing the two $43 ticket stubs at me. “See, baby, I spare no expense,” he added, an apt and oft-repeated joke of his.

After Dad’s booming rendition of the "Star-Spangled Banner," the game began. The crowd cheered and booed as we looked on, confused. It wasn’t until white fireworks shot into the bright blue sky that we figured someone must have scored a home hit or shot a run, or whatever it’s called. I asked Dad to interpret the letters and numbers on the scoreboard for me; I could tell by his meandering answer that he was as clueless as me, so I called him out. “You don’t know, do you? Well, let’s ask—”

“I could never ask anyone in this place that question,” he said in earnest.

“Good point,” I said, noting the multitude of Padres-emblazoned shirts and hats, the fervor in the faces of other spectators. We were like a couple of "suppressive persons" who’d inadvertently wandered into a Scientology convention. Best to keep our ignorance on the DL.

During the second inning, a representative of the airport handed us a $5 certificate. “You want is to have some distraction-free time with his progeny and play Wham-O’s Trac Ball, the rackets and ball for which he learned it was two-for-one hot dog day. To finish something sweet and crunchy, I launched an assault of creative accounting and fancy fiscal rationalization — if we combine the certificate and two-for-one hot dog deal, then that $6 bag of Cracker Jack really only costs a dollar! We returned to our seats with a few drinks and a bag of stale nostalgia and carried on a two-hour conversation while, in the background, the Padres clobbered the Dodgers.

As complicated as he may seem with his dueling "government war-gaming" and "new-agey Kumbaya singing" personalities, my father is really a simple man who takes the greatest pleasure from the smallest things. Snaking a rock-star parking space can keep him grinning for weeks (it is not rare for me to receive a phone call from Dad recounting his recent coup in some notoriously crowded area, like downtown or Balboa Park). On Father’s Day, all Dad wanted was to have some distraction-free time with his progeny and play Wham-O’s Trac Ball, the rackets and ball for which he’d been carrying around in the trunk of his car since the last time we played one year ago.

Time was tight — Jane and Heather had to split their Dad’s Day celebrations between their own dad and the fathers of their children. Representing Dad’s brood, Jenny and I (the childless daughters who had the morning free) joined Dad at his...
church, where every year on that special day all fathers are asked to stand and be acknowledged. After we cheered and clapped for Dad, Jenny and I sat back, flanking our father, and listened to the guest speaker — a Zen Buddhist who spoke of his drug addiction and subsequent quest for his perfect path to enlightenment.

My dad is modest and self-deprecating. He won’t tell you he volunteers for Make-a-Wish without first explaining his selfish motives for doing so; he will wait until he is sure you fully understand the motives for doing so; he will wait until he is sure you fully understand the vast extent of his ignorance about which he will boast. "I have partaken in drug addiction and subsequent quest for my perfect universe of creation," Dad said, after I’d asked him to name something cool about being a father. The sky was clear, the air was warm, and a refreshing breeze was blowing over us as Jenny set out the food on a cement table at Presidio Park. Keeping in line with Dad’s preferences, lunch was basic and familiar — turkey, cheese, and mustard on rolls, Doritos, and Chips Ahoy cookies. “Just think,” Dad continued, gesturing toward his four grandchildren, who were playing quietly on the sunlit grass. “If it weren’t for me and my mother, none of you would be here. It’s freakin’ magic.”

“I looked at my nieces and nephews and nodded Yes, it is pretty freakin’ amazing. I would have said this aloud, but I was holding an icepack to my lower lip. I had only been playing Trac Ball with Heather for two minutes when I took the high-velocity, air-filled plastic ball in the face. Dad was quick to give up trying to choke back his laughter when he saw my cracked and bleeding Jolie. “You know,” he said, “that has never happened in the history of Trac Ball.”

Subtext: you must really be a moron. For his playful teasing, Dad earned a swollen smirk, a vision that apparently made it more difficult for him to continue chuckling guilt-free.

When we’d finished eating, Dad took a seat in his lawn chair and watched on like King Triton beholding his daughters from his throne. "Are you having a good day?" I asked, with a bit of a lisp. “It’s perfect, just perfect,” said Dad. Sensing he had more to say, I stood silently beside him as he gazed at Heather, Jane, and Jenny, who were chatting with each other while making sure the children didn’t stray too far from the blanket Jace had set on the grass for them. "You know how an artist is never happy with their creations?" Dad asked rhetorically. “Well, I’m more easily pleased. I feel like an artist who can sit back and say, ‘Okay, I’m finished with it, and now it’s up to other people’s interpretations.’"

“What’s that feel like?” I asked.

Dad let out a little laugh and shrugged his shoulders at the idea of putting into words what he felt was beyond language. After a moment, and still laughing, he said, “It’s just super cool.”

To get an online version of this column, go to sdreader.com. You can print it, email it to friends, and get other columns and stories by Barbara.
When a woman kills her husband, boyfriend, or lover, the crime is called an intimate murder.

In each of the past three years, there were roughly 17,000 murders in the United States. Of these, about 11 percent were committed by women. In most cases women kill to defend themselves during a confrontation: It’s her life or his. Women seldom murder other women and almost never kill strangers. That’s what men do.

When a woman kills her husband, boyfriend, or lover, the crime is called “intimate murder”; because the victim is known, and because a confrontation is usually the source of her rage (almost all killings by females are unplanned), the charge is usually manslaughter. Once a woman enters the criminal justice system, her fate may be eased by chivalrous public defenders, judges, and juries, who sometimes buy into gender stereotypes of women as nonviolent and passive, relational victims who deserve to be punished but not severely. At trial, a woman may generate sympathy via honest or well-played emotional displays. Is crazy-in-love a special requisite for intimate female murder? Or is there something more to the story than ruined innocence? To illustrate, here are three local cases, a consideration of contestable intentions that led to the violent end of a woman’s love.
I Loved My Husband, and I Didn’t Do It on Purpose

Marion Scott Lowry’s early life was traumatic. As a teenager, she and her mother moved to Ocean Beach, where the mother sold marijuana for the Hell’s Angels. A stepfather stole money from Lowry’s mother and frequently abused her. The mother, unable to care for her daughter, was forced to give up Marion, and at 13, Marion was placed in a foster home. Lowry, who told her story to a psychiatrist and a psychologist, transcripts of which are on file with the San Diego Superior Court, said that in 1969 her mother owed the Hell’s Angels $500 in drug proceeds, a sum she could not pay. According to Lowry, the motorcycle gang had her mother killed. The court-ordered psychologist wrote, “Her mother was placed on the freeway in the fast lane, while on heroin, by the Hell’s Angels and run over.” In the police report, the cause of death was ruled an accident.

A lost teen, Lowry ran away from her foster family but was later found and returned to school. She failed 11th grade and again ran away, this time to San Francisco, where she used drugs. She took LSD, then “graduated” to the hallucinogen STP, a much stronger psychotropic drug. As a result, Lowry was admitted to a psychiatric hospital and given antipsychotic medication to come down. Typically, when Lowry was

other women and almost never kill strangers.
The man she cheated with was John Raymond Tramposh. The pair married in 1983 and lived for many years at Diamond Jack’s RV Park in Jamul. Lowry recalls that the pair drank heavily; both broke into cars to steal things, even when either she or Tramposh was on parole. Still, Lowry remembers the marriage as “excellent — no matter what, my husband was always there for me. No matter how much of a failure [I was], no matter how much I struggled,” he was, she said, good to her, and she to him. “I’d pick him up, and he’d pick me up, when I was down. When I’d run from him, he’d give me chicken soup. We had verbal fighting.” Her neighbors said, “We were either fucking or fighting.” Apparently, the fighting included times when, according to Tramposh, Lowry would strike him “on the legs with pots and pans.”

In 1991, Lowry was hospitalized with a “nervous breakdown.” In the psychologist’s report, she described herself “drinking beer, raising hell, falling asleep, cracking my teeth, and yelling at my husband.” Tramposh, While under a psychiatrist’s care, she was finally diagnosed with bipolar disorder and 10 misdemeanor convictions and 11 felony convictions, along with 8 “criminal failures to appear.” The charges and convictions include selling heroin, forgery, receiving stolen property, defrauding businesses, petty theft, escaping jail, disorderly conduct, vehicle theft, burglary, begging, child stealing, transporting nar-

cotics, battery, prostitution, assault with a deadly weapon not a firearm, and DUL. Lowry confessed to the psychologist, “I’m a high-end bitch. I steal the nice things so I can have money in my pocket. My problem was I’d see it and take it because it was pretty.” Of late, Lowry has supported herself with Social Security disability payments.

Lowry’s day is given over to a pack of cigarettes, three or four drinks, and four to six cups of coffee. She takes methadone and Xanax. Long-term drug use has taken its toll. The psychologist describes Lowry as plump, poorly groomed, tangential in her thinking, labile (prone to swings of emotions), and “inappropriately angry.” Her speech can be “poorly logical.” Her judgment and her insight is “poor.” She is “in the average range of cognitive ability.” The Michigan Alcohol Screening Test classed her a “problem drinker.” The test suggests that “individuals with this profile are suspicious, mistrustful, easily threatened, and likely to overrespond to minor environmental stresses with belligerent behavior and emotional outbursts.” The personality disorder Lowry has is severe: it is marked by loneliness and feeling misunderstood and by a tendency to be highly manipulative and self-indulgent. The psychologist found no evidence that Lowry is a psychopath.

By 2006, Lowry’s husband Tramposh had his own worries, due to years of alcohol and drug abuse. He was sick with cirrhosis, had type 2 diabetes, and suffered from low testosterone, a side-effect of the methadone he was taking. Tramposh had poor eating habits, and periodically, Lowry would cook him a meal to replace his frequent use of the microwave. In a police report, Tramposh identified himself as having “bipolar disorder.” He noted that he “slept a lot.”

Though the marriage may have brought some stability to Lowry’s life, whatever she did enjoy was worn-eaten by drug-taking and hospitalizations. In addition, the pair often fought over attempts...
to recover Tramposh’s share of a family inheritance, which, Lowry alleged, was being kept from him by his sister, Erica Winchell. Lowry said that the sister was not paying her brother the money for estate items that had been sold on eBay. According to a story in the San Diego Union-Tribune, Winchell disputed this, calling Lowry “poison.” Lowry, she said, had been “nagging Tramposh to demand his share” of money that was “tied up in probate court.”

On September 21, 2006, Lowry said she and her husband had gone to Costco “for food and water. We had been drinking. Mudslides, in the truck in the driveway [at Costco]. When we got home, we sat in the parking lot [and] drank.” A bit past 8:00 p.m., while Lowry prepared dinner, Tramposh talked about death, “about not wanting to live; he was talking about being a failure. He got a little bit mental.” That’s when the inheritance came up again. They argued over who should call the sister. Tramposh said, “You call her back.” A police report states that Lowry had been arguing with Winchell on the phone. She pleaded with her husband to phone Winchell again “on her behalf. He refused to do so.”

It seems that one of the pair ordered the other to bed. Then, Tramposh changed his mind and moved toward the phone. Lowry said that Tramposh was “angry at his sister, not taking it out on me. But he want[ed] to talk to her again.” His wife was in the way, and he went to push her aside.

Lowry, who’d been cooking dinner, was holding a kitchen knife, one they had bought at the Del Mar Fair. “It was a sharp knife,” Lowry said. “I was trying to get through to him, make him pay attention. I poked him. Stop it. Just quit it. Let’s leave this whole fucking mess alone.” Lowry said the knife didn’t go in deep, though he “did bleed a lot.” Clutching his stomach, Tramposh stumbled out of the trailer.

Lowry called 911. The operator told her to stay in the house. That’s when Lowry began spinning the first of many sto-
ries about what had happened. When the operator asked for details, Lowry said that Tramposh had fallen on something in the house. She knew she was drunk; she knew there’d be police. So “I made up bull- shit.” But, she continued, “I didn’t think he was hurt. I didn’t know how deep it was. I just thought he would need stitches.”

Scared, she ran outside and found Tramposh in a nearby phone booth on his knees. He’d called an ambulance, “as he knew he was seriously hurt.” Tramposh told the operator his wife had stabbed him. Medical technicians and the police arrived to find him “barely breathing” with a “weak pulse.” He “appeared to be unconscious.” Tramposh then whispered to the police officer that his wife had stabbed him. The ambulance rushed him to Sharp Memorial Hospital, where he had difficulty breathing and a terrific pain in his chest. A laparotomy, or incision in his abdominal wall, found “two liters of clotted and unclotted blood.”

When the police had arrived on the scene, both Lowry and her husband were in the phone booth. The police had to separate Lowry from Tramposh’s body. According to the report, she was drunk and uncooperative. Initially, she maintained that he had fallen on something in the yard, but when they questioned this story, she said that she “thought someone in the park must have attacked him” while he was outside. When Lowry heard what the hospital was doing to save her husband, she complained that they weren’t doing enough for him.

Finally, she told the officers, “It was a poke, it wasn’t a stab.” A poke to end an argument. The
Are you 65 or older and have high blood pressure?

Have you been diagnosed with, or think that you may have, high blood pressure?

If you are 65 years of age or older, you may qualify for a research study of investigational medications to treat high blood pressure.

If you qualify you will receive, AT NO COST, study-related:

- Physical exams
- Laboratory tests
- Investigational study medications, and
- Compensation for time and travel

For more information, please contact:

1-888-486-9150

Struggling with a weight problem?

Are you a Type 2 diabetic?

If yes, then you may qualify to take part in a 12-week research study.

To qualify:

- You must be between the ages of 18 and 65
- You must be a Type 2 diabetic
- You must be overweight
- You must be willing to comply with scheduled office visits

If qualified, you will receive the study medication or placebo (an inactive look-alike pill) and study-related care at no cost. You may also be compensated for time and travel.

For more information, please call:

1-888-486-9150

If diabetic nerve pain is hurting you here

You may be able to be in a clinical research study if you have diabetes causing pain in your arms, hands, legs, or your feet. The purpose of this study is to figure out the best amount of study medicine for doctors to use in helping diabetes-related pain, also called diabetes-related neuropathic pain.

You may be able to be in this study if you:

- Are at least 18 years old
- Have been diagnosed with Type 1 or Type 2 diabetes
- Have had diabetes-related pain in the arms, legs, hands, or feet for the last 6 months

If you take part in the study, you can expect 10 visits to the clinic. Your time in the study will last about 5 months. There is no cost to you for all study-related office visits, medical exams, and study medicine.

Call today about this diabetes-related pain study: 1-888-486-9150

Is Osteoarthritis knee pain putting you here... instead of here?

Knee pain caused by osteoarthritis (OA) is a leading cause of disability among adults. It can be frustrating, especially when it impacts simple, everyday activities.

Today, local doctors are conducting a clinical research study evaluating investigational medicated patches to see if they relieve OA knee pain when they’re applied directly to the knee.

To be eligible for this study, you must:

- Be 45 years of age or older
- Have a medical diagnosis of OA knee with mild to moderate symptoms
- Be taking an anti-inflammatory or another pain-relieving drug on a regular basis
- Be willing to remain at the study clinic for up to 36 hours

Qualified participants will receive study-related medical evaluations and study patches at no cost. Reimbursement for time and travel may also be provided.

To learn more about this study, please contact: 1-888-486-9150

www.synergysandiego.com
Schizophrenia Research Study

Now enrolling participants for...

...an investigational medication trial to treat impairments of thinking and memory in adults diagnosed with schizophrenia.

To see if you or someone you know qualifies, call

(858) 566-8222

The California Neuropsychopharmacology Clinical Research Institute, LLC
“CNRI, LLC”

Medical Marijuana Evaluations

Free verification card provided with every recommendation. Legitimate and affordable. Dr. Sterner has 10 years' experience working with medical marijuana patient needs.

Call Office Direct: 619-543-1061
For 24-Hour Recorded Information Please Call: 619-442-4215

Save 10% with ad.

Lose Weight as low as $10/day

We have new and innovative medications and regimens to help you lose weight without depleting your body of the nutrients it needs, and help you feel satisfied. Bioidentical hormones, lifestyle and nutrition training and vitamin B12 injections take as little as 15 minutes per area. Results may vary.

Call: 619-543-1061

Low Back Pain

Do You Wake Up to Pain?

If your back pain has you reaching for medication on most days, you may want to consider taking part in a research study. This study is comparing doses of two approved medications to see if they can improve chronic low back pain.

As a qualified participant, you will receive study medication and study-related care at no cost, and may be compensated for time and travel.

All participants will receive medication for their low back pain.

To qualify, you must:

☐ Be at least 18 years of age
☐ Have had moderate to severe low back pain for three months or more
☐ Take medication for low back pain at least four days a week

Please call: 760-639-4378
North County Clinical Research

RESEARCH STUDIES

DRY EYE SUFFERERS

Are you tired of dealing with your dry, irritated eyes?

We are seeking qualified participants for an upcoming clinical research study that will last 8 weeks (6 office visits). If you have dry eyes, no current punctal occlusion and have not used Restasis® in the past 30 days, then you may qualify for this study.

Benefits of participation include: study-related exams for dry eyes, lab tests, medication or placebo, individual counseling and compensation for time and travel. No medical insurance is required for participation in this study.

For more information about our clinical research study, please call site contact Patti Simpson at: (760) 758-2008; Pendleton Eye Center, 3998 Vista Way, Suite A, Oceanside, CA 92056

Attn: Heavy Drinkers

Researchers at The Scripps Research Institute are working to develop new treatments for people with alcohol problems.

Is your current alcohol use causing problems with your family, your work, your life? If you want to stop drinking, The Pearson Center for Alcoholism and Addiction Research is conducting a clinical trial to help you reach that goal.

Qualified participants receive lab tests, medication or placebo, individual counseling and compensation for travel. All information is confidential.

Call: 858-784-7867 (STOP) or visit: www.pearsoncenter.org
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In his final days Tramposh made a point of not blaming his wife. Evidence of this comes from his dying statement, which the attending nurses corroborated. "Tell Marion I love her. You need to tell the detective that she didn't do it on purpose," Lowry testified to the psychologist that "the doctors and nurses said he never said anything bad about me." After her husband's death, Lowry was remorseful. "He taught me how to be happy with the story squared with the facts — the knife, the wound, the phone calls, all of which were verified. The truth, however, was not enough to save Tramposh. He lingered for ten days, until his liver and kidneys failed. He died on October 1, 2006.

In his final days Tramposh made a point of not blaming his wife. Evidence of this comes from his dying statement, which the attending nurses corroborated. "Tell Marion I love her. You need to tell the detective that she didn't do it on purpose," Lowry testified to the psychologist that "the doctors and nurses said he never said anything bad about me." After her husband's death, Lowry was remorseful. "He taught me how to be happy with the story squared with the facts — the knife, the wound, the phone calls, all of which were verified. The truth, however, was not enough to save Tramposh. He lingered for ten days, until his liver and kidneys failed. He died on October 1, 2006.
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loved him, and I still do, and I always will. It wasn’t meant to be this way.” Had the case gone to trial and Lowry found guilty by a jury, she might have received 15 years. Instead, the judge, who reviewed the psychological and psychiatric reports, listened to her woes and gave her 7.

The Emotionally Battered Wife Defense
Patricia Joellen Morris fell for Peter Johnson, a well-to-do executive in Del Mar, in a big way — but it was really no different from the way she’d always fallen for men, giving up her independence for the marriage, to accommodate the man’s career.

Joellen, who is called by her middle name, was a 19-year-old college student when she met and married Craig Castle. She finished her degree and spent the next 21 years with Craig and their two children. Castle took engineering jobs all over the country — Alabama, Connecticut, Houston (where they lived for 10 years and he worked for NASA), New Jersey, back to Connecticut, and Florida. While Craig traveled for work — and drank — Joellen raised the kids and started running. Eventually she ran the New York Marathon twice in under four hours. Through many moves, Joellen worked as a low-paid secretary in the medical field.

Craig’s constant absence and Joellen’s affair with another man led to the couple’s divorce. Joellen then picked up with and married Stan Blythe, a lieutenant in the Navy, stationed in Florida. This was 1985. As Mrs. Blythe, she followed her husband around — as she had Castle — to Rhode Island and San Diego. In Poway they bought a condo, and Joellen worked at Scripps Hospital. But the marriage soured. According to Joellen, Blythe was physically and verbally abusive. For his part, he remembered Joellen as jealous, possessive, angry, mean, and hateful. Joellen and Blythe separated in July 1988. (Their “regard” for each other didn’t stop them from meeting at a motel for the occasional assignation.) After he moved out, Blythe claims he once came to the condo to retrieve some belongings and that Joellen pulled a .32 revolver on him, saying that if he came any closer she would shoot. He left.

In 1989, Joellen, afraid of being alone, placed a personal ad in a newspaper. Peter Johnson, ten years her senior, called, and they began dating. The following January, when the Blythes were finally divorced and the condo sold, Joellen moved in with Peter. They shared his Del Mar digs on Carmel Valley Road. Joellen had a savings account from the condo sale and a good job at Scripps, where she was well liked. Doctors and co-workers described her as a “very intelligent,” “professional,” and “level-headed,” person who never displayed any vio-
lent or aggressive behavior." But Joellen was jealous and suspicious of Peter; she found strange numbers on their phone bill. In October she hired a private detective, and together they unraveled Peter’s deceit, a discovery that sent Joellen packing, to be near her college-age children and old friends in Florida.

Peter Johnson was a womanizer. As a senior vice-president of a medical supply company, his $100,000 annual salary helped him bankroll several liaisons at once. He’d maintained a 12-year affair with a married woman in Chicago, the wife of an Eastern Airlines pilot. (When Joellen found out about this woman, Peter, pledging he’d changed, grabbed Joellen’s leg and wrote on it, “I will not see that woman again.” She made him take a photo of the writing on her leg, so she could keep it in her wallet.) While Peter was dating Joellen, he’d attended what she called “group sex parties in L.A.,” and she was worried that he would contract a disease. Peter was also dating a professional tennis player, whose earnings funded a home in Rancho Santa Fe and nationwide travel. The pair often went skiing in Utah, where Peter owned...
According to Joellen, Peter became engaged to the tennis pro at the same time he was living with her. When that engagement fell through, Peter got the $6000 ring returned and flew to Florida to woo Joellen back, giving her the ring. Joellen wore it for several months but took it off once she learned where it had been. She insisted that Peter buy it back from her for $4000.

After Joellen called the tennis pro and heard that the affair was over, she married Peter in April 1990. They negotiated a prenuptial agreement, regarding “their mutual understanding [of] income and property and expenditures.” In general, Peter was not inclined to divide any assets, including his sailboat, with his new wife. He required they “share recreational expenses.” Records also state that he wanted to amend the prenuptial, even after they’d tied the knot.

In Florida, Peter was unsuccessful in his job hunt. So the couple returned to San Diego, where he became vice president of operations at Block Medical Group in Carlsbad. Scripps rehired Joellen for her old secretarial position, paying her $10 an hour, her previous wage. The Johnsons rented a condo on Sea Turf Circle in Solana Beach. By now, Joellen was so angry about Peter’s affairs (she was in group therapy and taking an antidepressant) that she insisted they see a marriage counselor.

The couple saw John Fleck, an Encinitas psychologist. Court documents state that Fleck diagnosed Joellen as “depressed and beaten down emotionally, while Peter Johnson appeared angry for being there and treated his wife badly during the sessions.” Peter stopped going; Joellen continued. Fleck diagnosed her as “being under
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chronic depression with a sense of hopelessness and poor self-esteem. “She couldn’t make decisions, and she was frightened of being alone. Because Joellen was so close to a “complete emotional collapse,” Fleck said he took the rare step of urging her to leave Peter.

In January 1991, Joellen suffered what one psychiatrist characterized as a panic attack. Over the phone, she secured a job and an apartment in Clearwater, Florida, then, in person, resigned from her job at Scripps — all without Peter’s knowledge. She packed her car with furniture, a TV, clothes, and a .32 revolver she’d carried from her days in Houston, where, she said, “Everyone owns a gun.” She started the drive to Florida but stopped in El Paso and called Peter, hoping to reconcile. His unfaithfulness and his stinginess were her two biggest headaches. She couldn’t understand why, with his making “ten times” what she did, he couldn’t pay more of their everyday expenses. The pair agreed to meet in Utah. Joellen left her car in El Paso and flew to Salt Lake City, where she and Peter skied for a few days and argued about finances. At one point, she hurt her knee on the slopes and asked Peter for some Tylenol. He insisted she pay for it before he gave it to her.

According to court records, “Peter pleaded with Joellen not to come back to live with him in California unless she was sure that she could trust him and promise to stop abusing him with her constant attacks of jealousy and interrogation regarding his whereabouts.” Which Joellen had done, she said, because his serial affairs had earned her mistrust. She discovered he had four phones and four answering machines at four locations and concluded he hadn’t changed.

Joellen flew to Florida, signed a lease for
a new apartment, started work, and then, within a week, was overcome by regret. Fueling her guilt was a quick visit from Peter, who with renewed promises urged her to come back. She agreed and returned with him to Solana Beach. But before leaving, she bought a .38 caliber Smith and Wesson revolver, in part because she'd left her .32 in the car in El Paso. In the next week she would pay $950 out of her $10,000 savings to have her car shipped, with the gun and her belongings, from El Paso to San Diego.

Once in Solana Beach, Peter — a fanatical record-keeper of expenditures — told Joellen she owed him for half the Utah trip's expenses. He handed her the bill: $1076. Though she contested it, she paid. But Peter’s latest “budgetary analysis” enraged her. She consulted an attorney, trying to secure the legal where-withal to be an equal partner in the marriage.

On February 25, 1991, two days before she would begin a new job, Peter got home around 7:00 p.m. Joellen was still upset over the $1076. The two started drinking wine and arguing. Suddenly he placed a bill for $3000 before her and said he'd decided that from now on she'd have to pay her own living expenses. Joellen was dumbstruck. She told him about having seen an attorney. Peter shot back, that wouldn't do. She was jeopardizing his latest coup. He was, he told her, up to become president of IMED, a local medical device company. That would mean $350,000 a year! Going to an attorney now would ruin his appointment.

The night wore on, the hour grew late. In bed, both were exhausted. According to Joellen, Peter “playfully” gave Joellen a “rough kiss” goodnight, slamming his lips against hers. Joellen got mad and said she was calling the police. (A later examination of Joellen's lips revealed “no indicia of any injuries.” Nor was there any injury to Peter's lips.) Peter said, “Go ahead and call 911.” Using the bedroom phone, she did, at 11:49 p.m. The sheriff's communications center logged the call “from a woman who was then cut off by a man's voice — followed by a disconnect.” Peter was livid that she had actually called. The marriage was over, he declared. He never wanted to see her again. She should get in her car, as she had a month earlier, and drive back to Florida. He was filing for divorce. He got out of bed and began to get dressed; he intended to leave before anyone arrived.

The kitchen phone rang. Peter answered and told the 911 operator that nothing was wrong, no need for anyone to come. The operator asked for the female in the house. Joellen plugged the bedroom phone in, and she also said that nothing was wrong, help wasn't necessary. The operator told them that officers had already been dispatched.
Finally, she put it down.

... and told her seven, maybe eight times, to drop hers. Finally, she put it down. Yurkus ran up the stairs, and Joellen announced: “He’s on the bed. I shot him because he’s an asshole. He deserved it.”

In a minute or two, between the operator saying the police were on their way and Joellen’s coming outside with a gun, she had retrieved the .38 from a bedside table. Peter, who was putting on his sweatshirt, had his back to her. She leaned across the bed and shot him. The bullet went through his body and came out his stomach. He turned and held his arm over his heart in a “defensive position.” Joellen walked around the bed and shot again, the bullet hitting and passing through his arm. With Peter screaming, she shut the bedroom door and went out the front door.

(At trial, one brief hearing of the deputies heard a man down as an act with a “degree of viciousness, callousness and cruelty that is hard to imagine.”) Inside the condo, the deputies heard a man moaning behind a closed door. They found Peter on the bed, on his back, a short pink nightgown. The time was 11:52 p.m.

In a minute or two, Joellen was out the front door. They found Peter on the floor of his car, why was a pair of women’s underwear on the floor of his car, why did he come home one night with his hair matted and his brow sweaty? Instead of answering, Peter wrote down her complaints and insinuations on scraps of paper and later entered them into a “behavior chart” on his computer.

During the interrogation, Joellen said that she finally saw her condition described in a book: Robin Norwood’s Women Who Love Too Much: When You Keep Wishing There scratches on his back, why was a pair of women’s underwear on the floor of his car, why did he come home one night with his hair matted and his brow sweaty? Instead of answering, Peter wrote down her complaints and insinuations on scraps of paper and later entered them into a “behavior chart” on his computer.

During the interrogation, Joellen said that she finally saw her condition described in a book: Robin Norwood’s Women Who Love Too Much: When You Keep Wishing There scratches on his back, why was a pair of women’s underwear on the floor of his car, why did he come home one night with his hair matted and his brow sweaty? Instead of answering, Peter wrote down her complaints and insinuations on scraps of paper and later entered them into a “behavior chart” on his computer.

During the interrogation, Joellen said that she finally saw her condition described in a book: Robin Norwood’s Women Who Love Too Much: When You Keep Wishing There scratches on his back, why was a pair of women’s underwear on the floor of his car, why did he come home one night with his hair matted and his brow sweaty? Instead of answering, Peter wrote down her complaints and insinuations on scraps of paper and later entered them into a “behavior chart” on his computer.

During the interrogation, Joellen said that she finally saw her condition described in a book: Robin Norwood’s Women Who Love Too Much: When You Keep Wishing There scratches on his back, why was a pair of women’s underwear on the floor of his car, why did he come home one night with his hair matted and his brow sweaty? Instead of answering, Peter wrote down her complaints and insinuations on scraps of paper and later entered them into a “behavior chart” on his computer.
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and Hoping He’ll Change. Joellen tried to get in touch with Norwood but to no avail. She said she never wanted to kill her husband: “I was really in love with him. I was more miserable without him in Florida.”

At the hour’s end, she asked after Peter’s condition. Weir had known he was dead but kept it from her; he was afraid it would upset her even more. He told her that the bullet had severed a major artery and that Peter had bled to death. “Are you sure he’s dead?” Joellen asked. Weir said that this was the first time she became “a little bit emotional,” shedding “a few tears.” Later, though, in a holding cell, she tried to strangle herself with an electrical cord.

Returning to the condo, the police found Joellen’s other gun, the .32 revolver, in her dresser. It was “loaded with lead round bullets, which are designed to punch a hole in a target as opposed to bullets that are designed to expand upon impact and cause maximum damage.” The .38 she shot Peter with “was loaded with hollow-point or hydro-shock bullets that are designed to break up and cause death when they hit a body.”

In the end, Patricia Joellen Johnson would have two trials. Both times she testified that she shot her husband but “did not want to hurt or kill him.” At the first trial in 1991, her lawyer retained several experts who would have testified to her husband’s emotional abuse — including evidence from Peter’s first wife, to whom he was similarly abusive — but the judge disallowed it. Joellen was convicted of first-degree murder. With an enhancement for using a weapon, she received 29 years to life.
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It would seem that a murder committed within the minute or two that this one did could not be premeditated. But the jury believed her act was not rash and impulsive but cold and calculated. On appeal, the appellate court upheld their verdict. The court wrote that premeditation “can occur in a brief period of time. The true test is not the duration of time as much as it is the extent of the reflection. Thoughts may follow each other with great rapidity, and cold, calculated judgment may be arrived at quickly. To constitute a deliberate and premeditated killing, the slayer must weigh and consider the question of killing and the reasons for and against such a choice and, having in mind the consequences, she decides to and does kill.” Joellen’s statements to the police — as well as her prior anger, jealousy, and rage — seemed to
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Nor did her choice to use the more deadly of the two weapons at hand, the .38, help her situation.

In 1992, a law was passed allowing a woman to use “battered women’s syndrome” as a defense in a murder trial — that is, a history of physical and emotional abuse. Due to challenges to that law, it wasn’t until 1996 that California courts began allowing women with prior murder convictions to request a new trial or a reduced sentence. While serving her time at the California Institute for Women in Corona, Joellen kept abreast of these changes. On her own, she drafted legal documents and appealed her conviction on the grounds that the judge in her case refused what we now call battered spouse syndrome or the intimate partner battering defense. Finally, in 2005, a judge set aside Joellen’s 1991 conviction and called for a new trial. There her attorney could present expert witnesses who would testify that Peter Johnson had emotionally abused her during their three-year on-again, off-again relationship.

At the second trial, in 2006, the jury heard more about Peter’s “behavior chart.” He would force Joellen to sign statements designed to define and regulate her behavior, mostly to stop her from questioning him and his fidelity. Whenever she broke a pact, he would mark it on his chart. One such contract, which apparently Joellen signed, required her to pay Peter $10,000 if she falsely accused him of cheating on her. Another contract allowed him to take off his wedding ring for 30 days and date other women if she asked him any question about his past.

Based on Joellen’s description, one psychologist diagnosed Peter as having “psychopathic personality disorder” and “narcissistic tendencies.” A domestic violence expert said that Peter’s behavior was “extreme. Clearly not physically, but in terms of the psychological, emotional, and intentional aspects of power and control, he was on the extreme end of the spectrum.” Still another psychologist said that Peter “gained psychological control” over Joellen “by creating chaos in her life.” She also said that Joellen “was a victim of the most sadistic forms of psychological abuse.”

Joellen’s public defender argued for a “heat of passion” verdict, voluntary manslaughter. The jury found her guilty of second-degree murder. At sentencing, the judge noted that while there was psychological abuse, “She didn’t just snap.” He gave
her 18 years to life. The 65-year-old Joellen has already served 17 years. She is eligible for parole, and her conviction is still under appeal.

If I Can’t Have You, Nobody Can

Geraldine Meyers was an aerobics instructor when she moved to La Mesa in 2003 with her boyfriend, Demetrius Warren, a bodybuilder who hoped to become a cop. They had met in Virginia in 1998; he was 22, she was 37 and raising three adolescents. Meyers and Warren cohabited for a time in Chicago. In La Mesa, the pair shared a place on Saranac Street in the South Ridge apartments. But after a couple of years, things between them fizzled. Both began dating others, even though they continued to share a bed at the apartment. Meyers surfed blackpeoplemeet.com and found Auteria Winzer, an Atlantan whom she visited once and slept with. The assignation had no legs, in part because Winzer broke it off shortly thereafter, though Meyers instant-messaged him constantly. Meyers began chatting online with others as well. Warren, who believed he was finished with Meyers, had been dating Ja’Net Green since July. The two were engaged and seeing each other at least every weekend in her Spring Valley home. Neither Warren nor Meyers knew what the other was up to — though each suspected that something was amiss.

Central to their past was a festering secret: Warren was an abuser. According to Meyers, he’d doled out the rough treatment for years. She never told a cop or a therapist, though she did tell her three children, mostly her daughter Janetra, and she’d once complained to Warren’s mother. Meyers said that Warren would beat and choke her. Afterward, she said, “You could see the handprints on my neck.” She donned a turtleneck to cover up the bruises. He would “poke” her on the forehead; he would grab her arms; he would grab her head and force her back with a jolt. He slapped her. Once he knocked her down, “hawked up, and spit in my face.” When enraged, he would come at her “real fast.” Warren was “much bigger than” Meyers, who couldn’t defend herself against him. He always raises up at me like I got no rights to say what I got to say, even though I’m very calm about it.” She never reported him, she said, because he told her, “I’ll kill you if you ever call the police.”

The battering included some 15–20 incidents, and it continued, despite Meyers’s insistence that she loved Warren, hoped he would stop, and trusted he would be honest with her about his girl-friends, all through their on-again, off-again relationship. Finally, on November 20, 2006, it ended when Meyers confronted Warren about his having taken up with another woman.
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Zachary Rattner, MD  Board-certified Interventional Radiologist
995 Gateway Center Way, Suite 207 • San Diego

New Client Specials

• Eyelash Extension $99 (reg. $150)
  Lasts up to 6 weeks. 3 years’ experience.
• Semi-Lash Extension $35
  Lasts up to 2 weeks. Feels as light as your natural lash. Fuller, longer, natural look.
• Eyelash Perm $55
  Natural curl for 3 months.
• Wax Services:
  Bikini $19 (reg. $25)
  Brazilian $25 (reg. $40)
• 3 Sessions of Microdermabrasion or 5 European Facials $119 (reg. $180)
• Green Herbal Peel $125 (reg. $150) — Mini Peel, plus one week home care.
  $395 (reg. $450) — Deep Peel, plus one month home care and follow-up facials.
  100% based on herbs and plants. Outstanding success in treatment of sun damage, wrinkles, premature aging, hypopigmentation, coarse and uneven skin, impurities, enlarged pores, poor circulation, acne, black- and whiteheads, loss of elasticity, and cellulite.
• Mole Removal
  Sun and age spots, skin tags and warts.
  Free consultation. Free trial.
• Severe Acne Treatment $40 (reg. $55)
  Great results guaranteed!

Spa Treatment Packages

Package #1 $55 (reg. $75)
  Deep-cleansing facial, manicure, and spa pedicure (1½ hours)
Package #2 $99
  European facial, spa pedicure, 45-minute neck, shoulder, full arm and back massage (2½ hours)
Package #3 $80 (reg. $115)
  European facial, lumpy tightening and fat burning (includes hand and equipment massage), and volcanic ash lightening mask with detoxifying wet belt (1½ hours)
Package #4 $150 (reg. $155)
  European facial, 1-hour massage, manicure, spa pedicure, and salt scrub (2½ hours)
Package #5 $140 (reg. $180)
  European facial, microdermabrasion, rejuvenation and collagen masks, 1-hour massage, spa pedicure and manicure, and paraffin wax for both hands and feet (5 hours)

Spa

Poshé Skin & Spa
858-278-2786
4411 Mercury St. #109, Kearny Mesa 92111

Hair Transplants
permanent, painless, one-day procedure.

Hair Loss?

We can help
Grow your own natural hair again with Dr. Shagufta Khan, M.D., board certified (American Board of Cosmetic Surgery), world-renowned for her artistic touch, unmatchable hairline and density. Over 25 years’ experience.

3000 hairs $2999*
Regular price $6000.*
Offer expires 8/4/08.

For a free consultation:
1-866-751-2182

San Diego Fitness; she’d bring Warren with her as a guest.

Meyers did not tell her daughter Janetra about the most recent violence because she was ashamed: “She told me I should not be with him, that I should have left.”

There were never any witnesses to Warren’s abuse. Once, in early 2006, Meyers phoned Warren’s mother and said: “Your son needs to stop putting his hands on me. If he puts his hands on me, I’ll kill him.”

Late summer 2006, Meyers took a room in a home on Paducah Drive in Clairemont. She said she paid the rent ($600 a month) so she could have a place where she might “relax...I hadn’t been eating a lot. I couldn’t sleep. My blood pressure was 190 over 129.” Still, every Monday, she would drive to the Saranac apartment in La Mesa and get some-
thing to eat, before attending
massage classes at
Concord Career College
on Imperial Avenue. Four
hours of classes and she’d
be back at Saranac, where
Warren would be waiting
for her. He would then
have returned from his
weekend away, and he’d be
lying on the floor, his
PlayStation on the TV, the
controller in his hand.

In early November,
Warren got incensed at
Meyers one day when she
couldn’t find a CD with
photos of him posing for a
modeling job. She was
standing in front of an
interior door when he ran
at her. She ducked and his
fist went through the
door. He then pushed her
between a table and the
wall, on which the police
cop. “ ‘I’ll kill you if you call the cops
nobody gonna
ruin me. I’m trying to be a
cop.’ ”

More than ever, Mey-
ers felt she needed to pro-
tect herself. She went to
Wholesale Guns in Santee
and paid $300 for a .22
caliber revolver. She
passed the gun-safety test,
cleared the ten-day wait-
ing period for a back-
ground check, and picked
up the gun and bullets on
November 15, 2006.
(Meyers said she fired the
gun a couple of times to
try it out.) After loading
the revolver with five bul-
lets, she put it and a can of
pepper spray she already
owned (which she
claimed to have used on
Warren before) in her
purse.

On Sunday, Novem-
ber 19, Meyers spent
the evening with her sister,
Joyce Moore, in Lemon
Grove. They cooked din-
er, talked, laughed, and
watched Desperate House-
wives and a movie. Meyers
did not then — or ever —
tell her sister what she was
going through with War-
ren. She left, went to her
room on Paducah Drive,
and stayed up until 3:00 a.m.
chatting with men online.
That night she
slept fitfully, got up at 7:00
a.m., and drove to
Saranac, hoping to snag a
piece of fruit. There was
nothing to eat, however,
and Warren was not in the
apartment. Meyers was
angry. Later, at class, her
massage instructor
claimed that Meyers was
“agitated and anxious.”
She made several calls to
her daughter. She went in

**SUMMER SPECIALS!**

**Medical-Grade Chemical Peel $99**
per session (reg. $159)

“**Mystique Special**” Package $159
European facial, microdermabrasion, eyelashes extensions,
plus hand and foot reflexology.

**Cosmetic Procedures**

- Breast Revision
- Breast Augmentation
- Breast Reconstruction
- Face, Neck and Brow Lift
- Blepharo-plasty
- Double Eyelid Surgery
- Rhinoplasty
- Fat Injection
- Buttocks Augmentation
- Abdominoplasty
- Liposuction
- Botox • Restylane • Perlane • Juvéderm • Radiesse

Mystique MEDICAL SPA

**Laser Tattoo Removal**

- IPL Photofacial Skin Rejuvenation
- IPL Laser Hair Removal
- IPL Acne Treatment
- Photodynamic Therapy
- Medical-Grade Facial Peel
- Sclerotherapy Spider Vein Treatment
- Scar, Skin Tags & Mole Removal
- Permanent Makeup

Eye-liner • $259 (reg. $300)
Eyebrows • $259 (reg. $300)

**Spa Services Special**

“Summer Retreat” Package $159
European facial, microdermabrasion, relaxing full-body
sea salt scrub, plus hand and foot reflexology.

Eye-lash Extensions $199
Custom Cuts & Color • Eyebrow Tint
Eye-lash Perm • Waxing Service

All prices expire 7/9/08. Most credit cards accepted.
Imagine hair restoration results so impeccably natural no one may ever guess you had surgery.

Patient results come first at New Look MD. Permanent, painless and affordable results. One session results, using the latest technique.

Instead of minimum coverage where you must come back again and again, we deliver maximum density, medically safe, for a full, completely natural look.

**Natural Looking Results**

888-290-6526
La Jolla/San Diego
4280 Girard Ave. Suite 204
La Jolla, CA 92037

Encinitas
2003 El Camino Real Suite 101
Encinitas, CA 92025

www.NewLookMD.com

**1750 Hairs Transplanted**

$1999 Reg. $2800

- More Hair For Your Money
- Natural Results
- Fast Recovery
- Compare Our Results
- Offer Ends 7/9/08.

First-time patient offer. 1750 hairs equivalent to 750 follicles or 700 (~1/2 naturally occurring follicular units).
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**Creating Beauty One Face at a Time**

**ACTIVE FX CO2 LASER - $2,325 Full Face**
Includes one IPL Fotofacial and one Microdermabrasion.

BOTOX® - Treat Crow’s Feet, Forehead or Frown Lines $225 per area

RESTYLANE® - $499 1cc syringe
PERLANE® - $550 1cc syringe
JUVÉDERM ULTRA® - $499 1cc syringe
JUVÉDERM ULTRA PLUS® - $550 1cc syringe

IPL FOTOFACIAL® - $325 for face

LASER HAIR REMOVAL - $99 per treatment, per area
- Bikini, underarms, upper lip, or chin

THERMAGE® - 15% Off
The only FDA-approved skin tightening for face, eyelids and body

Facial
- Rhinoplasty
- Face Lift
- Eyelid Lift
- Forehead Lift

Neck Lift / IPL Photofacial / Microdermabrasion / Chemical Peel

Implants - Cheek Implants - Chin Enlargement - Lip Enhancement

Fillers - Restylane / Perlane / Juvéderm / Sculptra / Fat Injections

Laser - Laser Resurfacing - Laser Hair Removal - Laser Skin Rejuvenation

Photo Dynamic Therapy - Acne - Pre-cancerous Lesions
Sclerotherapy - Leg Vein Therapy
Skin & Scars - Removal of Skin Lesions - Scar Repair
Ears - Ear Pinning - Earlobe Closure

Esthetician Services Available

Call today for your custom consultation. We will tailor a plan to suit your specific needs.

Mario S. Yco, M.D., F.A.C.S.
BOARD CERTIFIED BY THE AMERICAN BOARD OF FACIAL PLASTIC & RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY

SarinaBrunley, PA-C
477 N. El Camino Real, Suite A-210, Encinitas
760-944-4211
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**Bella Pelle Medical Spa**

**Encinitas’ Best Kept Secret**

Barry E. LoSasso, M.D.
Medical Director

Kian J. Samimi, M.D.
American Board of Plastic Surgery

Kimberly K. Hottmann
PA-C

**Sculptra**

IPL Photofacial

Laser Hair Removal

Botox®, Restylane®,

Radiesse®, Juvéderm™

Loudian®/Photodynamic Therapy

Clearlight® Acne Treatment

Sclerotherapy Vein Removal

Custom Facial Treatments & Waxing

Permanent Makeup

Crystal Free Microdermabrasion

& Chemical Peels

Portrait Plasma Skin Regeneration

**Summertime Glow**

Keep your skin looking healthier and more radiant! Pamper yourself with our Bella Pelle Signature Facial and Viberderm.

Only $125

(Reg. $175)


Cannot be combined with any other package or discount.
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**Introducing Sculptra**

Mario S. Yco, M.D., F.A.C.S.
BOARD CERTIFIED BY THE AMERICAN BOARD OF FACIAL PLASTIC & RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY

Sarina Brunley, PA-C
477 N. El Camino Real, Suite A-210, Encinitas
760-944-4211
Underwhelmed by fad diets or ineffective workouts?

Seeking your peak athletic fitness?

Looking to reverse signs of aging and feel young again?

Contact us for a free consultation with our health professionals.

"Get ready for the beach" special:

**LEG VEIN TREATMENT $149**
(20-minute session)

**FREE LASER HAIR REMOVAL**
July special: purchase a series for one area, get a second area free!

**Look sexy and feel confident with a full head of real hair in less than 2 hours.**

**100% satisfaction or your money back!**

If you are currently a client of another company, come and see why UHD was voted #1 salon in California. Your first service will be on us. That's right, FREE! We want to earn your business Happy New Year! Come see our high-class center and find out why so many customers have made the change to Ultimate Hair! For the change today!
Body Solutions
America's Premier Non-Surgical Cosmetic Center For Men & Women

Look 10 Years Younger...
...As Seen On “OPRAH”

“VELASHAPE”
Non-Surgical Cellulite Removal
BEFORE
AFTER (9 Treatments)

“THERMAGE”
Non-Surgical Face-Lift
BEFORE
AFTER (1 Treatment)

“THERMAGE”
Non-Surgical Tummy-Tuck
BEFORE
AFTER (1 Treatment)

“THERMAGE”
Non-Surgical Neck-Lift
BEFORE
AFTER (1 Treatment)

www.BodySolutions.TV

Call For A FREE Consultation! Se Habla Español!
1-888-618-2520
ENCINITAS (GARDEN VIEW MEDICAL PLAZA)

FREE Skin Resurfacing When You Find The Promo Phrase On Our Website

OTHER LOCATIONS:
MANHATTAN, NY • WESTBURY, NY
COMMACK, NY • HOLBROOK, NY
TAMPA, FL
Mon. to Fri. 9am-9pm
Sat. 9am-7pm

AURORA PADDOCK, C.E.
Eldermologist

MARKETING INC. IS OWNED BY DR. PEDRO RIVERA. ALL THE THERMAGE® LAKE TURQUOISE ESTABLISHMENT AND PROCEDURES ARE PERFORMED BY CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL. THE AMOUNT OF TREATMENTS & RESULTS MAY VARY FROM PATIENT TO PATIENT. FREE SKIN RESURFACING PROMO APPLIES WHEN YOU KEEP YOUR INITIAL 30 MINUTE NO OBLIGATION CONSULTATION APPOINTMENT.
around? She had suspected his unfaithfulness, even telling some of her fitness clients. A week before, she had asked Warren if “we should use protection.” He just “played dumb.” Finally he flung it in her face. “Basically, he said to me, ‘I do what the fuck I want to do.’” Then he confirmed it. “‘Yup,’ he said. ‘It’s casual.’ Next came “the look, the stare,” and, at last, the final straw: “He said she was better in bed than me.”

Warren got back down on his stomach, picked up the controller, and went back to his video game. Meyers said something, and again he said, “‘You fucking bitch.’” Then he called her a “‘skank.’” All kinds of names. She knew, she said, “he was gonna get up and charge at me. Like he always do.” That was when Meyers lost it.

Transcripts of the police interviews reveal a lot. In them, it sounds as if Meyers is agreeing with the detectives at least partly because of their persistent questioning (“You loved him, didn’t you?” “Yes, I loved him”). She was made to tell the story repeatedly, and the detectives accused her of hiding something. (Even Meyers wonders if, under the barrage of queries, she has “changed” her story — wonders if, in fact, it was their intent to entrap her.)

Meyers said she pulled the pepper spray out and sprayed it in Warren’s direction; she was terrified he would get up again. She claimed that Warren said, “‘What the fuck are you doing, you fucking bitch.’” This enraged her, and she took the gun out and shot him. “I shot; I panicked.” He was on the floor, and the bullet went into the back of his head. She then recocked the gun (it wasn’t an automatic), stepped closer, and shot him again in the same place. The wounds were within an inch of each other. The estimate is that Meyers was three to four feet away for the first shot, while the second was fired at “close range.” Neither was a contact wound, though powder was found on Warren’s head. In the moment, Meyers didn’t seem to know she had killed him. Afraid he’d get up, she pepper-sprayed the room, the walls, and covered his back and the back of his head. There was no spray on his face.

Meyers ran to her car. She wanted, she said, to put his phone in her bag. She thought that once the police arrived and questioned her, she’d be let go. She assumed they’d believe that the shooting was self-defense. She said she took his phone so she could call Warren’s mother in
Tampa. Why? the detectives asked. “I was going to apologize to her because we got in an argument and [to] say, ‘I shot your son.’”

Next, Meyers ran to the office manager. She told the woman to call 911; she had shot Demetrius. Another woman was there, and both said Meyers ran out, was gone for a time, then returned, screaming that she had to shoot him because he was going to beat her again. She gave the gun to the manager. In contrast, Meyers said she never left but sat and waited. The police theorized that Meyers went to the bedroom to doctor the scene.

In the bedroom, police found Warren dead of two gunshots to the back of his head. The PlayStation controller was a few feet away from him, close to the TV; his hands were in front of his head, and his elbows were splayed out to the sides, as if, police reasoned, he had been playing the game when he was shot. Meyers denied moving the controller.

The detectives asked why she wanted him dead. Meyers said, “I didn’t want him dead.” What were you thinking when you shot him? “I wasn’t thinking,” she said. “I panicked. It’s nothing like I staged it.” They asked Meyers why she hadn’t left before, especially that afternoon: Go to your sister’s, go to a shelter. Why shoot him? “No.” One detective countered, “I think you knew it was going to get ugly.”

At the onset of the eight-day trial in January 2008, there wasn’t any doubt that Meyers had been playing the game if, police reasoned, he had hunted down and killed. Meyers feared she’d be hunted down and killed. “Until you’re abused like me, you don’t know how it feels.” Did you go home thinking when you shot him? “I wasn’t thinking,” Meyers said, “I didn’t want why she wanted him dead. She hadn’t left before, especially that afternoon: Go to your sister’s, go to a shelter. Why shoot him? “No.” One detective countered, “I think you knew it was going to get ugly.”

At the onset of the eight-day trial in January 2008, there wasn’t any doubt that Meyers had been playing the game if, police reasoned, he had hunted down and killed. Meyers feared she’d be hunted down and killed. “Until you’re abused like me, you don’t know how it feels.” Did you go home thinking when you shot him? “I wasn’t thinking,” Meyers said, “I didn’t want why she wanted him dead. She hadn’t left before, especially that afternoon: Go to your sister’s, go to a shelter. Why shoot him? “No.” One detective countered, “I think you knew it was going to get ugly.”

At the onset of the eight-day trial in January 2008, there wasn’t any doubt that Meyers had been playing the game if, police reasoned, he had hunted down and killed. Meyers feared she’d be hunted down and killed. “Until you’re abused like me, you don’t know how it feels.” Did you go home thinking when you shot him? “I wasn’t thinking,” Meyers said, “I didn’t want why she wanted him dead. She hadn’t left before, especially that afternoon: Go to your sister’s, go to a shelter. Why shoot him? “No.” One detective countered, “I think you knew it was going to get ugly.”

At the onset of the eight-day trial in January 2008, there wasn’t any doubt that Meyers had been playing the game if, police reasoned, he had hunted down and killed. Meyers feared she’d be hunted down and killed. “Until you’re abused like me, you don’t know how it feels.” Did you go home thinking when you shot him? “I wasn’t thinking,” Meyers said, “I didn’t want why she wanted him dead. She hadn’t left before, especially that afternoon: Go to your sister’s, go to a shelter. Why shoot him? “No.” One detective countered, “I think you knew it was going to get ugly.”
killed Warren. In El Cajon Superior Court, Ja'Net Green, his fiancée, testified that she’d taken a test for a sexually transmitted disease after his death, and the test came back negative. There was no evidence that Meyers had an STD. Deputy district attorney Kurt Mechals said she admitted in jail that she had listed no disease on the intake form.

The main body of the evidence presented to the jury came from transcripts of the five detective-led interviews with Meyers. “We used her own statements against her because she couldn’t keep her story straight,” Mechals said. Detectives and neighbors from the Saranac apartment took the stand; Warren’s friends and relatives took the stand; Meyers’s friends and relatives, including two of her children, took the stand. Meyers herself testified for nearly two of the eight days.

Mechals said that her children contradicted their mother’s story that she had told them she was a victim of Warren’s abuse. “They only mentioned a couple of incidents,” Mechals said, “not in detail she was claiming.” A licensed clinical social worker who examined Meyers said that she “was a victim of ongoing domestic violence.” But Mechals didn’t buy it. There was no trail of Meyers’s confessing that fact to friends and relatives. Nor was it true that Warren had put his fist through the door three weeks before she shot him. Meyers’s brother testified that the hole had been there a year, and they’d covered it up with a towel. That was another lie. Spraying Warren’s back and spraying the walls was another way, Mechals said, that Meyers tried to make it seem like a “big melee.”

The jury was instructed to look at charges of first- or second-degree murder, as well as voluntary or involuntary manslaughter. A day and a half later, the jury found Meyers guilty of second-degree murder and the personal discharge of a firearm. This meant that Meyers had murdered Warren with some premeditation, by buying the gun and having it on her when she confronted him. She did not lie in wait for him, which would be first degree. Public defender Thomas Carenssale believes the jury was wrong. He’s appealing the case and feels that the finding should have been voluntary manslaughter.

During sentencing, one sister wrote that Meyers had never done drugs, never been violent, and had no criminal record. She “cared about women’s health issues, so she sponsored an aerobic class for women at her church.” Warren’s mother, Sheridine Warren, said that Meyers had “assassinated” her son twice: by killing him, and then by disparaging his character in the courtroom. “There is no relief,” she said, “of the pain I feel daily for losing my son.” Demetrius’s ten-year-old son Jaylen (from a previous relationship) wrote in a note to his father and the court: “I forgive you for the bad thing you’ve done. But you have to understand if you kill anyone it will hurt a lot of people inside.”

The judge gave Meyers 40 years to live in prison.

The case has gone to the Fourth District Court of Appeals. Meyers, Carenssale wrote, “was motivated by a desire to avoid another brutal attack by Demetrius Warren.” Moreover, she was “suffering from a profound depression at the time of the shooting. It is not unreasonable to assume that these tremendous stressors in her life contributed to her conduct in this case.”

In her defense, he said, it was important to remember that she had admitted immediately that she had shot him.

Mechals disputed that. He said that Meyers’s version to the police when she was arrested and on the stand during the trial was mostly fiction. “She wasn’t a battered woman,” he told me. “She wore the pants in that relationship. Warren had moved on, and she was definitely dating. [Look at] all the instant messages she had left for the guy in Atlanta because he wasn’t returning her calls. She fell in love with him. She was becoming a massage therapist and planning on moving to Atlanta.” When both Winzer and Warren rejected Meyers, it put her over the edge. Mechals said it was a case of “If I can’t have you, then nobody can.”

— Thomas Larson
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Unforgettable

LA BEATA: THE LIVES AND TIMES OF APOLINARIA LORENZANA (Part Two)

September 1, 1834: the Mexican brigantine Natalia makes an unscheduled entry into San Diego Bay. Onboard are José María Hijar, Juan Bandini, and 129 settlers headed to Monterey to populate Alta California.

Many have measles. A second ship, the corvette Morelos, continues north with 100 carpenters, shoemakers, teachers, and their families, along with provisions, sheep, and five Tibetan goats.

Hijar, leader of the group, has been seasick for the monthlong voyage from San Blas. Some of his passengers have already died. The 185-ton brig drops anchor off La Playa. Glad to be ashore, Hijar quarantines the most stricken to nearby tanning houses.

Reeking of stacked cowhides and orts of rotted gristle, the huts and barn-shaped adobe houses of La Playa hold their first baptism. The 185-ton brig drops anchor off La Playa. Glad to be ashore, Hijar quarantines the most stricken to nearby tanning houses.

Meanwhile, the prim and proper Apolinaria Lorenzana had sailed to Alta California in 1800. She arrived with 19 other orphans ordered to help colonize the new territory. The boys were required to learn useful skills, the girls, “young healthy maids,” to marry, and remarry if widowed. All must raise large, Christian families and never violate their contract. In 1802, Lorenzana’s adopted mother fell in love with a soldier, married him, and sailed back to Mexico, leaving the nine-year-old girl behind.

Young Lorenzana moved in with the Carrillos in Santa Barbara, more as a nurse and servant than a daughter. In 1807 Raymundo Carrillo became comandante of San Diego Presidio, bemoaned by its inhabitants as the windiest hill on earth. When she arrives at La Playa, colonists expecting humble piety — eyes down, soft-spoken — are surprised. Lorenzana takes charge. The woman, in her early 40s, orders families living in the area to feed the sick with mission food brought on two-wheeled, twisted-wooden carretas. She builds a central kitchen at Huisache. She tells servants to cart the dead to Mission San Diego, give them last rites, bury them, and burn every speck of their clothing.

“...she came and helped them all,” said Doña Juana Machado years later. “The men, women, and children who were well continued their travels northward; the sick, as soon as they recovered, also followed.” Many must have wondered who the woman was who moved among them like a whirlwind with a purpose.

From La Cuna to La Beata. Abandoned in Mexico City at birth, seven-year-old Apolinaria Lorenzana had sailed to Alta California in 1800. She arrived with 19 other orphans ordered to help colonize the new territory. The boys were required to learn useful skills, the girls, “young healthy maids,” to marry, and remarry if widowed. All must raise large, Christian families and never violate their contract. In 1802, Lorenzana’s adopted mother fell in love with a soldier, married him, and sailed back to Mexico, leaving the nine-year-old girl behind.

Young Lorenzana moved in with the Carrillos in Santa Barbara, more as a nurse and servant than a daughter. In 1807 Raymundo Carrillo became comandante of San Diego Presidio, bemoaned by its inhabitants as the windiest hill on earth. While living with the Carrillos, and later Mercado, Lorenzana began teaching young girls to read, write, and recite their catechism. “She shared her knowledge with other women,” says Genaro M. Padilla, “in a society that generally discouraged women’s intellectual development.”

It helped that both Sergeant Mercado and his wife Josefa were teachers. Lorenzana instructed “children of either sex to read, at the request of their parents.”

She had only been with the Mercados a short while when her left hand wouldn’t move. She couldn’t shake it back to life. Finally the hand became so paralyzed “it looked like it was dead.” She stopped teaching. She loved to sew, loved working with her hands, but couldn’t. The frontier society demanded that everyone live traditional lives and carry their load. Unmarried, and in her late teens, Lorenzana had become useless.

Father José Sánchez brought her to San Diego Mission. “He took me in,” she says. “I could not move my hand at all for about two years and eight months. Then, over a period of about four months my hand held might include hundreds of neophytes.”

1. Carl Heilbron: “One who remembered her 60 years ago said to me, ‘She was almost too good. She raised Indian girls for the church.’”

2. Virginia M. Bouvier: Lorenzana documents “the contribution women made in the supervision...of daily affairs of the missions. Such tasks were monumental when one considers that a single mission house

3. Rosaura Sánchez: “Any woman who turned from her assigned duty was considered deviant and even unpatriotic, although women like [Concepción] Arguello and Lorenzana, in relinquishing the role of progenitrix, played other feminine roles in California society...but still fully in the patriarchal norm.”
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1. Carl Heilbron: “One who remembered her 60 years ago said to me, ‘She was almost too good. She raised Indian girls for the church.’”

2. Virginia M. Bouvier: Lorenzana documents “the contribution women made in the supervision...of daily affairs of the missions. Such tasks were monumental when one considers that a single mission house

3. Rosaura Sánchez: “Any woman who turned from her assigned duty was considered deviant and even unpatriotic, although women like [Concepción] Arguello and Lorenzana, in relinquishing the role of progenitrix, played other feminine roles in California society...but still fully in the patriarchal norm.”

HEALTH AND BEAUTY

Grand Opening of RiverView MD Spa
East County’s only medical & dental spa

$9 Botox
Per unit. Botox regularly $18/unit. New patients only. Offer expires 7/17/08.

Invisalign $2840
Regularly $5000. Offer expires 7/17/08.

Restylane from $380
New patients only. Offer expires 7/17/08.

50% off any laser treatment
Offer expires 7/17/08.

Brow lift • Chemical peel • Dermal fillers • Eyelid surgery • Facial rejuvenation • Forehead/brow lift • IPL skin rejuvenation • Laser hair removal • Laser skin resurfacing • Liposuction • Neck lift • Sclerotherapy • Skin tightening • Tummy tuck

Gum Recontouring • Periodontal maintenance • Veneers & more!

Military discounts available.

Adam F. Dorin, MD, MBA, Medical Director
Diana Breister-Ghosh, MD, Plastic Surgeon
Tracie L. Cook, RN, CMES, Aesthetic Medical Nurse
Shirin A. Dorin, DDS, Dental Director
Nancy L. Assouline, COO

www.riverviewmd.com
July 4th Specials!

SAFE MEDICAL

Weight Loss
$14.99 per week

Starting at

Lose 3-5 lbs. per week
Includes FDA-Approved Phenetermine/Fastin® or Phendimetrazine/Bontril®, M.D. consultation, diet and exercise program. No contract. No lab. 4-week minimum. Over 60,000 satisfied patients. New patients only, with this ad. Burn fat. Try B12/B6/lipotropic injections.

Mesotherapy/Lipo-Dissolve

$179 per area with package of 5
For love handles, body sculpting, neck and jowls and fat reduction – a non-surgical alternative to liposuction. No downtime.

Radiesse from $349
Expires 7/16/08.

Quality Affordable Breast Augmentation $4,295

(Implants Just FDA Approved)

“In my lifetime I’ve had over nine surgeries and never had I felt like a family member until meeting Dr. Sarosy and his staff. Wonderful people!”

- Patty S., El Cajon

“I found Dr. Sarosy and his team to be the most professional and warm, compassionate people. Thank you, everyone!”

- Carmen P., San Diego

Ask about our other services, including:

- VelaSmooth – FDA-approved cellulite treatment
- Body Sculpting – Liposculpture – Tummy tucks
- Facial & spider vein treatment – Lunch-hour mega peel
- Chemical peels – Laser hair removal – Face & eyelid lifts
- Elimination of wrinkles around eyes – Botox, Juvederm® & Restylane
- Fotofacial™ improves sun-damaged skin and rosacea without downtime
- Facials, peels, waxing

And a full line of skin care products

Vein & Liposculpture CENTER

Certified by the American Board of Surgery
8881 Fletcher Parkway, Suite 241 ~ La Mesa ~ 619-697-1325
www.veinlipocenter.com ~ Financing Available

Viva Wellness Medical Groups
Se habla espanol vivawellness.com 3166 Midway Drive Suite 105, Point Loma (Exit Rosecrans off I-85) 619-222-5433 (LIFE) Tues. & Thurs. 11 am-7 pm Wednesday 11 am-4 pm Friday 9 am-3 pm Saturday 11 am-4 pm We consider competitors’ coupons for equivalent services.

Spider Vein Removal $99
1 area. Call for details.

Revolutionary treatment for varicose veins.

- No need for general anesthesia or hospitalization
- Quick recovery with minimal scarring
- We also treat spider veins with sclerotherapy and lasers

Complimentary European Facial with any procedure!
began to recover very slowly."

During those three years, she began nursing the sick in the mission hospital, her left arm in a sling. Also at this time, if not sooner, Lorenzana made a choice. Given the turmoil of being uprooted, shipped from a major city to a forlorn frontier, losing her mother, and leaving the Carrollos and Mercados, Lorenzana fully embraced the one family that would never abandon her: the Church.

When she began nursing, Father Sanchez ordered her not to practice medicine, just “teach servants how to and supervise them.” But without official sanction, Lorenzana “always, as best I could, attended the sick.”

This was often done without medical supplies. After 1810, cargo ships from Mexico became fewer and fewer. Of necessity, Lorenzana learned native healing techniques: herbal remedies for headaches and fevers, potions for snakebite, salves for wounds. She doesn’t mention it, but a curandera also used prayer and ritual, like a shaman, to exorcise spiritual illnesses — among them “shock,” “fright,” and the “evil eye” — caused, it was said, by curses, demons, or lost, malevolent spirits.

When Lorenzana regained use of her hand, she returned to the home of Josefa Sal, whose husband, Sergeant Mercado, died in 1811. Josefa opened a school for girls at the Presidio, but since she also owned a garden and an orchard down the hill, she turned teaching duties over to Lorenzana. Over 40 years later, when she dictated her memoirs to Thomas Savage, Lorenzana recalled her students with fondness: “I taught Ignacio Martinez’s three daughters, and Tomas Lagoe’s niece…. Many other girls learned their first letters and other things from me.”

In 1813, while Lorenzana was at the mission, workmen enlarged the church building to its current size, the fortified walls buttressed against earthquakes. Two years later, the mission built a secondary infirmary, which would become the women’s hospital.

One day, shortly after she returned to the Presidio, Father Sanchez came to say Mass. He took Lorenzana aside. Gather your belongings and return to the mission, he told her. She would be nurse for the new infirmary. “That job was an act of charity,” she says, “because I was still quite ill and could do very little work.”

As before, Father Sanchez ordered Lorenzana not to practice medicine: she should only oversee the operation and “make sure they did the job well.” As before, she disobeyed.

She battled plagues of measles, smallpox, and influenza. These came, wreaked havoc, and departed. The consistent killer was morbo venereo — venereal disease. Every day she treated llaugas, syphilitic sores and brown skin rashes caused by sexual liaisons — often rape — between soldiers and native women.

To combat “bad behavior,” the mission segregated men and women in the compound. Single women and neophyte girls, aged 11 and older, slept in the monjerio, a nunnery. Every night an elderly matron locked the door and gave the key to a priest. During the day “the matron followed the girls’ every move,” says Lorenzana, who clearly approved of the policy, and “never let them out of her sight.” Girls only left the enforced incarceration after they were married. (Mission Santa Barbara’s nunnery had three locks, a different person holding each key. No one could enter without the consent of all three.)

At Mission San Diego, a church bell woke the girls at 5:00 a.m. They spent most of the day in a patio, connected to the nunnery by a high-walled corridor. They spun wool and received instruction. A blind woman taught them to pray. Lorenzana taught them to sew, everything from intricately stitched church garments to coarse woolen skirts for the women and blankets (“both men and women received one blanket each year”).

Neophyte boys also slept in locked, segregated quarters called juventes. Most worked in the fields or with livestock, wearing cotton shirts and lincloths. If they neglected their duties, the priests would order punishment. Even
**Family Cosmetic Dentistry in the beach area**

Farnaz Haroon, D.D.S.
888-689-3682
1707 Grand Ave. (at Jewell St.)
Pacific Beach 92109

Gentle Dentistry • New Patients Welcome
Senior/Military Discounts • Flexible Payment Plans

www.pbdentalarts.com

**Advanced**
Most recent version and easiest on sensitive teeth.

$249 (Reg. $500)
Your teeth up to 8 shades whiter in only 45 minutes!

**invisalign**
$3295 (Reg. $5800)
60 down. Payment plans up to 60 months. OAC. Free Invisalign consultation.

**FREE**
Cleaning
With $55 exam and x-rays. New patients only.

**FREE**
Whitening Trays
With $55 exam and x-rays. New patients only.

**Crowns & Veneers**
$200 off
All offers expire 7/24/08. Must present this ad.

**What type of Breast Implant is right for you?**

There are many options when you are considering breast augmentation. Dr. Samimi is board-certified in plastic surgery and has many years of experience using saline and silicone implants. Dr. Samimi will help you make the right decisions in breast augmentation or any other cosmetic procedure.

Please call and schedule a complimentary consultation to discuss any cosmetic procedures—liposuction, tummy tuck, face lift, laser hair removal.

**RevivaMed**
PLASTIC SURGERY
Kian J. Samimi, M.D., F.A.C.S.
Certified by the American Board of Plastic Surgery
La Jolla • 7300 Girard Ave. #101
La Jolla, CA 92037
Gaslamp Quarter
711 Fourth Ave. #200
San Diego, CA 92101
888-261-1658

Call Collette for your complimentary consultation: 619-296-7744

6110 Friars Road, Suite 205 • www.lajollahairclinic.com
(1 mile west of 163 Freeway and Fashion Valley Mall. Next to NYPD Pizza)
Health & Beauty Coupons at SDReader.com!

Here’s a small sample to get you inspired!

ZOOM! teeth whitening $199

One ZOOM! session and lifetime whitening. New patient special $69: includes full exam, x-rays, and free in-house teeth whitening. 50% off Lumineres and Veneers. Invisalign $3995; payments from $85/month. Offer expires July 31, 2008. Expiration dates are renewed the last week of each month.

Sunshine Dentistry
Most insurances accepted. New patients and emergencies welcome. Interest-free financing OAC.
Free consultation!
4230 30th Street, North Park, 1-888-715-4398
www.sunshinedentistry.com
Readers Coupons 619-236-3000

$35 Brazilian wax

$40 for the full leg and a free tip wax with any brow service. New clients only. Cannot be combined with any other offer. Offer expires July 31, 2008. Expiration dates are renewed the last week of each month.

The Pretty Kitty
The Brazilian is our specialty. A wax and skincare studio.
1968 Garnet Avenue, Pacific Beach, 858-483-7877
www.theprettykittyusa.com
Readers Coupons 619-236-3000

Body wraps $60

(Reg. $68) Non-liquid inch loss. Reduces cellulite. Tones and tightens skin. Series of 3 only $170 (reg. $185). Great package before your wedding or special event. Ask about our rewards program! Offer expires July 31, 2008. Expiration dates are renewed the last week of each month.

Jezzebelle Day Spa
Facials • Body Contour Wraps • Waxing • Microdermabrasion Massage • Broken Capillary Treatments
342 Adams Avenue, San Diego, 619-521-0890
www.jezzebellesdayspa.com
Readers Coupons 619-236-3000

1-hour massage $48

Many skin care, body and foot massage packages are available. 1-hour foot reflexology $38. 1.5-hour facial and foot reflexology combo $80. Offer expires July 31, 2008. Expiration dates are renewed the last week of each month.

The Relaxing Space
Treat yourself and your loved one to some refreshing, relaxing and therapeutic experiences.
7301 Girard Avenue, La Jolla, 858-717-7588
www.relaxingspace.com
Readers Coupons 619-236-3000

Other Offers:

A Doctor’s Weight Loss Clinics: $55 off initial fees
A Dream Smile ZOOMI! Advanced teeth whitening $199
Artcan Recovery 10% off detox program
Adam & Eve Skin Care Eyelash extension $150
Ageless & Beautiful $50 off Laser Liposuction
Always Tin Buy 2, get 2 free
Aqua Bella Buy 3, get 1 free
Aqua Eyeswvorks Opt. Contacts-exam, IEM, supply $33
askalhynos.com free custom hypnosis CD
Beauty 6 Body Lounge $30 Brazilian wax
Beauty by Jules 200 off a full head of hair extensions
Beauty Forever Permanent brown $199
Bella Pelle Medical Spa $25 off treatment
Brazillian Skin Care La Jolla Brazilian bikini wax is $35
Carole & Deb Hairstylist Free designer haircut (45 value)
Center for Age Management 50 off any service
Culina Vista Yoga Center 10 days of yoga $10
Coastal Dent. Atx $1,000 off Invisalign
Cosmetic Laser & Skin Rejuvenation Botox $9 per unit
enigma, professional piercing $5 off body piercing
Extreme Smile Makeover $1000 off Invisalign
Face Beautiful $50 off Rhinoplasty
Family Dentistry Free teeth whitening
Gerste Dental Free ZOOMI! whitening
Dr. Einbinder G& GI 199 ZOOMI! Advanced Power
Global Laser Cosmetics Botox $218 (per area)
Global Laser Vision Standard LASIK $599 per eye
Glow M.D. Skin Care Free underarm laser hair removal plus
Hair Addiction Hair extensions only $599.99
Farma Haron, DDS Lumineres $300 per tooth
Hilites Optical 20% off any purchase
Dr. Robert M. Howard Eyecare Plus 6 pr. contacts for $49
Junior Iams 20% off haircut
I.C.E. Spa Free brow wax
L.I.T. $50 off hair transplant
Indulge Skin Care $70 IPL Photoscience
Inner Balance Massage 1-hour massage $50
Inner Balance Skin Care $45 Microdermabrasion
iTei Free body wrap
Jeanne Michel at Magnolia $40 skin peel
Jennifers Salon and Spa $5 off any spa package
Jezzebelle Day Spa Body wraps $25
William S. Kache Jr. Dental exam $39
Karie Hayden & Associates 20% off contour wrap
Kayo Clinic 8 Avail laser treatment
Knottop $10 off massage $49
Robert Kearney, MD $100 off Botox/Restylane
La Jolla Cosmetic $75 off purchase of $500 or more
La Jolla Cosmetic Laser Clin $10 off Fraxel
La Jolla Hair Care 50% off hair replacement
Laser Clinix $125 off Botox & fillers
LASK Plus of Southern California LASIK no down payment
Dr. George Lebow $30 off mobile chiropractic visit
Life Medical Spa 20% off Fraxel III
Lucky Spa $20 off 1-hour massage
Philip Levy, OD $45 colored contact lenses
Med Lound Free laser hair removal
Med Mix $10 off medical marijuana evaluation
Mesa Family Dentistry $100 off Invisalign
Mind Body Partnerships Spa package $179.99
Howard Milstein, MD, & Associates Laser hair removal $95
My Nails & Skin Care Day Spa Refresh body spa pak $150
Nails Touched Gently 50% off manicure/pedicure
Naomi Spa $20 off 1-hour massage
New Look MD $1750 hair transplant $1999
Non-Surgical Spine Care Center Free consultation
Oriental #1 Spa $10 off massage
Pacific College of Oriental Medicine Acupuncture $20
Post Skin & Spa 1-hr. facial, massage or microdermabrasion $45
Pretty Kitty $30 Brazilian wax
The Relaxing Space 1-hour massage $48
Revive $1 per minute experience $10
Revive Salon & Spa $100 off 1-hour teeth whitening
Ross Med Hair Restoration $30 90-day supply of Proptest
S. D. Wax Queen $25 Brazilian wax
Salon Stash $10 off precision haircut
Salon D’s Free designer haircut
S.D. Wax Queen $25 Brazilian wax
Dr. Selby Contacts & exam $122
Shirnay Cosmetic Surgery $50 off Botox or Restylane
Skin Science $50 off single hair removal
Skin Trade $10 off waxing
Soft Touch Dental $20/249
Sonya of London $100 off hair removal
South Coast Tan Free Mystic tan
Spa Urban Retreat Professional Awards massage $49
Sucess Hypnotherapy 50% off hypnotherapy session
Suddenly Slimmer Free Healthy Airbrush Tan with any Double Mineral/Flatten Wraps
Sunshine Dentistry ZOOMI! teeth whitening $199
Sunyer Chi Day Spa IPL Photofacial $145
TanLine Tanning 40% off
Touch of Health $10 off 1-hour massage
24 Hour Fitness 7 days of fitness free
Dr. Jeffrey A. Urmansky $500 off any major surgery
The Undercarriage $30 Brazilian bikini wax
Urban Skin Care Brazilian wax $30
V2 Nail Bar Salon 15% discount on any service
Ven & Liposculpture Center Laser hair removal $49
VIP Salon & Day Spa Two 1-hour massages $109
Yoga Wellness Med. Group $59
Yoga Beauve Free Lumineux light therapy treatment
Wetness & Longetivity $50 off initial consult
West Coast Eyecare Complete optometric exam $39
Won’t Acupressure 10% off acupressure
World Spa 3 spa treatments $149
Ami Tashiki Up to $250 off hair extensions
Yoga One 1 month unlimited yoga
zana’s duties expanded. She by the nightly lockup. eated like soup — followed brown sugar or vanilla and porridge sweetened with meal of away from the missions. “go and pray, except for those resulted in a whipping. “somewhat serious” offenses Extensions

Relaxing Package!

$99

Hydro pack wrap for slimming. Sea mud wrap, detox linen wrap or detox hydro pack wrap for slimming. Full waxing service for men and women. and your choice of: mineral salt scrub, 1-hour body massage plus mineral salt scrub or free second opinion. 0% financing available OAC. 751 Rancheros Dr., Suite 3, San Marcos 760-471-7115 • www.sdentistry.com

Microdermabrasion

$45 Includes exam, necessary x-rays, tooth polishing & take-home trays.

Cleaning, exam & x-rays $79

Smile designs with cosmetic dentistry • Porcelain veneers Mercury-free fillings • Crowns • Root canals • Oral surgery

Sedation dentistry available

20% off dental visit 1st treatment only

William S. Kachele Jr., DMD
Member ADA, CDA, AGD, NARI, DOCS, SDCDA 760-471-7115 • www.sdentistry.com 751 Rancheros Dr., Suite 3, San Marcos

Call for cosmetic evaluation, complete makeover consultation, or free second opinion. 0% financing available OAC. Most credit cards. New patients only. Cannot combine offers. Offers expire 7/31/08.

Before After one 2-hr. treatment

Skin Treatments

Deep Cleansing Facial $55 (1 hour)
Includes deep cleaning with steamer, blackhead and whitehead extraction, and 15-minute neck/back/shoulder massage.

Acne Facial Treatment $55 (1 hour)
Deep cleaning with steamer, blackhead extraction and head/neck/shoulder acupressure.

Photo Facial $99 (1 hour 30 minutes)
Microdermabrasion with light therapy treatment, non-surgical, no recovery time. Increases skin tone, reduces wrinkles, sun damage, large pores, blemishes and rosacea.

Microdermabrasion $60 (1 hour)
Includes facial, acupressure, and custom masque. Treats fine lines, wrinkles, brown spots, pigmentation, acne scars and enlarged pores.

The “New Dermasonic” Method

Advanced treatment for cellulite and spot reduction. Abdomen or back: 45 min. $45 Thighs or hips: 60 min. $65 Add any section to figure wrap for only $10

Deluxe Treatment $75 (2 hours)
Microdermabrasion, European facial, spa pedicure and manicure.

Lose weight without going to the gym. Two healthy inch loss programs: Figure Wraps $60 (1 hour) Lose 4”-15” Effective for cellulite, toxic cleansing, blemishes and sagging skin. Aloe Herb Gel Wrap

We use and sell Dermalogica products. Gift certificates available.

My Skincare

Day Spa & Nail Salon

Open 7 days/week | 619.220.0565 | 4225 Park Blvd. | San Diego 92103

Parking is in back of the salon. Offers good with this ad. Expires 7/31/08.
The first plays performed in San Diego were pastorelas, yuletide pageants that Lorenzana organized. Her group gave a Christmas Eve performance in Old Town, then another one eight days later at the mission, followed by several in people’s homes. “I was always at those festivities,” she says, which were the only ones she attended.

In effect, Lorenzana may have been San Diego’s first artist director of theater. She cast the various roles for the religious comedy—“especially the role of the angel,” Gabriel, who saves the shepherds going to Bethlehem from the wily but always out-classed Devil. She conducted rehearsals and oversaw the design and sewing of the costumes for what was always the happiest night of the year. For the 1837 pageant, Lorenzana asked Don Picio to play the Devil. Owner of Rancho Jamul and later governor of California, Picio’s separatist ideas for the region made enemies in the conservative north—especially José Castro, the military commander—and in Mexico. They would have called his Devil typecasting—if he had indeed performed.

The entire pueblo came to Picio’s home on December 24. Six girls, dressed in white with red mantillas, stood three on each side of the makeshift stage and sang Christmas music. Before Picio, a large man, could make his entrance and harass the innocent shepherds, a rifle butt pounded the door. Outside was Comandante Don José Castro and a squadron of “yellow jack” soldiers come to arrest Picio for treachery.

You can’t escape, Castro told the man in the Devil outfit. Your house is surrounded.

Festivities stopped. “The families retired to their houses,” writes Machado, “grieving over the fate of our captured countrymen.”

“I think it was during the detention of Don Picio that the sad event took place at his Jamul ranch.”

Next time: The Jamul Incident.

— Jeff Smith

**Sources:**

Carlos Heilbron, “Times Gone By in Alta California” (trans. Raymond S. Brandon); The Historical Society of Southern California Quarterly, September 1959; also in Testimonios (pp. 119–144).
Luis Martín, Daughters of the Conquistadores: Women of the Viceroyalty of Peru; Dalas, 1983.
How Not to Hit Each Other

Boating and SeamanSHIP Course

There are a couple of shoals in the bay — one at the south end of Shelter Island — that people run aground on,” says Jim Holmberg, U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary Public Education Officer. A shoal is a sandbank that creates a shallow area. Another danger zone for watercraft in the bay is an area of mudflats just south of the Coronado Bridge. On behalf of the Coast Guard Auxiliary, Holmberg will teach a nine-week “Boating Skills and SeamanSHIP” course beginning Monday, July 7. Even though the “rules of the sea” are consistent throughout the country, sailors must learn the particulars of each area they encounter. For example, when entering the Ocean-side Harbor, without a boat chart a seafarer might infer from the buoys marking the area that the entrance splits into two channels. In fact, one of the channels is a restricted area leading to the Del Mar Basin — for authorized government vessels only. Nearly all of the information a mariner needs can be found in charts provided by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

One of the topics Holmberg covers in the course is collision regulation. “Collision regulation is the navigation rule that all boats are supposed to follow about how not to hit each other,” says Holmberg. “For powerboats, the boat that is off your starboard (right) side facing forward is the ‘stand-on vessel’ — that boat is to maintain course and direction. The other boat is called the ‘give-way vessel.’”

In the San Diego Bay, small boats must often navigate around much larger cargo, Navy, and cruise ships. “The boat that is least maneuverable is going to be the stand-on vessel to the boat that’s most maneuverable,” Holmberg explains. A carrier transporting cars from Japan leaves the bay every weekend. “It’s about the size of an aircraft carrier, like a big yellow building that goes through the bay.” When it exits, Holmberg says, “It will blast its horn to make sure everyone stays out of its way.”

A mistake Holmberg has seen many novice sailboaters make is to run through the channel when a Navy or other big vessel is going through. “They don’t realize that rule number nine [of the United States Coast Guard Navigation Rules] supersedes that particular rule of sailboats over power-boats.” Which means that even though a large vessel is technically a powerboat, it is actually less maneuverable than a smaller sailboat and therefore has the right to stand on — the sailboat must give way.

Because of the high volume of traffic in the bay, the Coast Guard conducts frequent boat inspections, making sure they are in compliance with safety regulations. “You need a lifejacket of proper size for everybody on board,” says Holmberg. “You can’t put a big adult one on a little five-year-old, because if the five-year-old falls in the water, that lifejacket’s just going to pop off of him. You need to have flares on the vessel, a fire extinguisher, and, especially if you go off shore at all, you need a radio and a compass.”

According to Holmberg, who owns a 35-foot Erickson sailboat, the law does not require sailors to carry a radio and compass, though he counts them among his necessities. “The radio is the only way you’re able to communicate with anybody once you go out to the ocean — cell phones don’t work that far out.” Commercial vessels are required to have VHFs (very high frequency) radios, and all ships with radars monitor channel 16, the “911” of the ocean. Channel 16 is known as the hailing channel and is only to be used for distress and safety calls. All boats have identifying lights called “running lights.” “Green and red at the bow — green’s on the starboard, red’s on the port — and a white stern light,” Holmberg explains. “So when you’re out there and all you’re able to see are little lights bobbing in the water, it gives you an indication of what kind of boat and what direction it’s traveling in. If it has a masthead light, people can know that that boat is under power, so it’s going to follow the rules of a powerboat.”

Cost: $25 fee for text, class free
Info: 619-299-6546 or nws.cgaux.org/visitors
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Gypsy Belly-Dance Classes
Leliahna leads summer intensive seven-week dance class for those 6-12 years old. Participants learn traditional Middle Eastern drum rhythms and tambourine Gypsy dance. Fee: $68 for seven weeks. 619-295-2773. Wednesdays, noon through Wednesday, August 13, 2008. Ages 6 and up. Studio in North Park, 3400 30th Street. (NORTH PARK)

Pet Pals Kids Club
Kids 6-13 have “fun with other animal-lov- ing kids.” Required reservations: 619-243-3432. Saturday, July 5, 10 a.m.; $15-$17. Ages 6 and up. San Diego Humane Society and SPCA, 5500 Gaines Street. (UNDA VISTA)

IN PERSON

“Hottier Than July R&B Comedy Show” Rhythm and blues singer Howard Hewett and all-star com- edy performances by Luenell, Doug Williams, host A.J. Jamal. The co- medians have performed on BET Comic View, HBO, Comedy Cen- tral. 619-851-8401. Thursdays, July 3, 8 p.m.; $30-$50. Ages 21 and up. Speckels Theatre, 121 Broadway. (DOWNTOWN)


Laser Makes Good Book-re- lease party for Gerd Giger’s latest book: laser and poetry and prose: Reading and signing. San Diego Derby Dols will also be on hand. 619-364-7194. Saturday, July 5, 9 p.m.; ages 21 and up. The Bar Pink Elephant, 3829 30th Street. (UNDA VISTA)

My Guatemalan Diary Malvish Rohansha Khan discusses, signs her book. Khan is an American born to immigrant Afghan parents who vol- unteered to translate for prisoners. 858-454-0347. Tuesday, July 8, 7:30 p.m.; Warwick’s Bookstore, 7812 Girard Avenue. (LA JOLLA)

The Wreck of the Godspeed Speculative fiction author James Patrick Kelly signs his latest col- lection of short fiction. 858-268- 4747. Wednesday, July 9, 7 p.m.; Mysterious Galaxy Books, 7051 Girard Avenue. (NORTH PARK)

Weekly Events

**Pacific Coast Skydiving**

$125* Tandem

- Scenic flights over the ocean and downtown San Diego
- *Jump from altitudes over 2 miles above the ground*
- *Ask about RVT video technology*

Call or go online for reservations.

(619) 661-0194

www.pcskydiving.com

Open 7 days a week • MC/Visa

Gift certificates available.

*Must purchase 50 videos ($195 total cost). Weekdays only. Add $20 for weekend jumps.*
Summer is here and so is Comic-Con! July 24-27
San Diego Convention Center

The only way to attend Comic-Con is to register online at comic-con.org

Comic-Con has the largest selection of comic books and pop culture memorabilia, plus hundreds of hours of programming including presentations by top comic publishers, major Hollywood studios and TV networks!

Featuring special guests:

Forrest J Ackerman
Sergio Aragones
Kyle Baker
Ralph Bakshi
co-sponsored by universe books
Mike W. Bahr
Lynda Barry
Frank Beddor
Ray Bradbury
Steve Breen
Max Brooks
Ed Brubaker
Matt Busch
Jim Butcher
co-sponsored by Dabel Brothers
Eddie Campbell
Howard Chaykin
Kim Deitch
Mark Evanier
Al Feldstein
Keith Giffen
Neil Gooe
courtesy wildstorm
Vic Gorelick
Mike Grell
Paul Gulacy
Joe Hill
Bryan Hitch
John Howe
co-sponsored by impact books
Al Jaffee
Geoff Johns
courtesy DC comics
J.G. Jones
Todd Klein
Dean Koontz
Verne Langdon
Jim Lee
Rutu Modan
Noel Neill
Floyd Norman
Jim Ottaviani
Mike Peters
Wendy Pini
Steve Purcell
Robert J. Sawyer
James Shooop
courtesy DC Direct
Jim Starlin
Joe Staton
J. Michael Straczynski
Adrian Tomine
courtesy drawn and quarterly
Ethan Van Sciver
James Warren
Jeff Watts
Len Wein
Signe Wilkinson
Bill Willingham
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T he sinuously curving rural roads on the far (south) side of Fallbrook offer a sig- nificant challenge to bicycle riders. Thirty or 40 years ago, the brusque hills and wooded black canyon scenery between Fallbrook and Temecula were sparsely inhabited. Today, pastoral homes perch amid the avocado and citrus groves that blanket the area. Still, the rural traffic remains fairly light, and some of the oak-shaded canyons remain pristine. Observe the following directions to trace an almost never-flat 26-mile tour of the region. Be sure to use a bike with a low set of gears and good brakes, and take along water and food for a minimum three- to four-hour tour. Be sure to pick a cool day, or else limit your riding to the cool and early part of the typ- ical summer day.

Start riding in Fallbrook by going north on Pico Avenue, north of Mission Road. Pico quickly becomes De Luz Road, and you coast down a twisting section of road in an oak-lined ravine. At the bottom of the grade, veer left, staying on the Luz Road, which fol- lows the Santa Margarita River. After a mile, you cross the river to begin a vig- orous climb to a divide. Gliding down the other side, you dip into the first of the many small, shady ravines you’ll cross or follow in the next few miles. Here and there, live oak trees arch overhead to form a cool canopy, penetrated by shafts of sunlight. Elsewhere, out in the open, vistas south and west reveal the rugged hills of Camp Pendleton’s interior.

Some seven miles from Fallbrook, the road makes a decided curve to the north and starts following the east bank of De Luz Creek, a tributary of the Santa Margarita River. Presently, you come to small cluster of old houses, which is De Luz proper. While De Luz is possibly the county’s smallest community, it is surrounded by a sizable and very abundant population in the late 1800s, which warranted the establishment of a post office here.

At the road fork just beyond De Luz, bear right on De Luz-Murieta Road. The old De Luz schoolhouse stands on the right, with the broadening Santa Mountains forming a backdrop in the west, rising to elevations of over 3000 feet.

You make a steady ascent on De Luz-Murieta Road, often passing by dense growths of live oak. You’ll find De Luz Creek several times, mostly on concrete dikes. If these crossings are wet and slippery, beware of potential pitfalls. Ahead, the road climbs abruptly to pass over a saddle. Down the other side you join the bottom of Sandia Creek, another soft-flowing tributary of the Santa Margarita River. Again, there is a delightful promenade of oak trees — and more fords. Presently the road bends sharply right and ascends steeply for 0.6 mile to the intersection of Carpanito Road. Turn right there, go 0.4 mile, and turn right on El Prado Road. Continue for about 0.7 mile to a sum- mit affording a good view of the surrounding area. Then descend to Sandra Creek Drive, where you turn right.

Ahead there’s mostly downhill riding and one sig- nificant climb — a short, but testing effort followed by a radically steep descent (these good brakes to keep your speed down!). At the next major intersection, stay right, cross the Santa Margarita River, and then follow the river bank toward De Luz Road and the one- mile climb back up to Fallbrook.

Explore the hills and dales of Fallbrook’s backcountry on two wheels.

Distance from downtown San Diego: 95 miles
Biking length: 26 miles
Difficulty: Strenuous

ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE

- Bring a good road map with Fallbrook and the Santa Margarita River area highlighted.
- Wear clothing that can be easily layered, including gloves.
- Bring water, sunscreen, and insect repellent.
- Be cautious of vehicles on the roads.
- Respect the wildlife and environment.
- Be aware of local laws for off-road biking.
- Be prepared for weather changes, as Fallbrook can be cooler than San Diego.

PARKS AND OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

- Santa Margarita River State Park
- Fallbrook Bird Sanctuary
- De Luz Deets Park

EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES

- Fallbrook Art and Wine Festival
- Fallbrook Music and Art Festival
- Fallbrook Balloon Festival

LOCAL CONTACTS

- Fallbrook Historical Society
- Fallbrook Public Library
- Fallbrook Chamber of Commerce

STAY SAFE AND ENJOY THE RIDE!
Play with your Club Barona Card for your chance to win one of our three Power Payout Progressives, all the way up to $250,000!

We’ve given away more than $1,700,000 to over 1,300 random winners! For current progressive amounts and winner updates visit Barona.com.

**Monday-Wednesday**
If it’s your birthday in July, you could play our free slot tournament, July 14-16 from 10am to 7pm, and win up to $1,000!

**Tuesdays**
Be here every Tuesday and play your favorite slots to win $2X the cash with Power Payout Blitz!

**Thursdays**
At 3pm, 5pm, and 9pm, play the Nintendo Wii and hit home runs to win Skybox seats at Petco Park! One entry per 250 points.

**Monday July 7**
Club Barona members will play on their assigned day, anytime from 10am to 10pm. The player with the highest score will win $1,000!

**Tuesday July 8**
**Wednesday July 9**
**Thursday July 10**

**Entertainment Nightly**
Featuring performances by:
- The Fabulous Pelicans - July 4
- Metron - July 10
- The Clayettes - July 19

**Ranch House Buffet**
- **Mondays**
  Celebration of Barbeque, just $21.99, every Monday night from 4pm-10pm.

- **Thursdays**
  Enjoy succulent prime rib and all the fixin’s for only $21.99 from 4pm-10pm.

- **Friday/Saturday**
  Enjoy shrimp and crab legs on Friday and Saturday nights from 4pm-10pm.

- **Friday/Saturday**
  Sweet and savory crepes! Friday and Saturday nights from 4pm-10pm.

Discounts apply daily for Club Barona members and one guest: Diamonds - Free • Platinum 50% • Gold 30% • Classic 20%

Barona shuttle available from several areas.
VISIT BARONA.COM FOR DETAILS

Barona Valley Ranch Resort & Casino reserves the right to modify or cancel a promotion or special event at any time without notice.
OUT & ABOUT

HOTTER THAN JULY R&B COMEDY SHOW
with Lumeli and Howard Hewett, Spreckels Theatre, Thursday, July 3.

(San Diego)

Lazy Town Comedy for the whole family. 011-52-664-687-9050. Tuesday, July 8, 7:30 p.m., Centro Cultural Tijuana, Pasoe de los Héroes and Mina Street. (BAJA)

SPECIAL
“Summer of Sports” San Diego County Fair continues through July 6. Numerous competitions and exhibitions, including fine arts, livestock, children’s art, gems, minerals, home arts, fun zone with rides, games, commercial exhibits, food; contests (bubblegum blowing, pie eating); many concerts. 858-793-5555 or 858-755-1161. Thursdays, 10 a.m.; Fridays, 10 a.m.; Saturdays, 10 a.m.; Sundays, 10 a.m.; through Sunday, July 6, 2008, Del Mar Fairgrounds, 2260 Jimmy Durante Boulevard. (CARLSBAD)

Barbecue and Blasts Celebrate Independence Day and 40th anniversary of donation of property to Brengle Terrace Park. Full day of family activities includes static display of vintage military equipment, musical entertainment (3-15-10 p.m.). “Fundraising gourmet barbecue” at 5:30 p.m. catered by Hennessey’s preceding fireworks (9 p.m.). Fireworks are free. Dinner: $65 per person. Required dinner reservations: 760-726-1340. Information: 760-726-1340 x5734. Friday, July 4, 7 a.m., Brengle Terrace Park, 1200 Vale Terrace Drive. (ESCONDIDO)

Big Bay July 4 Fireworks See fireworks over San Diego Bay presented by Port of San Diego. Best views: from boat or land at Shelter Island, Harbor Island, the North Embarcadero, and Seaport Village/Coronado Landing. Listen to the simulcast on KYXY 96.5. 619-686-6200. Friday, July 4, 9 p.m.; Seaport Village, 849 West Harbor Drive. (DEL MAR)

Beginning with the issue of June 19, we will publish the names of all those who get the Reader crossword puzzle correct.

We will also publish comments from those who get the puzzle correct, such as “Go Chargers,” “This puzzle was too easy,” “Zonies go home!”

And we will list the number of weeks you have submitted the correct puzzle solution, placing the winners with the longest winning streak at the top!

The new deadline for the puzzle to arrive at the Reader office by mail, fax, or hand delivery (we have a mail slot in our front door) is Monday at 7 a.m.
Now—September 2008
6 to 9 p.m.

Experience live music and San Diego's best ocean views—inside and out—at Birch Aquarium at Scripps this summer.

Wednesday, July 16
ERIC HUTCHINSON
Original music inspired by legends Billy Joel, Elton John, and others

Wednesday, August 20
SHAWN MULLINS
Folk Rock/Americana singer-songwriter

Wednesday, September 17
SARAH BORGES AND THE BROKEN SINGLES
Rootsy, barroom country and American rock

RSVP: 858-534-4109
Ages 21 and up; 6–9 p.m
Public: $20/concert
Aquarium Members: $15/concert
Walk-in Admission: $25/concert

Bands are subject to change. Green Flash concerts will take place rain or shine. Reservations are encouraged as space is limited. Aquarium admission, concert, and parking are included.

232-2721. Monday, July 7, 10 a.m.; $5. Japanese Friendship Garden, Pan American Road. (BALBOA PARK)

Happy (Lemon) Birthday to You! Lemon Grove Historical Society hosts lemon-themed English high tea in celebration of 80th anniversary of "the big lemon" (located at Lemon Grove Avenue and Broadway). Required reservations: 619-460-4353. Saturday, July 5, 12:30 p.m. and 2:15 p.m.; $15. H. Lee House Cultural Center, 3205 Olive. (LEMON GROVE)

Hemerocallis Show and Sale
Members of Southwest Hemerocallis Society showcase their best daylilies for judging. Plant sale, daily tour. Included in admission. 760-436-3036. Saturday, July 5, 1 p.m.; Quail Botanical Gardens, 250 Quail Gardens Drive. (ENCINITAS)

Independence Day Celebration and "Fireworks Spectacular"
Celebrate the 4th of July with art activities for children, live music, magicians, American Legion patriotic tribute, first tours of the California Center for the Arts, Escondido, free admission to the Center Museum. Fireworks at 9 p.m. 800-988-4253. Friday, July 4, 2 p.m.; California Center for the Arts, Escondido, 340 North Escondido Boulevard. (ESCONDIDO)

Is Rationalism a Religion?
P&R Discussion Group ponders the question. 619-370-1027. Thursday, July 3, 7 p.m.; Other Side Coffee House, 4096 30th Street. (NORTH PARK)

Monster Truck Mania
Cajon Classic Cruise returns. Cruise nights continue on Wednesdays through September 24. 619-401-8858. Wednesday, July 9, 5 p.m.; Prescott Promenade, 241 1/2 East Main Street. (EL CAJON)

O'Fest Summer Beach Festival
O'Fest starts with street fair with retail and food vendors from north of the pier to Tyson Street Park (10 a.m.–10 p.m.). "Kid's Beachscene" with interactive games, craft areas (2 p.m.). Yankee Doodle Dinghy Parade starts at 2 p.m. at Oceanside Yacht Club and harbor, competitors decorate dinghies with creative, patriotic themes, then cruise harbor "for all to enjoy." Live music at amphitheater (2–9 p.m.). Fireworks start at 9 p.m. 760-967-2005. Friday, July 4, 10 a.m.; Oceanside Harbor, 1304 Harbor Drive. (OCEANSIDE)

Photo Scavenger Hunt Race
Bring your digital camera or camcorder for hunt beginning with registration at 10:30 a.m.; contest begins at noon in front of main stage. Each team of two or more participants receives a clue sheet with list of puzzles that, when solved, describe locations within walking distance in neighborhood. First team to return with photos of themselves in each correct location wins. 858-736-4573. Friday, July 4, 10 a.m.; Standley Park and Recreation Center, 3585 Governor Drive. (UNIVERSITY CITY)

Thursday Night Thing
This month's TNT promises talk by Cerca Series artist Nina Katchadourian, who will discuss her work and art practice. "Participate in an identity-flipping performance activity inspired by Katchadourian's disorienting Zoo installation." Music by Doctor Bird, My Pet Saddle, DJs. 858-454-3541. Thursday, July 3, 7 p.m.; Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego, Downtown, 1001 Kettner Boulevard. (DOWNTOWN)
Ride, Ride, Ride! The 22nd annual Scraps Ranch bike rides, starting at Hibert Street and Scraps Ranch Road (just north of Scraps Ranch High School), finishing at Hoyt Park. The 50-mile ride starts at 7 a.m., 20-mile route riders set off at 7:30 a.m., 12-mile ride starts at 8 a.m. 619-685-8453. Friday, July 4, 7 a.m.; $20-$40. Scraps Ranch High School, 10410 Treena Street. (SCRAPS RANCH)


Signature Too Horse show. 858-481-9085. Thursday, July 3, 8 a.m.; Del Mar Horsepark, 14530 El Camino Real. (DEL MAR)

Snorkel with Sharks! Adventures among harmless leopard sharks and smooth hound sharks during out and up outing hosted by Birch Aquarium-Museum. Reservations: 858-534-7336. Sunday, July 6, 8 a.m. Ages 10 and up. Birch Aquarium at Scraps, 2300 Exposition Way. (LA JUNA)

No Brakes, No Gear! Tuesday night bicycle racing season continues with racing in many categories. Free for spectators. 619-573-4953. Tuesdays, 6:30 p.m. through Tuesday, September 30, 2008, San Diego Velodrome, 2221 Morley Field Drive. (MORLEY FIELD)

Ride the Fallbrook Hills join up with San Diego Bicycle Society riders. The 75-mileers in upper thoroughfare of Third and C. Bring your own food for deli lunch. 619-561-3846. Sunday, July 6, 8:45 a.m. the south Beach, 200 B Street. (SOUTHBAY)

MUSEUMS

Bonita Museum and Cultural Center Celebrate “The History of Baseball” during exhibit continuing through Saturday, August 2. Exhibition examines history from 1936 to the present, with look at Pacific Coast League, San Diego Padres, Cooperstown Hall of Fame with Tony Gwynn, sculptures by Mark Matteson. Sisters Little League, more.

The museum highlights the history of the Sweetwater Valley from the mid-1800s, with historical photography, artifacts, tools, and fascinating implements; the district’s 1953 fire engine; and bound copies back to the 1930s of the Chula Vista Star News. 619-267-7541. 4355 Bonita Road, 619-267-5141. (BONITA)

Campo Railroad Museum Campo Railroad Museum, showcasing more than 130 years of American railroad history and technology through static and operating exhibits, the museum includes cabooses, steam and diesel locomotives, track motors, 1886 “Jim Crow” segregated passenger cars. Interpretive 1.5-hour train rides offered each weekend (11 a.m., 2:30 p.m.); over the period of the Fallbrook Historical Society’s Calendar of Events. 619-477-2305. (BONITA)

Chula Vista Heritage Museum The museum features glimpses of Chula Vista’s past; exhibits feature music packing crate labels, photographs of downtown Chula Vista, doors and doorknobs from the original Star newspaper building, and relics from the Oway Watch Company. 360 Third Avenue, 619-427-8092. (CHULA)

Creation Museum A museum contrasting the evolution and creation world views. 10946 Woodside Avenue North, 619-448-0900. (SANTEE)

GEMOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA Museum Permanent exhibits include displays depicting science and art of gemstones and history, lore and cultural significance. 5345 Aradia Drive, 800-421-7250. (LA JUNA)

Heritage Walk Museum The museum includes the restored Victorian House, the city’s original Santa Fe Train Depot, a railroad car with model train, working blacksmith shop, and team. Historical Walk in Grape Day Park, 312 North Broadway, 760-743-8207. (INLAND BORDER TOWNS)

House of Pacific Relations International Cottages are open every Sunday, noon-p.m., presenting history and traditions of 30 ethnic groups. On fourth Tuesday of each month, Children Around the World videos screened in Hall of Nations, select cottages open. 2125 Park Boulevard, 619-234-0739. (INLAND BORDER TOWNS)

J.A. Cooley Museum An eclectic collection of items — including displays on photographs, clocks, electric cars, and 20 other types of collections — is featured at the museum. The current featured attraction is an “Industrial Product Collection,” with examples of the historical progression of auto technology from 1886-1915, “some classics and a concept car,” 4233 Park Boulevard, 619-296-3112. (UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS)

Leo Carrillo Ranch Historic Park Leo Carrillo Ranch Historic Park, old adobe buildings were once vacation retreat and working ranch of actor Leo Carrillo. Tours on Saturdays (11 a.m., 1 p.m.) and Sundays (noon, 2 p.m.). 619-534-7336. Flying Leo Carrillo Lane, 760-476-1042. (CARLSBAD)

Marine Corps Recruit Depot Museum Housed in an historic building, the museum features five permanent galleries with artifacts, uniforms, vehicles, weapons, and photographs depicting Marine Corps history. The museum is located in Building 26 at MCAS, just inside Gate 4, off Pacific Highway. Witherby Street and Hancock Street, 619-524-6038. (CARLSBAD)

Marston House Museum Historic homes sit on five acres of landscaped grounds with a formal English Romantic garden. Built for civic leader and department store founder George Marston and his family by San Diego architect William Hebbard and Irving Cull, the Marston house design is in keeping with the early 20th-Century American Arts and Crafts period, emphasizing simplicity, function, and natural materials. 3525 Seventh Avenue, 619-298-3142. (HILLCREST)

Museum of San Diego History “Place of Promise: Stories of San Diego” lets visitors “literally walk on San Diego”, a map of county extends from wall to wall across the floor. Also featured in permanent exhibit are two large 1930s murals by artist Charles Reiffel and a 1910 San Diego streetcar. In the Gallery, San Diego is interpreted through images, artifacts, oral histories from society’s collection. The museum is located in the Casa de Balboa building, 1649 El Prado, 619-232-6203. (SANTEE)

Reuben H. Fleet Science Center “Tinkering” features more than 20 hands-on exhibits bringing out “your inner inventor” with pulleys, computer circuits, turntables, wind tunnels, more. In the “Inventing Studio,” kids transform household items into catapults, robots, spectroscopes, more. Classes June 7, 2009. (SANTEE)

Ongoing exhibitions include “Origins in Space: Spin-OFFs in Science and Technology,” “Is She WATT? An Illuminating Look at Energy,” “Aging for All Ages,” “Kid City” (for preschoolers), “TryScience!” Escape from Dino Island is theme for motion simulator ride. Films are shown daily in the IMAX Theater. 1875 El Prado, 619-238-1233. (HILLCREST)

San Diego Air and Space Museum “Star Trek The Exhibition” is said to contain “in the world’s most comprehensive collection of authentic Star Trek ships, re-creations, sets, costumes, and props” from five television series and ten films created for more than 40 years. Sit on a recreation of the original USS Enterprise bridge, enjoy a motion simulator. Technological advancements made in aircraft propulsion over the last century are showcased in “100 Years of Aircraft Engines,” including a functional reproduction of the 1903 Wright Flyer Engine; a Rolls-Royce liquid-cooled Merlin V-12 that powered the Spitfire and P-51 Mustang fighters; and a rare German Junkers Jumo 004, one of
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**Friday Night Luaus on Mission Bay!**

**JULY 5* THROUGH SEPTEMBER 5**
6:00–9:00 PM

**ENTERTAINMENT BY PRIDE OF POLYNESIA**

Authentic luau and show with live Hawaiian music, lei greeting, and Polynesian buffet overlooking Mission Bay

**PURCHASE TICKETS AT THE CATAMARAN GIFT SHOP OR ONLINE**
WWW.CATAMARANRESORT.COM/ LUAU

**$58 ADULTS • $25 CHILDREN 3–11 YEARS • FREE FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3**

FOR MORE INFORMATION 858.539.8666

3999 MISSION BOULEVARD • SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92109 • CATAMARANRESORT.COM

---

**Gregorian Chant Mass**

Schola and congregational singing. Hymnals/missals provided with Latin-English pages.

**Sunday, July 13, 4:00 pm**

**Our Lady of the Rosary Church**
San Diego’s Jewel Box of Baroque and Rococo Art
State and Date Streets (Little Italy) • Downtown San Diego

---

**$100 Off English Class* **

English as a Second Language Program
**ESL/TOEFL $300 a month**
*With this ad. New students only. Not valid with any other offer. Exp. 7/31/08. Free ESL class every Wednesday 2-3 pm. Anyone welcome!

Afternoon & evening classes

Bachelor's, Master's, or Ph.D. degree in Psychology!
(Certificates also available)

Bachelor's and Master's Degrees in Business Administration for $390-$400 a month
Classes also available online!

**SDUIS**
San Diego University for Integrative Studies

800.234.7041 or 619.297.1999
Now in Old Town • 3900 Harney St. #210 • Come in today or call. www.sduis.edu

---

**San Diego University for Integrative Studies**

**Save $30**

enjoying the biggest thrill of your lifetime!

**Weekday Skydive Special**
Monday-Friday, excluding holidays
Must present coupon. Expires 7/11/08.
Other conditions may apply.
Must be 18 years of age and weigh less than 230 pounds.

619.216.8416 | SkyDiveSanDiego.com
San Diego Archaeological Center — A Letter from the Ocean Hotel. Victorian Lady Traveler’s Adventures in San Diego, 1888” includes glassware, dishes, bottles, personal items dating from late 1880s that were excavated from a block in East Village area downtown in 2002. The museum is dedicated to curation of archaeological projects and sharing them with the public.” 1666 San Pasqual Valley Road, 760-291-0370. (BALBOA PARK)

San Diego Automotive Museum More than 80 automobiles and motorcycles from horseless carriages to future prototypes are included in the museum’s permanent collection. Find the museum near the Starlight Bowl, 2080 Pan American Plaza, 619-231-2886. (BALBOA PARK)

San Diego Hall of Champions Ongoing exhibits include “Bird Watching — Tony Hawk in Flight,” “Surfing in San Diego,” exhibits of baseball card art, fencing, local rugby history. The museum is dedicated to promoting, recognizing, and preserving athletic achievements. 2323 Pan American Plaza, 619-234-2544. (BALBOA PARK)

San Diego Maritime Museum “The War through Steichen’s Eyes — Combat Photography in the Pacific 1943-45” features 50 photographs produced by Edward Steichen and photographers under his supervision; many famous images of World War II featured. Additional photographs, documents, artifacts chronicle the life of this accomplished photographer. Through July.

The photography exhibition “Portrait of Tall Ships,” opening Tuesday, July 1, features more than 30 photographs by Thad Kuna and Michael Berman. Exhibit includes chronicles of sailing adventures of the museum’s ships. Through December.

“San Diego’s Navy,” based upon book by same name written by Bruce Linder, is said to be “the only one on view in San Diego.” Also on exhibit: a California grizzly bear, described as “the only one on view in San Diego.” Also on exhibit: modell of an 1862 settler’s cabin, collection of Indian baskets, and aerospace display.


“Gods and Gold: Ancient Treasures from Mexico to Peru” showcases museum’s collections of Mexican, Central American, and South American archaeological objects. Rare gold and jewelry, exquisitely incised stonework and pottery from the ancient world are on display, as well as a crystal skull, on loan from a private collection.

“Art and Expression: The Legacy of Our Collections” highlights 17 key collections, relates stories of the collectors, how collections came to museum, their significance in preserving history of past generations. Objects include portrait, baskets, beadwork, jewelry, woodcarving, folk art, katsinam, bone and ivory implements, shields, textiles.

In “Artists Speak: Contemporary Art from Ghana and Zimbabwè,” museum has partnered with artists from Ghana and Zimbabwè to showcase paintings and sculpture by accomplished African artists.

Permanent anthropology exhibit “Footsteps through Time: Four Million Years of Human Evolution” features “more than a hundred touchable replicas of early humans, primates, and prehistoric cyborgs (part human, part machine).” 1330 El Prado, 619-239-2001. (BALBOA PARK)

San Diego Air & Space Museum A 100-foot retired Korean War-era tug boat built in 1951 is open for tours at museum. Boat is docked along Harbor Drive, between Grape Street and Broadway. Harbor Drive, 619-200-7417. (BALBOA PARK)

San Pasqual Battlefield State Historic Park Commemorates the clash (on December 6, 1846) during the Mexican War between the U.S. Dragoons, bolstered by sailors and volunteers from San Diego, and California militia. Narrated slide-show screens throughout the day, telling the story of the war in Mexico and California. Self-guided tour recounts the events of the battle and profiles the leaders of the forces and also describes the lives of the Indians indigenous to the valley. 1666 San Pasqual Valley Road, 760-278-3220. (ESCONDIDO)

William Heath Davis House Museum Museum is said to be the oldest surviving structure in the new town area of downtown San Diego. The house is a well-preserved example of a pre-framed lumber “salt box” family home, shipped from the East Coast to California by boat around Cape Horn in 1850. 410 Island Avenue, 619-233-4692. (VALLEY CENTER)

The museum offers exhibits of over 65 aircraft — including an RQ-1 Predator UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) on indefinite loan from the National Museum of the United States Air Force at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, which “saw action over the Balkans in the late 1990s” — a replica of Spirit of St. Louis, a Fokker Scourge (or Fokker Eindecker E-III), a World War I Spad VII. Flight of the USS Yorktown, and a Lockheed Blackbird yp plane — 1400 scale models, 10,000 aviation-related items, and memorabilia from Montgolfier hot-air-balloon era to Space Age, along with an International Aerospace Hall of Fame.

Concurrently, see “The History of Commercial Aviation in America.” A new section of the exhibit celebrates the 40-year history of PSA, with original graphics, a re-creation of the airline’s first ticket booth at Lindbergh Field, and uniforms and memorabilia donated by former employees. Ongoing.

“P-51 Mustang” celebrates the legendary Air Force fighter used during both World War II and Korea. The museum’s Mustang is painted in the red-tail livery of the Tuskegee Airmen, who distinguished themselves flying bomber escort and ground attack missions during World War II.

The museum’s Mustang is painted in the red-tail livery of the Tuskegee Airmen, who distinguished themselves flying bomber escort and ground attack missions during World War II.

The museum offers exhibits of over 65 aircraft — including an RQ-1 Predator UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) on indefinite loan from the National Museum of the United States Air Force at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, which “saw action over the Balkans in the late 1990s” — a replica of Spirit of St. Louis, a Fokker Scourge (or Fokker Eindecker E-III), a World War I Spad VII. Flight of the USS Yorktown, and a Lockheed Blackbird yp plane — 1400 scale models, 10,000 aviation-related items, and memorabilia from Montgolfier hot-air-balloon era to Space Age, along with an International Aerospace Hall of Fame. The museum is located in the Ford Building in the Palisades area. 2001 Pan American Plaza, 619-234-4291. (BALBOA PARK)

San Diego Archaeological Center — A Letter from the Ocean Hotel. Victorian Lady Traveler’s Adventures in San Diego, 1888” includes glassware, dishes, bottles, personal items dating from late 1880s that were excavated from a block in East Village area downtown in 2002. The museum is dedicated to curation of archaeological projects and sharing them with the public.” 1666 San Pasqual Valley Road, 760-291-0370. (BALBOA PARK)

San Diego Automotive Museum More than 80 automobiles and motorcycles from horseless carriages to future prototypes are included in the museum’s permanent collection. Find the museum near the Starlight Bowl, 2080 Pan American Plaza, 619-231-2886. (BALBOA PARK)

San Diego Hall of Champions Ongoing exhibits include “Bird Watching — Tony Hawk in Flight,” “Surfing in San Diego,” exhibits of baseball card art, fencing, local rugby history. The museum is dedicated to promoting, recognizing, and preserving athletic achievements. 2323 Pan American Plaza, 619-234-2544. (BALBOA PARK)

San Diego Maritime Museum “The War through Steichen’s Eyes — Combat Photography in the Pacific 1943-45” features 50 photographs produced by Edward Steichen and photographers under his supervision; many famous images of World War II featured. Additional photographs, documents, artifacts chronicle the life of this accomplished photographer. Through July.

The photography exhibition “Portrait of Tall Ships,” opening Tuesday, July 1, features more than 30 photographs by Thad Kuna and Michael Berman. Exhibit includes chronicles of sailing adventures of the museum’s ships. Through December.

“San Diego’s Navy,” based upon book by same name written by Bruce Linder, is said to be “the only one on view in San Diego.” Also on exhibit: a California grizzly bear, described as “the only one on view in San Diego.” Also on exhibit: modell of an 1862 settler’s cabin, collection of Indian baskets, and aerospace display.


“Gods and Gold: Ancient Treasures from Mexico to Peru” showcases museum’s collections of Mexican, Central American, and South American archaeological objects. Rare gold and jewelry, exquisitely incised stonework and pottery from the ancient world are on display, as well as a crystal skull, on loan from a private collection.

“Art and Expression: The Legacy of Our Collections” highlights 17 key collections, relates stories of the collectors, how collections came to museum, their significance in preserving history of past generations. Objects include portrait, baskets, beadwork, jewelry, woodcarving, folk art, katsinam, bone and ivory implements, shields, textiles.

In “Artists Speak: Contemporary Art from Ghana and Zimbabwè,” museum has partnered with artists from Ghana and Zimbabwè to showcase paintings and sculpture by accomplished African artists.

Permanent anthropology exhibit “Footsteps through Time: Four Million Years of Human Evolution” features “more than a hundred touchable replicas of early humans, primates, and prehistoric cyborgs (part human, part machine).” 1330 El Prado, 619-239-2001. (BALBOA PARK)

San Diego Air & Space Museum A 100-foot retired Korean War-era tug boat built in 1951 is open for tours at museum. Boat is docked along Harbor Drive, between Grape Street and Broadway. Harbor Drive, 619-200-7417. (BALBOA PARK)

San Pasqual Battlefield State Historic Park Commemorates the clash (on December 6, 1846) during the Mexican War between the U.S. Dragoons, bolstered by sailors and volunteers from San Diego, and California militia. Narrated slide-show screens throughout the day, telling the story of the war in Mexico and California. Self-guided tour recounts the events of the battle and profiles the leaders of the forces and also describes the lives of the Indians indigenous to the valley. 1666 San Pasqual Valley Road, 760-278-3220. (ESCONDIDO)

William Heath Davis House Museum Museum is said to be the oldest surviving structure in the new town area of downtown San Diego. The house is a well-preserved example of a pre-framed lumber “salt box” family home, shipped from the East Coast to California by boat around Cape Horn in 1850. 410 Island Avenue, 619-233-4692. (VALLEY CENTER)
Chamber Music Concert Inos Townsend and quartet playing piano, annex, cello, viola, and violin for First Thursday Concert. 760-839-4339. Escondido Library (239 South Kalmia Street), 7 p.m., Thursday, July 3. (escondido)

“Star-Spangled Pops” San Diego Symphony Summer Pops season continues when Marvin Hamlisch leads symphony in Sousa marches, Broadway hits, salutes to military. Evenings conclude with fireworks. 619-235-0604. Embarcadero Marina Park South (206 Marina Park Way), 7:30 p.m., Friday-Sunday, July 4-6. (escondido)

Ten Year Seven, Composers, One Pianist” Atheneum Music and Arts Library hosts “Summer Festival 2008,” with pianist Gustavo Romero manning the piano on Sundays in July.

Organ Concert Guest organist Jackson Borges in concert. 619-702-8318. Spreckels Organ Pavilion (1211 Pan American Road), 2 p.m., Sunday, July 6. (balboa park)

“Red, White & Blue” Reception for artists whose original watercolor paintings are on exhibit through Friday, July 5. Juror Linda Doll selected approximately 100 paintings to include; 619-876-4500. San Diego Watercolor Society at NTC Fromenade (2825 Dewey Road 1015). 5 p.m., Friday, July 4. (normal heights)


“Trompe L’Oeil, Trompe Le Monde” “Trompe l’oeil and Realism” and the World” opens with reception for artist Dave Miles, exhibiting selected works spanning his ten-year painting career. View art drawing on science, art history, science digrams, books through Saturday, July 26. 619-563-9770. Art of Framing Gallery (333 Adams Avenue). 6 p.m. (normal heights)

Mingel International Museum Hungarian Folk Magik. – The Art of Josip Domec includes several of this master woodblock printer’s pieces, along with objects from other cultures of the folklore images Domjan often portrayed. “Exhibition is an expression of the power of art to endure war, politics, and disaster to rise, phoenix-like, from the ashes.” Closes Sunday, July 6. (normal heights)

“Forms in Wood and Fiber: Southern California New Wood Work” features work of distinguished San Diego wood artists and many California fibers members. “Both fresh perspectives on traditional and cutting-edge contemporary expressions will be included in works of superior design and craftsmanship.” Participating artists include Wendy Maruyama, Russ Fifield, Patrick Ikebowski, Del Cover, Brett Hesser, and Gene Blickenstaff. Closes Sunday, July 6. (normal heights)

American Visualizing Stones: Natural Art in an Asian Tradition” Chinese connoisseurs began using large stones to decorate gardens, courtyards during the Han Dynasty (206 B.C.-A.D. 220). “Scholars’ Rocks” is English name most commonly used for these items. American viewing stone collecting began with first- and second-generation Japanese-American who continued traditions of human and vase. (normal heights)

The Chinese Woodblock Print in the Style of the Ten Bamboo Studio” is likely from a 19th-century edition of Treatise on Calligraphy and Painting of the Ten Bamboo Studio. Prints are noted for their quality of printing using multiple blocks. Both exhibit begins with first- and second-generation Japanese-American who continued traditions of human and vase. (normal heights)

Mingel International Museum – North County 

Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego, South (206 Marina Park Way), 2 p.m., Saturday, July 5. (normal heights)

Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego, Downtown (2211 Pan American Road), 2 p.m., Saturday, July 5. (normal heights)

Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego, La Jolla (Blue Sign: Bruce Nauman Works with Light”) is focused on Nauman’s neon and light-room installations created over the last two decades of his career (1965-1985). “View through Sunday, August 31, exhibition presents provocative body of work in which artist grapples with questions of how perception is shaped by light and space. 700 Prospect Street. 858-414-3544. (normal heights)

Museum of Photographic Arts “Fresh: The Fortunatue of Gary Schneider,” continues through Sunday, September 14. (normal heights)

Musée de l’Orangerie “Pissarro: The Pintures of the Orangerie” explores 500 works of impressionist Pierre-Auguste Pissarro in work spanning 1861 to 1903. 2563 California Street. 858-520-2727. (normal heights)

San Diego Museum of Art Touring exhibition “Georgia O’Keeffe and the Women of Stieglitz Circle” boasts more than 80 pieces, including work by O’Keeffe, Gertrude Kaebl, Pamela Colman Smith, Anna Bingham, and Katharine Rhoades. These artists were “interested in redefining the identity of the modern woman and explored the changing themes of femininity in modernism.” On view through Sunday, September 28

Visible Places: Works by Women on Paper,” opening Saturday, July 5 and continuing through Wednesday, November 12, showcases works from SMUSA’s collection. The early- to mid-20th century pieces offer historical framework allowing consideration of how artistic styles changed over time, reflect upon active participation of women in the social and political currents of the period. Artists included are Mary Cassatt, Käthe Kollwitz, Isabel Bishop, Barbara Hepworth, Leonora Carrington. Exhibit includes “Spatial Gestures,” focusing on abstract works by contemporary women artists acquired by museum between 2006 and present. 1450 El Prado, 619-232-7931. (normal heights)

Timek Museum of Art Permanent collection includes European old master paintings, 18th- and 19th-Century American paintings, and Russian icons. Saint Bartholomew’s, the only Rombacha painting on public display in San Diego, is featured. 1500 El Prado, 619-239-3548. (normal heights)

Cathedral of the Little Oratory in San Diego – CHORUS BREVIARII SAN DIEGO

July 2008 Events: Oratory Week in San Diego

The Brothers of the Little Oratory are pleased to welcome Fr. Sean Finnegan, author of the Valle Adunri weblog, for a week of Oratorian liturgy and spirituality. CAVEAT: Be sure to check websites listed below for a full itinerary of liturgical activities and POSSIBLE UPDATES.

Wednesday Evening, July 9, 7 pm

Ladiemass “Salve Sancta parens” (Ordinary Form, Latin, ad Orientem, Gregorian Chant)

Thursday Evening, July 10, 7 pm

“Month’s Mind” Requiem Mass

In Memoriam Fr. Arthur Malloche (Extraordinary Form according to the 1962 Rite)

Saturday Morning, July 12, 10 am

Votive Mass of the Holy Spirit

For the Intentions of our Holy Father Pope Benedict XVI (Ordinary Form, Latin, ad Orientem, Gregorian Chant)

Saturday Evening, July 12, 7-9 pm

The Musical Oratory

Oratorian spiritual exercises and SACRED CONCERT featuring John Polhamus, Anne Marie Dicce, Sandra Flores, and Ruben Valenzuela, Organist.

Music of Caballeros, Mozart, Vivaldi, and more.

FREE ADMISSION to this concert spiritualle

Location for the above events: St. John the Evangelist Catholic Church, Park Blvd. and Polk Ave., University Heights

Sunday Afternoon, July 13, 2:30 pm

Solemn Sunday Vespers of the 10th Sunday Post Pentecost.

62 Breviary, followed by Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament

Location for this event: St. Joseph Cathedral, 3rd & Beech, Downtown San Diego

Fr. Sean Finnegan, Celebrant and Homily

For further information see our blogsite at: http://sandiegotorarians.blogspot.com Or visit our website at: www.chorusbreviarii.com Or call Director John Polhamus at: 858-997-8636.
Although the recording industry is in a downturn, Weiss says he got to know about 20 L.A.-based A&R reps when his band played at Sunset Strip—area venues such as the Key Club, the Viper Room, and the Roxy. “We always had our CDs and business cards with us. Half of us in the band are guys because they saw them every day and they bugged us to who they were.”

Weiss says associating with A&R reps paid off in the form of a lot of press and placement of music on video-game soundtracks and in a movie called Cruel World. But, no record deal. So, after two years of hustling the L.A. music scene and seven years as a band, Jagainst I will pull the plug. Their final local show was last Friday. Weiss reflects on why his band didn’t get signed: “The music industry is a pendulum. Rap-rock was in; now it’s Brit rock with screeching guitars.” He maintains that Jagainst I’s sound was not being scouted like it should. "...that are ready to go on a tour with a polished look and sound. Labels used to give development deals, where they would work with you and let you develop your sound and your image. No more.”

— Ken Leighton

No Giggling Matter

On June 20, Not British, a three-piece rock band, was playing a party at a house in the College Area at around 9:00 p.m. “As far as parties go, the place wasn’t packed,” says guitarist Sal Filipelli. “But enough people that probably make neighbors annoyed, when they come and go, laughing and carrying on while they walk to their cars. I’m guessing we maxed out at 40 people packed into the living room at one point. Our drummer set up in the small kitchen. The bassist and I were in the dining room, trying to dodge a low-hanging chandelier.”

Not British ended up playing for another hour. The party thinned out to about 20 people, according to Filipelli, because there were other parties going on and because a neighbor had complained earlier and threatened to have cars towed and people arrested. “She stood outside, and as people arrived she’d tell them she had already called the cops and they’d be in trouble. Some would laugh in her face. Some ignored her or tried to apologize. One guy told me he flipped her off. One partygoer told me he had a warrant, and it wasn’t worth the risk sticking around. "At the end of our sets, sometimes we start messing around with sound effects, and we turn amps up a little louder. Sometimes play a song called ‘I Miss the Gigglers.’... At shows we’d let certain rap artists come freestyle on the song. On this night it was a girls’ rap group singing Mean Girls.”

— Ken Leighton

NOPE, NOT BRITISH AT ALL

It was getting late, probably close to midnight, and it was getting loud. The lady that lives next door — who must be in her 80s — yelled out the window from upstairs. We knew she’d be trouble when she called the cops when we were just setting up our equipment at five o’clock! "In what I guess was an attempt to ask us to turn the music down, she fell down the stairs on her porch and broke her hip. The ambulance and the police came and the party ended, but not before they arrested one partygoer who was

RND OFF THE HOLIDAY WEEKEND WITH OUR SUNDAY BRUNCH...
only $14.95 p/person, served 9am-1pm / Happy Hour 4pm-8pm
Live Reggae 5pm-11pm / 2-3-4 Drink Specials 8pm-closen
860 Garnet Ave, Pacific Beach. Info: (858)2PB.BRGRILL / pbbarandgrill.com

JOIN US THIS FRIDAY FOR THE BEST INDEPENDENCE DAY PARTY IN TOWN
Happy Hour 4pm-8pm: $3 off Wells, wines & drafts, 1/2 price Appetizers / Dance the night away @ Club Tremors
featuring SD’s best DJ’s, multi level dance floor & much more!

SAN DIEGO’S ULTIMATE INDEPENDENCE DAY
THE most INTERESTING MAN in the WORLD
on GROOMING
THOSE WHO SPEND too much TIME
SHAVING BELOW the ADAM’S APPLE
HAVE too much TIME.
San Diego Reader July 3, 2008

Drunk and kept laughing and pointing toward the lady on the stretcher and saying, “I’ve fallen and I can’t get up.” — Josh Board

MHK

THE ORIGINAL BEAT FARMERS

Some Country for Young Men

Many songs have been written about brothels, from “House of the Rising Sun” and “La Grange” to the musical The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas. Add to that list “Adelita’s Song,” by Vegas-based Adelitas Way, both the band and song are named after a brothel in Tijuana’s Zona Norte. Bandleader Rick DeJesus says they ended up at Adelita in search of beer.

“There were, like, 50 young, beautiful women in there, talking to old men. One of the prettiest women I ever saw comes up to me and starts talking to me. She looks at me and says, ‘Fifty bucks and I’m yours.’ I made me sad. She was so pretty, and anyone could sleep with her for 50 bucks. I started talking to me. She looked at me and said, ‘I fell asleep in the back of the truck,’ he says, “and four hours later we were getting arrested in Tijuana and extorted by the cops.” They robbed us for all our money. We were so bummed out, but I bid my $20 in my sock. DeJesus says they ended up at Adelita in search of beer. “There were, like, 50 young, beautiful women in there, talking to old men. One of the prettiest women I ever saw comes up to me and starts talking to me. She looks at me and says, ‘Fifty bucks and I’m yours.’ I made me sad. She was so pretty, and anyone could sleep with her for 50 bucks.”

So I said, “Why do you do this?” She broke down crying and said, “It’s the only way I can live and support my family here in Mexico. You can’t make money [easily in Mexico], and I can’t get into the USA.” It broke my heart.” After writing “Adelita’s Song” (“about a girl with no chance”), DeJesus liked the brothel’s name so much that he decided to use it for his band, as a constant reminder of the lesson learned.

— Jay Allen Sanford

SUCCESS (OR SOMETHING ELSE) GOES TO DEEZ’S HEAD

Deez, a native San Diegan, admits that one of the lowest points in his hip-hop career led to the writing of the song; it was after a show in Pacific Beach, where, according to Deez, he’d had a few drinks during his set. “Eventually, I drove home. On the way home my car broke down, and while I was parked on the side of the road, waiting for the tow truck, the CHP shows up and I get a DUl.”

With a suspended license, Deez turned to his ten-speed and his acoustic guitar and the lyrics began to flow: “I ride my bike all over the place, but I still got a beer belly and a jelly face.”

Deez is scheduled to perform his acoustic hip-hop set on July 11 at Brick by Brick.

— Dorian Hargrove

CONTRIBUTORS

William Craig, Dave Good, Larry Harmon, Michael Hemmingson, Ken Loughton, Ryan Loyko, Kurt Mendoza, Derek Plank, Eric Rife, Jay Allen Sanford, David Stampone

JULY 05

SATURDAY

THIN

ADAM POWELL

DJ THERON STILLWELL

THE DJ GONG SHOW TWO

THINROOM.com | ONXYROOM.com | for guest list: readervip@onyxroom.com

DOUBLE FEATURE AFTER HOURS

THE DJ | ENTRANCE CHARGE • ONXY

THE HIP HOP REVOLUTION

DJ RAGS | J SMOove

THE DJ GONG SHOW TWO

MYRON EUGENE | LAVELLE DUPREE

TUESDAY NIGHT JAZZ JAM SESSION WITH GILBERT CASTELLanos AND DJ SACHAMO! EVERY TUESDAY... NEVER A COVER CHARGE!
JULY IS HEATING UP!

LEXUS PREMIUM & DINNER SHOW PACKAGES
INCLUDE THE BEST SEATING.
Visit our website for more information.

BOX OFFICE HOURS
11:30 am - 6:30 pm
Tuesday-Saturday

SOLD OUT!

LEXUS
presents
HUMPHREYS
CONCERTS
by the bay

San Diego Reader
July 3, 2008

www.tig.com

Visit our website for more information.

Tom Jones
Sunday, July 13 • 8:00

Chris Isaak
with special guest Nicole Atkins
Wednesday, July 16 • 7:30

Hippiefest
Thursday & Friday, July 17 & 18 • 6:30

Feist
Tuesday, July 22 • 8:00

Doobie Brothers
Wednesday, July 23 • 7:30

Ringo Starr
and his All Starr Band
Sunday, July 27 • 7:30

Dana Carvey
Wednesday, July 30 • 8:00

Frankie Valli & The Four Seasons
Friday, July 25 • 8:00

Emmylou Harris
with special guests Jimmy Gaudreau & Moondi Klein
Thursday, July 31 • 7:30

Derek Trucks & Susan Tedeschi: Soul Stew Revival
with special guest Scrapomatic
Monday, July 28 • 7:00

Lexus Premium & Dinner Show Packages
Include the best seating.
Visit our website for more information.

BOX OFFICE HOURS
11:30 am - 6:30 pm
Tuesday-Saturday

humphreysconcerts.com • 2241 Shelter Island Drive

Sponsored in part by
TIG
Technology Integration Group.
www.tig.com

Ticketmaster
ticketmaster.com • 1-800-745-3000 & outlets.

VIEJAS CONCERTS IN THE PARK

BOY GEORGE
JUL 12

COHED AND CAMBRIA
JUL 20

BOYSLIKEGIRLS
JUL 12

VIEJAS CONCERTS IN THE PARK

REGRESSION TOWN
JUL 27

JUL 26

COHED AND CAMBRIA
JUL 27

BELinda CARLISLE
AUG 03

2 SHOWS! 6:30 & 9:30

CARLOS MENCIA
AUG 09

DONNA SUMMER
AUG 09

MELISSA ETHERIDGE
AUG 30

JAGUARES
SEP 12

FLOGGING MOLLY
SEP 28

JEFF DUNHAM - 2 SHOWS!
09:00 & 10:00

Buddy guy
AUG 03

REGRESSION TOWN
AUG 04

THE MAIN LEAGUE
AUG 04

ABE: naked eyes
AUG 09

DONNA SUMMER
AUG 09

CARLOS MENCIA
AUG 09

MELISSA ETHERIDGE
AUG 30

JAGUARES
SEP 12

FLOGGING MOLLY
SEP 28

JEFF DUNHAM - 2 SHOWS!
09:00 & 10:00

Buddy guy
AUG 03

REGRESSION TOWN
AUG 04

THE MAIN LEAGUE
AUG 04

ABE: naked eyes
AUG 09

DONNA SUMMER
AUG 09

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE VIEJAS GIFT SHOP
CHARGE BY PHONE 415-935-0112 • TICKETMASTER OUTLETS
PRINT YOUR TICKETS TODAY! TICKETMASTER.COM
FREE PARKING • ALL AGES WELCOME
JUST OFF I-8 EAST AT MILLIONS ROAD • 01500 1PM 1PM
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION, GO TO VIEJASENTERTAINMENT.COM
**THURSDAY, JULY 3RD**

**DYSMD WANTS YOU**

**THURSDAY, JULY 3RD**

**DYSMD WANTS YOU**

**DYSMD GIRLS WILL BE IN THEME “40S ERA MILITARY PIN-UP GIRLS”**

**$2 INDEPENDENCE SHOTS**

**HOSTED BAR FROM 9PM-10PM : 2 FOR $1 BOTTLE SPECIALS**

**WWW.DYSMD.TV : MYSpace.com/DYSMDezine**

---

**THURSDAY, JULY 3RD**

**INFINITE ENTERTAINMENT, EVENTWIRE.COM & OFF TOP PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS**

**KRUSH - 18+ & 21+ MEGA EVENT**

**INDEPENDENCE DAY EDITION**

**2 ROOMS OF MUSIC FOR THE 18+ : 1 DEDICATED ROOM FOR 21+**

**DJ’S SIXX RAMPAGE, SENEMA & DJ A-RIZ**

**DJ’S DANCE SPECIAL : $3 MILLER LIGHTS : $5 VODKA ROCKSTARS : $6 JAGER SHOTS**

**WWW.EVENTWIRE.COM/WWW.MILLERTICKETS.COM**

---

**FRIDAY, JULY 4TH**

**FIRECRACKER**

**R2DUZacamino Presents**

**FRIADAY NIGHT SHAKEDOWNS**

COME CELEBRATE YOUR INDEPENDENCE WITH YOUR HOST: DOOM ZOZOMY & LYLE SEE, MARCO’S DYNASTY ALONG WITH THE KAN GIRLS: JENIES, JANICE, RHICA, KYE, ANNE & AIMME

**DJ’S RAGE, DUBZ & ENIGMA**

**WITH SPECIAL GUEST DJ FROM THE BAY DJ HOSTYLE**

**$3 KAMIKAZI SHOTS & FEATURED BOTTLED BEERS ALL NIGHT**

**$6 LONG ISLANDS & VODKA ROCKSTARS til 10:30PM**

**CIRC VODKA HOSTED BAR FROM 9PM-10PM MUST RSVP**

**2 FOR $1 BOTTLE SPECIALS FOR V.I.P’S (CONTACT THEM @ 619-8940-8087)**

**WWW.BOTTLE_SERVICE & BIRTHDAY BOOKING: DECOLORIZE; DECOLORIZE@GMAIL.COM; POINTERING@GMAIL.COM**

---

**SATURDAY, JULY 5TH**

**A ROB ZOZOMY & DJ X-RAY EVENT**

**CLUB DEVIATE - FIRST SATURDAYS**

**DJ’S ROCKIN’ CLUB DEVIATE STYLE**

**RAGE - XRAY - RICH E RICH - CIRCLE K**

**KENSO - A-ROCK - JAY VALDEZ**

**SPECIAL GUEST GOGO’S ROCKIN’ ALL NIGHT**

**$6 DRINK SPECIALS : HOSTED BAR FROM 9 TO 10PM FOR RSVP GUESTS**

**WWW.BOTTLE_SERVICE & BIRTHDAY BOOKING: DECOLORIZE; DECOLORIZE@GMAIL.COM; POINTERING@GMAIL.COM**

---

**VIBE RESTAURANT + NIGHTLIFE**

**MAKE DINNER RESERVATIONS AND BEAT THE COVER**

**FOR VIP BOTTLE SERVICE: CALL CREAM @ 619-507-0643**

**919 8TH AVENUE GASLAMP • BELSO SAN DIEGO • 619.231.9000**

---

**RESTAURANT & NIGHTCLUB**

**DECOS WITH A SOUTH BEACH FLAIR**

**619.696.DECC • WWW.DECOS.TV**

**731 FIFTH AVENUE GASLAMP QUARTER SAN DIEGO**

**BOTTLE SERVICE & VIP RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE: CALL 619-696-DECC (3328)**
INDEPENDANCE
THURSDAY • JULY 3RD, 2008

FEATURING
badboybill
BEHIND THE DECKS LIVE
THE MIX CD • THE DVD • THE TOUR.

CHRISTOPHER LAWRENCE
OPENING SET BY YAN LHERT

FRIDAY, JULY 4TH
CL

saturdaynights July 5th
JULY 4TH WEEKEND CELEBRATION
Charles Feelgood
with DJ LOCZI

GUARANTEED ENTRY PRE-SALE TICKETS FOR JULY 3RD, 4TH & 5TH AVAILABLE ONLINE AT eventvibe.com

ON BROADWAY UPCOMING EVENTS
FRI, JULY 11
COWBOY MIKE
FRI, JULY 18
DJ IRENE B-DAY CELEBRATION
SAT, JULY 19
DJ Z-TRIP

BEAT THE COVER: MAKE DINNER RESERVATIONS AT ZEN CAFE
HAPPY HOUR: FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS
15% OFF MENU ITEMS & 50% OFF SAKKE FROM 7PM-8PM
VIP BOTTLE SERVICE CONTACT: AARON@OBEC.TV: 619-565-0834
615 BROADWAY AVE. SD: 619.231.0011: WWW.OBEC.TV
This Week In Music

Thursday 3
It's more than a feeling, chowdah heads, Boston's on the midway. After the death of lead vocalist Brad Delp last year, the classic rock band turned to YouTube, where they found Boston fan Tommy DeCarlo of North Carolina nailing covers of their hits (“Smokin’,” “Don't Look Back”). Watch DeCarlo's dream come true as he sings beside guru music man and Boston founder Tom Scholz at the Del Mar Fair.... Ottmar Liebert and Luna Negra kick up some nouveau flamenca at Anthology. The guitar collective dropped their latest, Scent of Light, last month. Twenty-eight albums later, still filed under New Age.... San Diego men in black Cash'd Out have got your Cash covers covered at Canes.... Long Beach's dramatic-sounding quintet Repeater celebrates a CD release for debut Flowers at Beauty Bar. With local electro-jams dance band Buddy Akai.... NYC pop act nuni plays Chasers. Strokes with manners.... Jivewire/One Nation DJs spin at Casbah. Early set by L.A. trip-hop kid Kenan Bell.... Victory Nightlife hosts DJs and dance event Club Massive at House of Blues.

Friday 4
After the fireworks... Canadi rock-rollers the Constantines moved up a rung on the indie-rock ladder by signing to art-punk label Arts & Crafts last year. The quintet delivers their latest, Kensington Heights, to Anthology. The guitar collective dropped their latest, Scent of Light, last month. Twenty-eight albums later, still filed under New Age.... San Diego men in black Cash'd Out have got your Cash covers covered at Canes.... Long Beach's dramatic-sounding quintet Repeater celebrates a CD release for debut Flowers at Beauty Bar. With local electro-jams dance band Buddy Akai.... NYC pop act nuni plays Chasers. Strokes with manners.... Jivewire/One Nation DJs spin at Casbah. Early set by L.A. trip-hop kid Kenan Bell.... Victory Nightlife hosts DJs and dance event Club Massive at House of Blues.

Saturday 5
Punk acts Pivot, Agent 51, Arm the Angels, and Critical Me fill a bill at Canes.... Avalon Tattoo's anniversary bash is ink'd for Casbah Friday night. Shout out for the Horsey Craze encore and watch the "Fires of Pittsburgh through fellow Canadian Neil Young's greasy guitar riffs. With Ladyhawk and Modern Rifles, this B&B's Big Rawk Show of the week.... Bella Up stages

Organika Music Sound roots-reggae sets, featuring Don Carlos, Lamb Blood, and Rare Form Live.... While Beauty Bar books experimental psych rockers Beautiful Noise, pop-vocalist Emery Byrd, and Austin indie chick DD Dagger.

Sunday 6
All the way from Duluth, Minnesota, the Retribution Gospel Choir! The trio plays short, sharp all-rock songs and features the two dudes from indie darlings Low. Check the Space takes from their s/t debut. Smacks of '90s Midwest power pop. (Pass the Sugar, Mr. Mood!) Local shoegazers Dreamtiger set the Casbah stage with Glitter.... Sun City siblings Richard and Alan Bishop are out in honor of deceased drummer Charles Gocher. The Brothers Unconnected pay tribute to the music of Arizona punks Sun City Girls goes down Sunday night at Bar Punk Elephant.... San Diego sonic Lowers Definition will rock the states

the Butchers split the bill. Detroit's Dark Lotus delivers their latest alt-rock and rap collection, Opaque Brotherhood, to House of Blues.

Monday 7
Gonna be a singalong at Casbah's Anti-Monday meet-up with nautical songs from Oakland indie act Port O'Brien, whose new collection, All We Could Do Was Sing, is flavor of the month in the Web works. Check out "I Woke Up Today" and then put out that Arcade Fire, bloggers. Portland's odd-pop folkies The Builders and the Butchers split the bill. Detroit's Dark Lotus delivers their latest alt-rock and rap collection, Opaque Brotherhood, to House of Blues.

Tuesday 8

Wednesday 9
Punk-rock minimalists Christmas Island (SD), Meth Teeth (Portland), and the Mutators (Vancouver) hooked up for a little Left Coast lark. They'll come through town Wednesday night. Tasty triple bill, and you haven't been out to Tower Bar in for, like, ever.... Miss the door at that one, 'round the bend at U-31 you got SanFran beats band Von Iva with Astra Heights and Long Live Logos.... L.A.'s pop-rock poster boys Rooney appear at House of Blues behind their last Geffen gift Calling the World.... And there's a benefit for Andrew Arroyave at Casbah, featuring Buddy Akai, Shank Attack DJs, Qu'est-ce, Duse C'est, and the Hell on Heels Burlesque. Go do good.

Teddy Thompson at Belly Up
HARRAH’S SUMMER CONCERT SERIES

**IN THE PAVILION**

- **YURI**
  
  SATURDAY, JUNE 28

- **PETER FRAMPTON**
  
  SUNDAY, JULY 13

**OPEN SKY THEATER**

- **Patti LaBelle**
  
  7/26

- **Conjunto Primavera**
  
  8/3

- **Yuri Knight Green**
  
  9/7

- **Gladys Knight**
  
  9/21

- **Jethro Tull Live**
  
  8/14

- **Willie Nelson & Family Live in Concert**
  
  8/14

For tickets visit www.openskytheater.com or call 1-866-468-3399. Call 1-800-HARRAHS for hotel packages and special group rates.

777 HARRAH’S RINCON WAY • VALLEY CENTER • CALIFORNIA • 92082 • 1-877-777-2457 • WWW.HARRAHSRINCON.COM

Entertainers subject to change or cancellation. Must be 21 or older to gamble. Know When To Stop Before You Start® Gambling Problem? Call 1-800-522-4700.
Classical listings can be found in the Classical San Diego Guide. Music videos, driving directions, maps, event alerts, coupons, and more available online at SanDiegoReader.com

HOW TO SUBMIT A MUSIC LISTING: Call 619-235-3000 ext. 406, Monday or day by 5 p.m., Friday, the week prior to publication. To send weekly or monthly schedules, fax to 619-231-0469 or mail to Reader Music Scene, P.O. Box 85803, San Diego, CA, 92186. You may also submit information online at SanDiegoReader.com by clicking on the music section.

THIS WEEK’S SHOWS


Brick by Brick: 1130 Barons Avenue, Linda Vista, 619-275-3483. Thursday, 8 p.m. — Lumina and Four Seconds Forever. With the Nayebrood. Alternative/indie. $5.

Canest: 3105 Ocean Front Walk, Mission Beach, 858-418-1781. Thursday, 9 p.m. — Cash’d Out. A tribute to Johnny Cash. With Rip Carson and Suicide Cowboy. $15. Friday, 9 p.m. — Split Finger and High Tide. With Steel Foundation. Reggae/rock. $7.
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JUST 4 EASY STEPS

1. Muddle 12 fresh mint leaves & ½ lime
2. Cover with ice & Bacardi Original White Rum
3. Add ½ oz Bacardi Original White Rum
4. Stir well & garnish with lime wedge & mint sprig

ENJOY RESPONSIBLY.
Bacardi.com

BRANDS AND TRADEMARKS ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF BACARDI & COMPANY LIMITED.

BACARDI® LIMÓN®, BACARDI® PEACH RED®, BACARDI® RAZZ®, BACARDI® GRAND MELON®, BACARDI® BIG APPLE®, BACARDI® CO CONCOCT.
Country western for La Jolla
Concerts by the Sea. 858-845-1600.

Encinitas Library: 540 Cornell Drive, Encinitas.
Sunday, 2 p.m. — The Dixie Strutters. Traditional tunes from Dixie held in the community room.

Fannie’s Nightclub: 9143 Campomar Road, Spring Valley, 619-699-2014.

Golf Coast Grill: 4110 Park Boulevard, Hillcrest, 619-295-2244.
Tuesday, 7 p.m. — The Robin Hood Band. Blues/funk/jazz.

The Handlery Hotel and Resort: 950 Hotel Circle North, Mission Valley, 619-298-0511.

Hennessy’s Tavern - Gastamps: 708 Fourth Avenue, Downtown, 619-239-9994.
Sunday, 3 p.m. — The Bill Shreve Duo. Jazz.

Hornblower Cruises: 1066 North Harbor Drive, Downtown, 619-686-9753.
Friday, 7 p.m. — The Bayou Brothers. Funk/R&B. $6.

House of Blues: 1055 Fifth Avenue, Downtown, 619-299-2583.
Saturday, 7 p.m. — Natasha Bedingfield. Pop/R&B/gospel. $17-37.
Sunday, 8 p.m. — The Burnsville Band. In the Voodoo Lounge. Blues/rock.

Monday, 6 p.m. — Dark Lotus. Hip-hop/rock. $22.
Wednesday, 6:30 p.m. — Rooney. With Lockley and the Bridges. Pop rock. $13.

Humphrey’s Backstage Music Club: 2241 Shelter Island Drive, Point Loma, 619-624-3577.
Thursday, 8 p.m. — Rhythm & the Method. Acoustic/blue/rock. $5.
Friday, 8 p.m. — Stella’s Gin. Covers/standards/dance. $12.
Saturday, 3 p.m. — A Salute to America. Country/acoustic. $5.
Sunday, 8 p.m. — Daryll Williams. Smooth jazz. $12.
Monday, 7 p.m. — Chet Cannon. Blues.
Tuesday, 8 p.m. — Anna Troy. Blues/roots/rock. $5.
Wednesday, 8 p.m. — The Xceptions. Covers/standards. $5.

Jimmy Love’s: 621 Fifth Avenue, Downtown, 619-595-0123.
Friday, 9:45 p.m. — The Pop Rocks.
Saturday, 9:45 p.m. — Diva Soul. Covers classic to modern hits.
Sunday, 6:45 p.m. — Masterpiece. Jazz/R&B.
Monday, 6:30 p.m. — Insight. A mix of Latin, jazz, and soul music.
Tuesday, 6:30 p.m. — Mystique. Jazz/R&B.
Wednesday, 6:30 p.m. — The Soul Revue: Jazz, dance, and top 40.

The Jumping Turtle: 1600 Carmelita Road, San Marcos, 760-741-7778.
Mondays — Reggae Inflaton Irie Time. Various reggae bands perform.

The Kensington Club: 4079 Adams Avenue, Kensington—Talmadge, 619-284-2848.
Thursday — Monsters from Mars. Surf/rock/garage.
Friday — Nautical Disaster and Trophy Wide. Blues/pop/rock.
Saturday — Letha Velker. Punk/garage.

The Kraken: 2531 South 50th Street, San Diego, 619-334-6483.
Thursday — 3 EZ Pieces.
Friday, 9 p.m. — Steve Lyon & Triple Threat. Classic rock.
Saturday — The Ghost Riders and West of 5. Rock/covers/standards.
Sundays, 4 p.m. — The Blues Brothers. Blues/roots.

The Lake Wohlford Cafe: 25484 Lake Wohlford Road, Escondido, 760-749-6085.
Saturday, 11 p.m. — The City Limits Band. Country/classic rock/blues.

Friday — Carson Omdena and the Dennis Trio. Acoustic/roots/rock.
Saturday — Anna Troy and Silverleaf. Blues/roots/rock.
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McP’s Irish Pub and Grill:
1107 Orange Avenue, Coronado, 619-435-3280.
Thursday, 9 p.m. — Northstar. Classic rock.
Friday, 9 p.m. — The Taylor Harvey Band. Bluegrass/rock.
Friday, 2 p.m. — The Stilletos. Rockabilly/jazz/roots.
Saturday, 9 p.m. — The Olifbeats. Covers/standards/classic rock.
Sunday, 4:30 p.m. — Joey Harris & the Mentals. Rock/country/blues.
Sunday, 9 p.m. — Jim Moore.

Molly Malone’s:
1270 Main Street, Ramona, 760-789-9050.
Friday, 9 p.m. — Outta Line. Rock. Saturday, 9 p.m. — Flashback. Rock.

Moonlight Beach:
200 B Street, Encinitas.
Sunday, 5 p.m. — Jon Angles and the Island Vibes. Reggae for Summer Sunday Concerts by the Sea. Dogs, alcohol, glass, smoking prohibited on beach. 760-633-2740.

O’Connell’s Pub and Nightclub:
518 Mostera Boulevard, Linda Vista, 619-276-5617.
Thursday, 9 p.m. — Rat City Rant and Breaker Breaker One Niner. With the 86 List and S1-Atomic. Metal/ska/punk.
Tuesday, 9 p.m. — Autotonic. Rock.
Wednesday, 9 p.m. — Colin Clyne. Acoustic/rock.

Ostrea:
904 Fifth Avenue, Downtown, 619-239-1800.
Thursday, 8 p.m. — Live Jazz. In the E5 Lounge. Wednesdays, 8 p.m. — Los Reyes del Ritmo. Flamenco and Latin music in the E5 Lounge.

Pasquale on Prospect:
1250 Prospect Street, La Jolla, 858-456-0722.
Sundays, 6 p.m. — Stage 4. Jazz/rhythm and blues.

Patrick’s 31:
428 F Street, Downtown, 619-233-3077.
Sunday — Chet Cannon & the Committee. Blues.
Tuesday — Delta Heat. With Kenny Schoppymeye. Blues/swing/R&B.
Wednesday — Dan Sanchez & the Kings of Pleasure. Blues/jazz/roots.

Biloxi’s:
2901 Mifimit Boulevard, Point Loma, 619-257-8635.
Saturdays — Rock Forever Entertainment. Features live bands every Saturday night.
Wednesdays, 9 p.m. — Swing Night. Live swing bands perform.

Rock Bottom:
401 G Street, Downtown, 619-231-7000.
Saturday — The Basics.

Rosie O’Grady’s:
3402 Adams Avenue, Normal Heights, 619-284-7666.
Tuesdays, 9:30 p.m. — Bob’s Jaz Jam Session. Modern jazz classics and standards every Tuesday, with Bryan Whelan, Doug Walker, Laurel Grinnell, and friends.

The Round Table Cocktail Lounge:
1723 Elcid Avenue, City Heights, 619-234-6000.
Tuesdays, 6 p.m. — Charlie Blue Blues.

San Diego Sports Arena:
3500 Sports Arena Boulevard, Point Loma, 619-224-4171.
Saturday, 4 p.m. — Raven Symone. Pajama party concert with Mitchel Musso, BS, and Chicke Girls. Pop/rock/R&B.

Seaport Village:
849 West Harbor Drive, Downtown.

Friday, 1 p.m. — Brezz’n. Jazz/blues/rock.
Saturday, 1 p.m. — Blue Rockit. Blues/rock.

Sevilla:
555 Fourth Avenue, Downtown, 619-233-5979.
Mondays, 9 p.m. — Rock en Español.
Tuesday — Chaftie Chavez y Su Afro Truco. Salsa.
Wednesday — Orquesta Salsa Caliente. Salsa.

The Shout House:
655 Fourth Avenue, Downtown, 619-231-6700.
Thursday, 9:30 p.m. — Live Jazz. In the E5 Lounge. Fridays, 6:30 p.m., Sunday, 8 p.m. — Pianos E5.
Soma:
3550 Sports Arena Boulevard, Point Loma, 619-226-SOMA.
Sunday, 6 p.m. — Original Music Modern Jazz Series. Every Sunday, with Doug Walker, Tim Nunnink, Nick Tocco, and Nathan Hubbard.

Sprechers Organ Pavilion:
2211 Pan American Road, Balboa Park.
Thursday, 6:15 p.m. — The Earth Movers. Blues for Twilight in the Park summer concert series. 619-239-0512.

Stage Saloon:
762 Fifth Avenue, Downtown, 619-692-7862.
Friday — Trainwreck. Saturday — The Disco Pimp. Monday, 9 p.m. — International Connection. Reggae.

Stagecoach Park:
3420 Camino De Las Gatos, Carlsbad.
Friday, 6 p.m. — Ruby and the Red Seals.
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**The Rebuttiation Gospel Choir** is a side project of the long-running indie outfit Low, but it’s a side project that stretches the meaning of the term. Two of the three members of Low stay in the band (singer/guitarist Alan Sparhawk and bassist Matt Livingston). The third member of Low, drummer—singer Mimi Parker, sings backup beautifully on a song from the Rebuttiation Gospel Choir’s self-titled debut album. And two songs on that album appear in different form on the last Low recording. But the Rebuttiation Gospel Choir is something much more than a Low remix. What Low is famous for being slow, quiet, sparse, and delicate, the Choir is loud and raucous (although, it should be said, still kind of slow). Sparhawk cranks up big, grungy guitar chords and lets rip with vaguely Eastern-sounding solos while drummer Eric Pollard bashes away.

Did somebody say grungy? Yes, the album sounds way more like 1994 than Low sounded in 1994. Maybe Sparhawk — who is married to Parker and has two kids — is trying to recapture something from his youth, even if he actually spent that youth being slow, quiet, sparse, and delicate. The album is produced by Mark Kazezile (Red House Painters, Sun Kil Moon), another guy who spent much of the ‘90s making slow, quiet, sad music. At times the album seems like the work of a bunch of aging glocks cracking open some beers and turning up the amps and grumbling that no one rocks out anymore. At one point on the album, Sparhawk bursts out with “Those damn kids, don’t they understand that you can’t do shit like that?” And then the band shows the kids how it’s supposed to be done.

---

**REBUTTATION GOSPEL CHOIR**

**The Casbah, Sunday, July 6, 8:30 p.m.**

[More details about the show can be found at www.thecomedystore.com]
Friday.
August 21 — Pato Banton and Mystic Roots.
August 22 — Rub-A-Dub Friday.
August 23 — Cash’d Out.
August 24 — Joshua Radin.
August 27 — The Desert Rose Band.
August 28 — Patty Griffin.
August 29 — Rub-A-Dub Friday.
August 31 — The Dirty Dozen Brass Band.
September 4 — Amos Lee.
September 12 — The Pine
Mountain Gospel.
September 23 — Railroad Earth.
September 24 — Older Cattle.
September 25 — Booty Collins.
September 28 — Greg Brown.
September 30 — Johnny Winter.
October 4 — The Tommy Castro Band and Magic Dick.
October 5 — John Brown’s Body.
October 8 — Lotus.
October 23 — The Presidents of the United States of America.
October 24 — Sherrod and Monade.
October 30 — Cowboy Mouth.

Birch Aquarium at Scripps:
2300 Expedition Way, La Jolla, 858-534-FISH.

July 16 — Eric Hutchinson.
August 20 — Shawn Mullins.
September 17 — Sarah Borges and the Broken Singles.
Nautical Disaster is scheduled to play the Ken Club on July 4.

Although it’s hard to nail down exactly what genre Nautical Disaster falls into, it’s easy to figure out what they’re playing: anything big, full, and fat.

August 8, August 9 — Crossroads
July 10 — Calico Horse and Silverbird.
July 11 — Scarlet Symphony and Vision of a Dying World.
July 13 — The Far Wow and FFK.
July 14 — Steamboat, Red Pony
Clock, the Donkeys.

August 1 — The Hold Steady.
August 2 — Buckfast Superbee.
August 3 — Thao & the Get Down Stay Down.
August 4 — Nemo.
August 7 — Matt Carter & The Exfriends and Paul Curren.
August 8 — Joshua James and Cory Chisel.
August 9 — Manic Hanpic.
August 10 — The Silent Comedy and Or, the Whale.
August 13 — Octopus Project.
August 15 — Mia Xiu and Carla Buzulich.
August 16 — Dya and Film School.
August 17 — Rob Log III and Scott H. Biram.
August 24 — El Vez.
August 26 — Shearwater and Wye Oak.
August 29 — Get Back Loretta.
August 30 — Polvo and Trans Am.
September 1 — Southern Culture on the Skids.
September 9 — Bodies of Water and Throw Me the Statue.
September 10 — Walter Meego and

Birch North Park Theatre: 2811 University Ave, North Park, 619-239-8836.

August 2 — Mark O’Connor’s Appalachian Waltz Trio.
October 18 — Garth Storm.

Bird Park: 28th and Thorn Streets, North Park.

July 15 — Rhumba Bums.

— The Small Hours.

July 27 — The Hayriders.

The Bitter End: 770 16th Avenue, Downtown, 619-336-9300.
July 10 — Cathy Berks Showcase.
July 13 — Parallel Blue, Everves, Dreamtiger.
July 15 — Radiator.
July 16 — The Maddox Revolution.
July 17 — Yesterday’s Papers.
July 27 — The Small Hours.

Brick by Brick: 1130 Buenos Avenue, Linda Vista, 619-275-5483.
July 11 — The Zac Brown Band.
July 12 — Hostile Combo-Over and Magdalene.
July 17 — Lovers in Arms and Stratosphere.
July 19 — FM Revolver, Kavana, My Elision.
July 26 — Aizen.
July 31 — Mundo Girls and Los Pocas.

Calavera Hills Park: 2997 Glasgow Drive, Carlsbad.

August 6 — Reel Mikutus and Black Spirit.
August 13 — Luna Llena.
August 17 — Loves, Lucky and the Blumma Bums.

July 31 — Michele Lundeen & Blues Vreak.

Canoes: 8105 Ocean Front Walk, Mission Beach, 858-488-1780.
July 10 — Canoes and Six Reasons.
July 11 — Paul Fuga and Stranger.
July 12 — Tainted Love.
July 13 — Love & Groove.
July 16 — Likewise and Rosy Blue.
July 17 — Freedom Sessions.
July 18 — Dead Prez.
July 19 — Kingspade and Mower.
July 20 — Wolf Parade.
July 21 — 7-Tire Dread.
July 23 — The Tigerharks and One Lonely Robot.
July 24 — Freedom Sessions.
July 25 — Tomorrow’s Bad Seeds.
July 27 — Junior Reid and the Rogues Angels.
July 29 — Wild Child.
July 27 — Kapakapi.
July 30 — Moon Dinosaur, Iriaside, Inhale.
August 2 — Dead Man’s Party.
August 3 — Split Finger.
August 4 — Oddbox the Moe.
August 7 — Agent Orange and Critical M.
August 10 — Roots Vision.
August 14 — Tumbi, Jay Hat, Anti-Citizen.
August 15 — Lights, Jumping Jack Flash, Springsteen.
August 17 — Project: Out of Bounds.
August 21 — Moonshiny Rain and Rhythm & Method.
August 22 — Katchafire.
August 23 — The B-Side Players.
August 26 — The Meatmen and Big Business.
August 29 — Stranger.
August 30 — Little Brother.
August 31 — Atomic Punks.
September 3 — Guttermouth and Chaser.
September 6 — Cash’d Out.
September 20 — Tainted Love.

Carvers: 11940 Bernardo Plaza Drive, Rancho Bernardo, 858-566-3400.
July 11, July 12 — The Hype.
July 18, July 19 — Laguna.

July 20 — Chuck Ragan and Josh Mayfield.
July 23 — Rocky Votolato.
July 24 — Howlin Rain and Earthless.
July 25 — The Life & Times.
July 31 — Jay Reatard and Cheap Time.

Nautical Disaster falls into, and even crap-pop, sell-out San Diego, Nautical Disaster might not find great purchase among the populace, but they will stand as a reminder that sometimes the mainstream isn’t where you want to navigate your boat.

TO GET YOUR LOCAL CD REVIEWED, PLEASE MAIL IT TO: Music Editor, hometown CDs, San Diego Reader, P.O. Box 85803, San Diego, CA 92186-5803

Jaye wangs her bass with sorrow and a hint of Cow- boy Junkies. The melodies set forth by Beezeley and Grimis feature gritty guitar chords in a mash-up of sounds that in one instance remind me of glam rockers T. Rex, and in the next instance the sound switches to an American or Mexican blues progression a lot like Tito and Tarantula. All of it is rock and roll, and all of it is handled perfectly.

Beezeley’s thin, sometimes-monotone voice recalls Lou Reed and acts to balance out the fullness of the music. The vocals are longing and tormented, but the lyrics don’t draw a narrative of grief or separation; they’re more collected thoughts and oblique concepts than storytelling.

In regions such as the indier-than-thou Northwest...
**Svedka Vodka Invites You to Join the Party**

**The Local**
1065 Fourth Ave
619.231.4447
www.thelocalsandiego.com

**Gaslamp Tavern**
868 Fifth Ave
619.239.3339
www.gaslamptavern.com

**Jolt ‘N Joe’s**
379 Fourth Ave
619.230.1968
www.joltnjoes.com

**The Office**
3936 30th St
619.296.3456
www.officebarinc.com

**Blarney Stone Pub**
5617 Balboa Ave
858.279.2033
www.blarneystonesandiego.com

**Svedka Voted #1 Vodka of 2003**
Svedka.com/JoinTheParty

---

School of Seven Bells
September 17 — Dr. Dog
September 21 — Miles Hunt, Wayne Hays, Lisa Dreyer
September 25 — Federico Aubele
October 9 — Quintron & Ms. Puaskat

**Chasers Cocktail Lounge**
3615 El Cajon Boulevard, City Heights, 619-280-9179
July 10 — Witt, Planets, Japandi

**Ché Café**
9800 Gilman Drive, B-0322C, La Jolla, 858-534-2311
July 11 — The Young and Lie & Wait
July 19 — Latens.
July 25 — Peter Walker.
July 26 — 7 Generations and This Time Tomorrow.
August 6 — La Quinta, Phoenix Bodia, Ghostlimb.
September 5 — Graf Orlock, Zann, Live Adz.

**Coplay Symphony Hall**
750 B Street, Downtown, 619-233-0804
October 1 — Sigur Ros.

**Cox Arena**
550 Campanile Drive, College Area, 619-594-6947

**Coyote Bar and Grill**
300 Girard Village Drive, Carlsbad, 760-729-4695.
July 25 — The Robin Henkel Band.

**Cricket Wireless Amphitheatre**
3050 Entertainment Circle, Chula Vista, 619-671-3600.
July 11 — Toby Keith.
July 15 — Journey.
July 16 — Mayhem Festival.

**Croce’s**
802 Fifth Avenue, Downtown, 619-233-4355.
July 14 — Monsoon.

**Del Mar Thoroughbred Club**
2260 Jimmy Durante Boulevard, 619-735-1141.
July 18 — Gavin Rossdale.
July 25 — Super Diamond.
July 26 — Giubbi&Bedley.

**Dizzy’s**
200 Harbor Drive, Downtown, 858-270-7467.
July 11 — Keikhi Khama.
July 16 — The Dave Greeno Nite Band.
July 17 — Kristen Korb.
July 18 — Dean Brown.
July 24 — Catherine Russell.
July 31 — Don Price.
August 7 — Bill Watrous.
August 10 — Allison Adams Tucker.
August 14 — Fran Hartshorn.
August 20 — The Mattson 2.

**East Village**
13th & K Streets, Downtown.
September 19, September 20 — Street Scene.

**Ellen Browning Scripps Park**
1133 Coast Boulevard, La Jolla.
July 13 — Big Time Operator.
July 20 — 145th Street.
July 27 — Van Palmer and Her Motel Swing Orchestra.
August 3 — The Corvettes.
August 10 — The Wurstwind Brass.
August 17 — Benny Holland’s Big Band Explosion.
August 24 — Yaya.
August 31 — The Heroes.

**Embarcadero Marina Park South**
206 Marina Way, Downtown.
July 11, July 12 — “Stayin’ Alive — The Bee Gees Tribute.”

---

**The Filling Station Pub & Grill**
9522 Miramar Rd, (858)578-0757
Northeast corner of Miramar Rd. and Black Mt. Rd.

**Dancing • Pool • Karaoke • Food • Fun • DJ**
Rock band every night until 9 pm.
Free Nacho Bar coming soon!

**UFC Fight Night**
Saturday, July 5
**Karaoke Nights**
David Kelly’s All Star Entertainment
(Beat Host 5 Years Running)
Wednesday-Sunday nights
Over 35,000 songs on an awesome sound system.

**Mondays**
$2 Kamikazes Rock band till close
**Tuesdays**
**Game Night**
Nintendo, X-Box & board games
**Game show specials! Rock band till close**

**Wednesdays**
**Premium Beer ‘3.50/pint**
**Thursdays**
**Customer Appreciation**
$1.75 Pints & 56 Pitchers after 7 pm
**Friday & Saturday Nights**
**DJ Dance Party 9 pm-1 am**
Dance to your favorites — Over 65,000 songs for your pleasure! Sat. — $3 Bloody Marys

**Sundays**
**Free Pool All Day** $3 Mimosas
MAKE COCKTAILS NOT WAR

JOIN THE PARTY

VOTED #1 VODKA OF 2033
**Calendar**

**MUSIC**


**July 31** — “A Celtic Celebration.”

**Epicentre**:

Fannie’s Nightclub: 1006 North Harbor Drive, Downtown, 619-686-8715.

August 1 — Cool Fevers. September 5 — West of 5. October 3 — Z! Hop! November 7 — The Bayou Brothers.

House of Blues: 1055 Fifth Avenue, Downtown, 619-299-2383.

July 10 — Blasted Root and Pete Francis.

July 11 — Lyfe Jennings.

July 12 — Alesks Syntek.

July 16 — One Republic.

July 17 — Todd Bandgren.

July 18 — The Dan Band.

July 20 — N.E.R.D.

July 21 — The Dropkick Murphys.

July 22 — Jesse Lacey.

July 24 — Who’s Bad.

July 25 — The Aquabats.

July 27 — Bullet for My Valentine.

July 29 — Less Than Jake and Goldfinger.

July 31 — Chronos.

August 1 — The Cured.

August 2 — Richard Cheese.

August 3 — Castledown Conspiracy.

August 4 — Me First and the Gimme Gimmes.

August 7 — Under a Blood Red Sky.

August 13 — Rose Wine.

August 17 — Matt Pryor and Chris Conley.

August 19 — Edwin McCain.

August 20 — Tilly & the Wall.

August 21 — The Crimea, the Howls, and Forever Ends Now.

August 22 — Stem.

August 23 — The Look of Love?

August 24 — “Motown Magic.”


August 26 — Toad the Wet Sprocket.

September 13 — Rebellion. September 22 — Lil Dume. October 1 — Lagwagon and MxPx.

October 17 — Led Zeppelin.

**Humphrey’s Backstage Music Club**: 2241 Shelter Island Drive, Point Loma, 619-224-3577.

July 17, July 18 — Rockola.

July 21 — Chet Cameron.

July 25 — Rockola.

Humphrey’s by the Bay: 2241 Shelter Island Drive, Point Loma, 619-224-3577.

July 13 — Tom Jones.

July 16 — Chris Isak.

July 17, July 18 — Hippeiefest.

July 22 — Feist.

July 23 — The Dooobie Brothers.

July 25 — Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons.

July 27 — Ringo Starr & His All Star Band.

July 28 — Derek Trucks & Susan Tedeschi.

July 31 — Emmylou Harris.

August 1 — Dolly Parton.


August 4 — Huey Lewis & the News.

August 6 — Boz Scaggs.

August 8 — Peter & Gordon.

August 10 — UB40.

August 11 — David Sanborn and Lee Ritenour.

August 12 — Paulo Nutini.

August 13 — Michael McDonald.

August 14 — Joe Cocker.
**Calendar**

**MUSIC**

- **August 15** — Tower of Power.
- **August 18** — The Gipsy Kings.
- **August 19** — Steve Winwood.
- **August 20** — Hootie & the Blowfish.
- **September 4** — Lucinda Williams.
- **September 12** — The Alan Parsons Live Project.
- **September 13** — Air Supply and Christopher Cross.
- **September 25** — Kenny G.
- **September 28** — Etta James & the Roots Band.
- **October 3** — America.
- **October 5** — Cecilio & Kapono.
- **October 19** — Gordon Lightfoot.

**THE KRAKEN**

- **2531 South Highway 101, Cardiff, 760-436-6483**

**LICKS**

- **July 10** — Frankie Dee & the Funk Natra Band.
- **July 16**, **July 23** — Jeff Moore & the Witchdoctor.
- **July 11** — Justin Klump.
- **July 12** — Lisa Sanders and Friends.
- **July 19** — The Offbeats.
- **July 22** — Jim Moore.
- **July 23** — The Taylor Harvey Band.
- **July 25** — The Offbeats.
- **July 27** — The Stilettos.
- **July 30** — Steve Brewer.
- **July 31** — The Stilettos.

**MEMORIAL PARK BOWL**

- **373 Park Way, Chula Vista**

**MUSIC IN THE GASLAMP**

- **New time: 8 pm**
  - **Sunday, July 6** — Chet Cannon & the Committee
  - **Monday, July 7** — Nathan James & Ben Hernandez
  - **Tuesday, July 8** — Delta Heat with Kenny Schoppmeyer
  - **Wednesday, July 9** — Danny Sanchez & The Kings of Pleasure
  - **Thursday, July 3** — Len Rainey & The Midnight Players
  - **Friday, July 4** — Celebrate Independence Day First Friday — Double Your Blues 6-8:30 pm Len Rainey & The Midnight Players 9 pm-1:30 am Bill Mappe Blues
  - **Saturday, July 5** — Johnny “V” Vernazza “Vermont Rocker Plays the Blues” Tuesday, July 8 Delta Heat with Kenny Schoppmeyer

**INTERNATIONAL CLUB NIGHTS**

**Fridays and Saturdays**

- Featuring great DJs with the best Persian, Greek, Armenian, and Middle Eastern music.
- Belly dancers and salsa show ~ Hookah patio
- Open for after-hours

**TIL BUSTAN**

- Fine Middle Eastern Cuisine
- 801 C Street (Corner of 8th), Downtown • 619 234 8141
- Open Lunch & Dinner

**BARTENDING ACADEMY**

- 1 to 2 week course
- Weekend classes available
- Job Placement Assistance
- Call for information: 619-296-0600

**DANCE MOTION STUDIOS**

- 1-888-261-5199

**INTERNATIONAL CLUB NIGHTS**

**MUSIC IN THE GASLAMP**

- NO COVER SUN.-THURS.
- **Thursday, July 3** — Len Rainey & The Midnight Players “Blues – Soul – Motown”
- **Friday, July 4** — Celebrate Independence Day First Friday — Double Your Blues 6-8:30 pm Len Rainey & The Midnight Players 9 pm-1:30 am Bill Mappe Blues
- **Saturday, July 5** — Johnny “V” Vernazza “Vermont Rocker Plays the Blues” Tuesday, July 8 Delta Heat with Kenny Schoppmeyer

**LIVE MUSIC IN THE GASLAMP**

- **New Time: 8 pm**
  - **Sunday, July 6** — Chet Cannon & the Committee
  - **Monday, July 7** — Nathan James & Ben Hernandez
  - **Tuesday, July 8** — Delta Heat with Kenny Schoppmeyer
  - **Wednesday, July 9** — Danny Sanchez & The Kings of Pleasure

**San Diego Reader**

July 3, 2008
July 26 — Deadline Friday and Astra Kelly & the 47’s.
Oceanside Library: 330 North Coast Highway, Oceanside.
July 11 — The High Strung.
Open Air Theatre at 5500 Campanile Drive, College Area, 619-594-9497.
September 6 — Slightly Stoopid and Pepper.
September 24 — The Raconteurs.
September 25 — My Morning Jacket.
Pala Casino: 3508 Pala Temecula Road, Pala, 877-946-7252.
July 27 — Love & Groove.
July 28 — The Buick Wilson Band.
July 29 — Blue Largo.
July 30 — Platinum Groove.
July 31 — The Spazmatics.
Qualcomm Stadium: 9449 Friars Road, Mission Valley, 619-283-0460.
July 27 — Stone Temple Pilots, August 1 — Paramore and Jack’s Mannequin.
July 10 — Jumping Jack Flash.
August 14 — The Bayou Brothers.
November 4 — Madonna.
Poinsettia Park:
July 11 — Open Air Theatre at Campanile Drive and College Boulevard, Oceanside.
July 12 — Downtown, 619-795-5000.
July 12 — Blues Band.
July 15 — Adult Swim.
July 16 — 145th Street Deluxe.
July 19 — The Blue Four.
July 20 — The Dave Camp Trio.
July 21 — The Bayou Brothers.
July 22 — Blue Largo.
July 23 — The Bill Mager Blues Band.
July 24 — The Nik Simon Band.
July 25 — 145th Street Deluxe Blues Band.
July 26 — The Buck Wilson Band.
July 27, July 28 — Ronnie Lane & the Twisters.
July 29 — Blue Largo.
July 30 — Mickey Andersen.
July 31 — Michele Lundeen & BLue Struck.
Petco Park: 100 Park Boulevard, Downtown, 619-795-5000.
July 12 — Dos Equis and Flabots.
November 4 — Madonna.
Poinsettia Park: 1660 Hidden Valley Road, Carlsbad.
July 18 — Ricardo Lemvo and the Vodoo Five.
July 25 — Tinkle.
July 27 — The Scream”Primas.
July 28 — The Hayriders.
August 1 — The Hayriders.
August 6 — The Velvets.
August 9 — Bill Mager.
August 22 — The Goobers.
August 29 — The Variations.
September 5 — The Bayou Brothers.
September 7 — The Hayriders.
Pepper: 4430 Pepper Drive and College Boulevard, Oceanside, 450-435-0341.
July 10 — Paradise.
July 11 — Island Irie.
July 12 — Under Cover.
July 17 — Freecall.
July 18 — 80’s All Stars.
July 19 — Superfly.
July 24 — Paradise.
July 10 — Jumping Jack Flash.
August 14 — The Bayou Brothers.
Rock Bottom: 401 G Street, Downtown, 619-231-7000.
July 10 — Paradise.
July 11 — Island Irie.
July 12 — Under Cover.
July 17 — Freecall.
July 18 — 80’s All Stars.
July 19 — Superfly.
July 24 — Paradise.
Seaport Village: 849 West Harbor Drive, Downtown.
July 13 — Barbara Jamerson & Two Deep.
July 20 — The Cat-illacs.
July 22 — Midnight Heat.
August 3 — Blue Rockit.
August 10 — Barbara Jamerson & Two Deep.
August 17 — The Cat-illacs.
August 24 — The Bayou Brothers.
August 31 — Nova.
September 7 — The Bayou Brothers.
San Diego United Methodist Church: 170 Caffe Magliehlens, Encinitas.
August 2 — Mike Lopez.
August 30 — Caji and Submis.
September 6 — Peggy Watson.
September 20 — Peter Sprague and Fred Benedetti.
September 26 — “Tribute to Woody Guthrie.”
Scripps Ranch: 6600 Hidden Valley Road, San Dieguito United Methodist Church.
August 19 — The Hayriders.
August 26 — The Cat-illacs.
August 27 — The Mar Dels.
September 13 — The Screamin’ Primas.
September 20 — Mike Pinto, No Torso, Half Past Two.
September 27 — BombaChante.
September 28 — Soma.
September 29 — Run DMC.
Quarterback: 5050 Orange Avenue, 619-233-3077.
July 10 — Dan Sanchez & the Kings of Pleasure.
July 11 — Mickey Andersen.
July 12 — Soul Diego.
July 13 — A Fifth of Blues.
July 14 — Chet Cannon & the Committee.
July 15 — Shelle Blue.
July 16 — The Bill Mager Blues Band.
July 17 — 145th Street Deluxe Blues Band.
July 18, July 19 — The Blue Four.
July 20 — The Dave Camp Trio.
July 21 — The Bayou Brothers.
July 22 — Blue Largo.
July 23 — The Bill Mager Blues Band.
July 24 — The Nik Simon Band.
July 25 — 145th Street Deluxe Blues Band.
July 26 — The Buck Wilson Band.
July 27, July 28 — Ronnie Lane & the Twisters.
July 29 — Blue Largo.
July 30 — Mickey Andersen.
July 31 — Michele Lundeen & Blue Struck.
Prescott Promenade: 211 1/2 East Main Street, El Cajon.
July 11 — The Cat-illacs.
July 18 — Theo and the Zydeco Patrol.
July 25 — The Scream”Primas.
August 1 — The Hayriders.
August 6 — The Velvets.
August 9 — Bill Mager.
August 22 — The Goobers.
August 29 — The Variations.
September 5 — The Mar Dels.
Quail Botanical Gardens: 230 Quail Gardens Drive, Encinitas, 760-436-3016.
July 20 — The Bob Mullins Trio.
August 3 — The Gilber Castellanos Latin Jazz Quintet.
August 17 — Baggie Taggle.
Quail Gardens Drive and College Boulevard, Oceanside.
July 11 — The High Strung.
August 19 — The Hayriders.
August 26 — The Cat-illacs.
August 27 — The Mar Dels.
September 13 — The Screamin’ Primas.
September 20 — Mike Pinto, No Torso, Half Past Two.
Quail Gardens Drive, Encinitas.
July 20 — The Bob Mullins Trio.
August 3 — The Gilber Castellanos Latin Jazz Quintet.
August 17 — Baggie Taggle.
Quail Gardens Drive, Encinitas.
July 20 — The Bob Mullins Trio.
August 3 — The Gilber Castellanos Latin Jazz Quintet.
August 17 — Baggie Taggle.
Quail Gardens Drive and College Boulevard, Oceanside.
July 11 — The High Strung.
August 19 — The Hayriders.
August 26 — The Cat-illacs.
August 27 — The Mar Dels.
September 13 — The Screamin’ Primas.
September 20 — Mike Pinto, No Torso, Half Past Two.
Soma: 3350 Sports Arena Boulevard, Point Loma, 619-226-SOMA.
July 11 — Mike Pinto, No Torso, Half Past Two.
SOMA. 3350 Sports Arena Boulevard, Point Loma, 619-226-SOMA.
July 11 — Mike Pinto, No Torso, Half Past Two.
SOMA: 3350 Sports Arena Boulevard, Point Loma, 619-226-SOMA.
July 11 — Mike Pinto, No Torso, Half Past Two.
SOMA: 3350 Sports Arena Boulevard, Point Loma, 619-226-SOMA.
July 11 — Mike Pinto, No Torso, Half Past Two.
July 12 — Secondhand Serenade and My American Heart.
July 13 — Summer Slaughter 2008.
July 14 — A Change of Pace and Houston Calls.
July 15 — Destroy the Runner and Sever Your Ties.
July 17 — Kill Hannah and Metic Droid.
July 18 — Finch.
July 19 — The Hoedown and the Blood Countess.
July 20 — Cute Is What We Aim For and Ace Enders.
July 22 — State Radio and Rose Hill Drive.
July 24 — Terror, Warriors, Death before Dishonor.
July 25 — A Legend Unknown.
July 27 — The Alkaline Trio and American Steel.
July 31 — Jon McLaughlin and Jason Reeves.
August 2 — Plane Without a Pilot.
August 6 — The Hush Sound and the Cab.
August 7 — The Banner, Dr. Acula, David Costa.
August 8 — Shiitake, Full Blown Chaos, Woe of Tyrants.
August 9 — The Faint.
August 13 — KillWhiteyDeath and Carnifex.
August 16 — Knights of the Abyss and Burning the Masses.
August 24 — Anthony Green, Good Old War, Porous L.
August 28 — Stick to Your Guns and Winds of Plague.
August 30 — The RX Bandits and Portugal the Man.
September 19 — Rancid.

DINE, DRINK & DANCE LIKE THE GREEK GODS
Live Lobster & Rack of Lamb Dinner for Two $39.95 (Reg. $59.95)
With the purchase of 2 drinks. Served with soup or salad, potato, fresh vegetables and pita bread. Valid every day. With ad. Expires 7/17/08.
LIVE GREEK MUSIC & DANCING WED.-SAT.
Happy Hour 4-7:30 pm
Sun., Tues., Wed. & Thurs.
50% off beer, wine by the glass & wells
Outdoor patio dining & separate smoking section available!

Tickets for “Upcoming Shows” available at Ticketmaster & Humphreys. All shows are 21 years and up.

July 12 — Todd Rundgren
July 13 — Gino Mateo
July 14 — Jackie Payne & Steve Edmondson Band
July 15 — Dennis Jones
July 16 — The Xceptions
July 17 — Anna Troy
July 18 — The Paul Ingram Quartet.

The Bluegrass Ramblers.

Spreckels Organ Pavilion: 2211 Pan American Road, Balboa Park.
July 10 — Trink.

Spreckels Theatre: 123 Broadway, Downtown, 619-235-9500.
August 20 — Kidz Bop.
November 8 — Citizen Cope.

Stagecoach Park: 3420 Camino De Los Coches, Carlsbad.

Templar’s Hall at Old Poway Park: 14134 Midland Road, Poway.
July 12 — The Bluegrass Ramblers.
August 16 — High Hills.

Templar’s Hall at Old Poway Park: 14134 Midland Road, Poway.
July 12 — The Bluegrass Ramblers.
August 16 — High Hills.

Templar’s Hall at Old Poway Park: 14134 Midland Road, Poway.
July 12 — The Bluegrass Ramblers.
August 16 — High Hills.
143 South Cedros Ave. Solana Beach

858 481 8140

Be a Belly Up VIP and get notified about prize giveaways, presales & more!

80s HEAT
DON CARLOS

SUMMER TRIBUTE SERIES!
THE CURED
STRIPES AND LINES

AVO

ISRAEL VIBRATION

7/26 Dread Zeppelin 20th Anniversary Show!

7/22 Warrior King w/The Reggae Angels

7/18 Rub-A-Dub Friday – Kush & Bloodfiyah Angels

7/27 Salsa Sunday feat. Orquesta Primo

7/23 7/22 7/18

7/27

7/23

7/22

7/18

7/27

7/23

7/22

7/18

7/27

7/23

7/22

7/18

7/27
At Oceanside Pier

Our NEW location opening this week

New on Wednesdays!

555 Lounge

Happy Hour

$8 pm
Food and drink specials
All apps and select sushi rolls only $5
$3 domestic & select beers
$4 wells, imports & specialty beers

Open July 4th!

visions

restaurant & lounge

555 Market Street Gaslamp (Corner of Market & 6th)
619.501.4772 | Private parties available — Call for details

sushi til midnight
super lunch combos
reverse happy hour
Dj’s start at 5:30

Calendar

MUSIC

Terra: 3600 Vermont Street, Hillcrest, 619-295-7086.
July 17, July 31 — Robin Hinkel.
Theatre: 155 East Grand Avenue, Escondido, 760-735-2491.
July 18 — The Thomas Brothers.
July 19 — Mystery Train.
August 15 — Chad Boy 10.
September 19 — The Bill Magee Blues Band.
October 17 — Dennis Jones.
Trolley Barn Park: 1900 Adams Avenue at Florida Street, University Heights.
July 11 — Len Rainey and the Midnight Players.
July 18 — Swamp Critters.
July 25 — The Middles Brothers Band.
August 1 — Nitro Express.
August 8 — Sue Palmer and Her Motel Swing Orchestra.
Turquoise Café: 873 Turquoise Street, Pacific Beach.
July 15 — The Paul Ingram Quartet.

Valley View Casino: 16300 Nyemiti Pass Road, Valley Center, 866-643-9946.
July 15 — Chris Isaak.
July 15 — Styx.
August 3 — The Temptations and the Four Tops.
August 14 — The Gipsy Kings.
August 21 — Sheryl Crow.
October 15 — Randy Travis.
Veterans Park: 785 East Palomar Street, Chula Vista.
July 13 — Pacific Brass and Electric.
July 27 — Night Shift.

Viejas Casino Concerts in the Park: 5005 Willows Road, Alpine, 619-445-5400.
July 12 — Boy George.
July 20 — Michele Lundeen & Blues Streak.
July 20 — Boys Like Girls and Good Charlotte.
July 26 — Los Lonely Boys.
July 27 — Coheed & Cambria.
August 3 — George Thorogood and Buddy Guy.
August 4 — The Regeneration Tour.
August 16 — Michele Lundeen & Blues Streak.
August 20 — Donna Summer.
August 30 — Melissa Etheridge.
September 12 — Lagunes.
September 28 — Flogging Molly.

Viejas Casino DreamCatcher Show Room: 5000 Willows Road, Alpine, 619-445-5400.
July 24 — Bo Bice.
July 25 — Chris Botti.
August 26 — Sebastian Bach.
September 14 — Sister Hazel.
November 1 — K-Ci and JoJo.
November 7, November 9 — The Spinners.

Vista Library: 700 Eucalyptus Avenue, Vista, 760-435-3100.
August 10 — The Peter Sprague Trio.

Wave House: 3125 Mission Boulevard, Mission Beach.
July 20 — Simple Plan.
July 30 — Brea Hammond and Tribe of Kings.
August 8 — Sean Kingston.
August 21 — The BoDeans.
September 6 — Unwritten Law.
September 26 — The Dark Star Orchestra.

WorldBeat Cultural Center: 2100 Park Boulevard, Balboa Park, 619-234-5700.
July 17 — Afrofunk Festival.
September 6 — Tribal Seeds.

2007 awards

best sushi—Citybeat magazine
best sushi—Channel 10
best first date spot—Citysearch
award of excellence—Zagat

Lunch: Mon-Sun 11:30am to 3pm
Dinner: Mon-Sun 5:30pm to 12am

www.harneysushi.com
ENJOY IN MODERATION

BOTTLE ROCKET
1 part UV Blue  2 parts lemon-lime soda  Serve on the rocks in a highball glass.

CELEBRATE INDEPENDENCE
Light up your party at UVVODKA.COM.

ENJOY IN MODERATION

©2008 UV Flavored Vodkas, 30% alc./vol. (60 proof) and UV Vodka, 40% alc./vol. (80 proof). Produced and bottled by Phillips Products Company, Princeton, MN USA.
Calendar of Events

DJs

HOW TO SUBMIT A DJ LISTING: Call 619-235-3000 x403, night or day to by 5 p.m. Friday, the week prior to publication. To send weekly or monthly schedules, fax to 619-235-4068 or mail to Reader Music Scene, P.O. Box 85803, San Diego, CA 92186. You may also submit information online, get directions, maps, event alerts, RSS feeds, club events, and more at SanDiegoReader.com.


Bar Dance Matinees: Thursdays, 9 p.m.: DJs SG, Dub, TechnoCroak.

Cafe De La Presa

535 4th Avenue • Gaslamp Quarter 619.233.3333 • sevillebar.com

Thursday, Wednesday & Thursday

July 8: Charlie Chavez Y al Africano

July 9: Salsa Caliente

July 10: O’gie Guarare

Salsa Dance Lessons @ 8:30 pm by Valerie. Cafe Caliente’s Best Salsa Orchestras & DJs of 10 pm.

Epicentre

8450 Mira Mesa Blvd.

Examples of music videos:

The Whistle Stop Bar & Grill

South Centre City Parkway, Escondido. 760-735-8599.

Escondido. 760-735-8599.

Triverb. Mixes music videos. Sundays. 9 p.m.: DJ Famous Dave. Mixes music videos. Mondays. 9 p.m.: U Call it Mondays. With DJ Marc Thrasher. Thursdays. 9 p.m.: U Call it Mondays. With DJ Marc Thrasher.

Rock Bottom


Sun., August 3 • $8/$10

Tues., July 19 • $7/$9

Radio 50's - Rockabilly - Ska - Surf - Seaside - Mod

July 5: Take This to Your Grave Billy Brown and band.

Monday, July 7

The Flounders

Tuesday, July 8

Jack Tempchin

Wednesday, July 9

The Mar Dels

576 North Highway 101

Leucadia

621-236-8865

805 16th Street & F Downtown

Relax at the air-conditioned "Aero Club"

Over 70 vodkas

Over 70 whiskies

3365 India St. • Since 1947

Aeroclubbar.com • 619.297.7211

WiFi internet access

Saturday, July 12

Karaoke Night 8 pm-2 am

July 1: Taco Tuesdays

Ladies night 8 pm-2 am

• Breakfast every day 7 am-1 pm

• Killer kitchen 10 am-10 pm

• Happy Hour daily 4-8 pm

• Breakfast every day 10 am-3 pm

• Happy Hour & Free Pool All Night Long!

Now Booking: Every genre. Call Billy or Drew: 619-222-8331. www.mySpace.com/kidslum

San Diego Sports Club:

Saturday, 9 p.m.: Therapy. DJ Bryan Pollard and guests spin industrial Gothic every first and fourth Saturday of the month. $3-$5. Thursday, 9 p.m.: Club 180. New wave, punk, and new romantic with DJs Bryan Pollard, Roxanne Redlight, Sickness, and Stem. 82-84, 1227 University Avenue, Hillcrest. 619-299-7372.

Sevilla: Fridays, 9:30 p.m.: Blazin’ Fridays. Hip-hop and reggae with Blazin 886. 555 Fourth Avenue, Downtown. 619-233-5797.

Whiskey Girl: Fridays, 9 p.m., Saturdays, 9 p.m.: DJ Marc Thrasher. Mixes music videos. Sundays, 9 p.m.: DJ Famous Dave. Mixes music videos. Mondays. 9 p.m.: U Call it Mondays. With DJ Marc Thrasher.

On Broadway:

Sunday: 7/5 • 9:30 pm

The Clowns

The Howls - Mouthful Of Snow

With Your Consent


Blue Heron

Midschlap - Shining Through and more

Sundays. 4-10 pm

Saturday, July 11

TBA

Friday, July 8

Jeff Moore

Saturday, July 5

Fuerte

Sunday, July 6

Comedy Show

Monday, July 7

The Flounders

Tuesday, July 8

Jack Tempchin

Wednesday, July 9

The Mar Dels

576 North Highway 101

Leucadia

621-236-8865

805 16th Street & F Downtown

all ages! all the time!!!

Thursday, July 11 @ 5/6/7/8/9

Benefit for Andrea of Cerebral Palsy At Point of Decomposition

Forever Ends Now Take This to Your Grave

Billy Brown and band.

Sun., August 3 • $8/$10

Tues., July 19 • $7/$9

Mar 5/6/7/8/9

The Casbah presents

Sat., July 19 • $7/$9

The Crimea

Blue Heron

Midschlap - Shining Through and more

Sundays. 4-10 pm

Saturday, July 11

TBA

Friday, July 8

Jeff Moore

Saturday, July 5

Fuerte

Sunday, July 6

Comedy Show

Monday, July 7

The Flounders

Tuesday, July 8

Jack Tempchin

Wednesday, July 9

The Mar Dels

576 North Highway 101

Leucadia

621-236-8865

805 16th Street & F Downtown

all ages! all the time!!!

July 11 @ 5/6/7/8/9

Benefit for Andrea of Cerebral Palsy At Point of Decomposition

Forever Ends Now Take This to Your Grave Billy Brown and band.

Flamingo Live Music

Saturday Night

U Call it Mondays. With DJ Marc Thrasher.

Whistle Stop Bar:


Woody’s Sports Bar and Grill:

Sunday: Sunny Sundays. With DJ Dizzy D and Grimm. 2329 South Centre City Parkway, Escondido. 760-735-8599.

Escondido. 760-735-8599.

San Diego Sports Club:

Saturday, 9 p.m.: Therapy. DJ Bryan Pollard and guests spin industrial Gothic every first and fourth Saturday of the month. $3-$5. Thursday, 9 p.m.: Club 180. New wave, punk, and new romantic with DJs Bryan Pollard, Roxanne Redlight, Sickness, and Stem. 82-84, 1227 University Avenue, Hillcrest. 619-299-7372.

Sevilla: Fridays, 9:30 p.m.: Blazin’ Fridays. Hip-hop and reggae with Blazin 886. 555 Fourth Avenue, Downtown. 619-233-5797.

Whiskey Girl: Fridays, 9 p.m., Saturdays, 9 p.m.: DJ Marc Thrasher. Mixes music videos. Sundays, 9 p.m.: DJ Famous Dave. Mixes music videos. Mondays. 9 p.m.: U Call it Mondays. With DJ Marc Thrasher.

On Broadway:

Sunday: 7/5 • 9:30 pm

The Clowns

The Howls - Mouthful Of Snow

With Your Consent


Blue Heron

Midschlap - Shining Through and more

Sundays. 4-10 pm

Saturday, July 11

TBA

Friday, July 8

Jeff Moore

Saturday, July 5

Fuerte

Sunday, July 6

Comedy Show

Monday, July 7

The Flounders

Tuesday, July 8

Jack Tempchin

Wednesday, July 9

The Mar Dels

576 North Highway 101

Leucadia

621-236-8865

805 16th Street & F Downtown

all ages! all the time!!!

July 11 @ 5/6/7/8/9

Benefit for Andrea of Cerebral Palsy At Point of Decomposition

Forever Ends Now Take This to Your Grave Billy Brown and band.

Flamingo Live Music

Saturday Night

U Call it Mondays. With DJ Marc Thrasher.

Whistle Stop Bar:


Woody’s Sports Bar and Grill:

Sunday: Sunny Sundays. With DJ Dizzy D and Grimm. 2329 South Centre City Parkway, Escondido. 760-735-8599.
**San Diego Symphony 2008**

**Summer Pops**

Presented by Sycuan Casino

**Star Spangled Pops**

With Marvin Hamlisch

Fri, Sat & Sun, July 4, 5 & 6

**Bee Gees Tribute**

Fri & Sat, July 11 & 12

---

**Motown Magic**

Mary Wilson of The Supremes

Fri & Sat, July 18 & 19

Burt Bacharach

Sun, July 20

**Video Games Live**

Thurs, July 24

**The Music of Billy Joel**

Featuring Michael Cavanaugh

Fri & Sat, July 25 & 26

**A Celtic Celebration**

With Eileen Ivers

Thurs., July 31

**Mancini at the Movies**

Fri & Sat, August 1 & 2

Located at Embarcadero Marina Park South

All concerts begin at 7:30pm

Lawn seating starting at $15

call 619-235-0804  www.sandiegosymphony.com
I have my voice-mail number listed after my column to get the heads-up on parties around town, but I have to sift through several businesses that just want a plug. A business might be new, and they’ll tell me they are having a grand-opening party. I ask a few questions to discover it’s really not a party. They’re having a grand-opening sale. They might offer hot dogs in the parking lot. That’s hardly a party.

I also have authors call me about their book-release parties. I went to one at the San Diego County Fair. Diane Welch is the author of Images of America, Del Mar Fairgrounds, and she was having a luncheon in the director’s dining room of the grandstand building during the fair. She offered me a special place to park. I was so there.

When Diane started to talk, a large crowd gathered, and I figured that was my chance to jump on the food. It was a large spread. I chose fresh fruit and a turkey sandwich. One guy had tomatoes on his sandwich, and I asked, “How did you get tomatoes on your sandwich?” He said, “I put them there.” I laughed and explained that I thought they were banned.

I saw that they had the battered Australian potatoes that I usually buy at the fair. I pilled them on my plate and headed to a table.

A few people at my table had books. I glanced through one of them and recognized some of the photos, such as Raquel Welch as the “Fairest of the Fair” in 1958. Diane walked by and I asked, “Are you related to Raquel Welch?” She said, “No, I’m not, or she’d be here.”

I saw a photo in the book from 1937 of a guy named Bill Arballo, who’s identified as the deputy mayor of Del Mar. I was told Arballo’s been a photographer at the fairgrounds for years and that he writes for the Coast News. He looks to be in his early 80s now. Arballo stood and told the room that he used to sell papers at the fairgrounds for a penny each. “There was a sideshow they called Little

“Little Egypt was a hootchy-kootchy dancer, and it cost 25 cents to see her.”

“Little Egypt was a hootchy-kootchy dancer, and it cost 25 cents to see her.”

“In 1989. And when I presented the manager with the bill, he was a bit shocked.”

“I asked if any rich guys ever flirted with her. “Of course,” she said, and then brought the conversation back to her book.

“A lot of people don’t realize that Jim Franks is the father of the fairgrounds. It wouldn’t even be here today without him. It actually started in National City in 1880. Then the fair moved to Escondido.”

When Diane started to talk, a large crowd gathered, and I figured that was my chance to jump on the food. It was a large spread. I chose fresh fruit and a turkey sandwich. One guy had
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A few people at my table had books. I glanced through one of them and recognized some of the photos, such as Raquel Welch as the “Fairest of the Fair” in 1958. Diane walked by and I asked, “Are you related to Raquel Welch?” She said, “No, I’m not, or she’d be here.”

I saw a photo in the book from 1937 of a guy named Bill Arballo, who’s identified as the deputy mayor of Del Mar. I was told Arballo’s been a photographer at the fairgrounds for years and that he writes for the Coast News. He looks to be in his early 80s now. Arballo stood and told the room that he used to sell papers at the fairgrounds for a penny each. “There was a sideshow they called Little
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A few people at my table had books. I glanced through one of them and recognized some of the photos, such as Raquel Welch as the “Fairest of the Fair” in 1958. Diane walked by and I asked, “Are you related to Raquel Welch?” She said, “No, I’m not, or she’d be here.”
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A few people at my table had books. I glanced through one of them and recognized some of the photos, such as Raquel Welch as the “Fairest of the Fair” in 1958. Diane walked by and I asked, “Are you related to Raquel Welch?” She said, “No, I’m not, or she’d be here.”

I saw a photo in the book from 1937 of a guy named Bill Arballo, who’s identified as the deputy mayor of Del Mar. I was told Arballo’s been a photographer at the fairgrounds for years and that he writes for the Coast News. He looks to be in his early 80s now. Arballo stood and told the room that he used to sell papers at the fairgrounds for a penny each. “There was a sideshow they called Little

“Little Egypt was a hootchy-kootchy dancer, and it cost 25 cents to see her.”

“Little Egypt was a hootchy-kootchy dancer, and it cost 25 cents to see her.”

“In 1989. And when I presented the manager with the bill, he was a bit shocked.”

“I asked if any rich guys ever flirted with her. “Of course,” she said, and then brought the conversation back to her book.

“A lot of people don’t realize that Jim Franks is the father of the fairgrounds. It wouldn’t even be here today without him. It actually started in National City in 1880. Then the fair moved to Escondido.”

When Diane started to talk, a large crowd gathered, and I figured that was my chance to jump on the food. It was a large spread. I chose fresh fruit and a turkey sandwich. One guy had
tomatoes on his sandwich, and I asked, “How did you get tomatoes on your sandwich?” He said, “I put them there.” I laughed and explained that I thought they were banned.

I saw that they had the battered Australian potatoes that I usually buy at the fair. I pilled them on my plate and headed to a table.

A few people at my table had books. I glanced through one of them and recognized some of the photos, such as Raquel Welch as the “Fairest of the Fair” in 1958. Diane walked by and I asked, “Are you related to Raquel Welch?” She said, “No, I’m not, or she’d be here.”

I saw a photo in the book from 1937 of a guy named Bill Arballo, who’s identified as the deputy mayor of Del Mar. I was told Arballo’s been a photographer at the fairgrounds for years and that he writes for the Coast News. He looks to be in his early 80s now. Arballo stood and told the room that he used to sell papers at the fairgrounds for a penny each. “There was a sideshow they called Little

Egypt. She was a hootchy-koochty dancer, and it cost 25 cents to see her. For an extra 25 cents she’d take you back in the room and you’d see a lot more. Well, back then it was five cents for soda. You had five-cent weenies. They were ‘weenies’ back then. They were ‘hot dogs’ in the second generation. Those were ten cents. One of my friends asked me what I saw in that back room. I said, ‘How would I know? I’m not wasting my money. I work hard for it!’”

The crowd laughed.

I asked Arballo to tell me more about the fairgrounds in the old days. He told me about an organ grinder named Adams who drank a lot of wine. He said, “The monkey knew that when he got that way, he could just sit down and not work. The monkey, to collect money, would kiss girls or tip his hat. I know some people don’t like taking advantage of animals. This organ grinder, though, he’d drink so much… the monkey would just sit there and not do his job.”

I asked him about some of the famous people who would show up. Arballo said, “Well, the press party was great. They’d have steak and booze.”

I glanced down at my half-eaten turkey sandwich as he continued. “Jimmy Durante did this thing where he’d tear the piano apart. It would be an old one he’d be playing. At the end, it would just be the keys and ivory. And Al Jolson… he would sing until his lungs gave out. You couldn’t get him off stage. Mickey Rooney was a good showman. Harry James played his bugle. Or, wait, it was some wind instrument. I can’t remember. It was just a free-for-all. And this would last all night long. The rule was, the bar stayed open until everyone went home pie-eyed.”

I went and grabbed a lemonade.

At this point, Welch had a crowd she was signing books for. She had four kids at the event, and I asked her daughter, who looked to be around 14, if she would ever write a book. She nodded yes. I asked her what kind, and she said, “Fantasy.”

A DVD was playing that Welch narrated and produced with her husband Paul. I had heard something about the bombing of Pearl Harbor and how the fairgrounds were used to make submarines. I asked Paul about this. “Yeah, the fair shut down during the war. The fairgrounds are owned by the State of California, but… people cooperate during wartime. It was used for war production and Marine training grounds. It was sort of a boot camp, and they lived in the stables. They also had an airport east of the grandstand. It was on about 60 acres.” He went on to talk about “Bing’s Bomber Babes,” which produced the B-17 and did submarine assembly. I said, “Wow. When I see stories on the Del Mar Fairgrounds, it’s never this.”

I walked over to take a photo of Welch signing books. I heard her tell one lady, “Yeah, Pat O’Brien’s daughter was supposed to be here. And there was also a ‘Fairest of the Fair’ from the ’50s that we had lined up. I’m not sure where she is.”

I said, “I’m disappointed Raquel Welch didn’t make it.”

Someone in line waiting to have their book signed said, “Well, you got her on the cover of the book.” His wife said, “And, you have a prettier Welch here. Doesn’t that make it worth it?”

I said, “The fact that I’m saving ten dollars on Australian potatoes and fair admission makes it worth it.”

Crash your party? Call 619-235-3000 x421 and leave an invitation for Josh Board.

To get an online version of this column, go to sdreader.com. You can print it, email it to friends, or get other “Crasher” columns and stories by Josh Board.
The summer I was six, my mom and I (plus two platinum-blond, leather-skinned aunts resembling Marge Simpson’s sisters, and a sweet, bald uncle) spent a month in a middle-class, family-oriented Deco hotel in South Miami Beach. Mainly fun, except for the invasive aunts and the stinky Noxema for sunburns. The Pearl reminds me of that vacation (minus Irma, Alice, Mom, and Noxema; fun-loving Uncle Mac may be there in spirit).

A boxy motel in Point Loma on Rosecrans, at the corner of Guildstern (don’t take this seriously, there’s no such street — alas), the Pearl was probably built in the late ’50s. It has recently been renovated with some elegance to evoke South Beach — not then, but now, with a distinct “adults only” vibe in the minuscule dining room, if that’s what you want to call it. It’s more of a drinking lounge to wake up after dark, and a lot of what the imbibers had apparently assumed their positions for the evening. There’s more room out by the pool, at a few two-tops in front of the bar, a large comfortable banquettes along a side wall. Like the Pearl is on towering barstools, at the bar or at tall tables. They don’t normally take reservations, and the busy night we ate there, therones were all occupied from the start of happy hour, when the imbibers

The second-most-popular dish is “deconstructed shrimp nachos,” a skewer of slightly spicy cornets filled with the basic materials of a Cuban sandwich — braised pork, ham, and Swiss cheese. Trey has tweaked the seasoning for the pork and added mint and rum to the “mojito mustard” (previously it was just", "wings du jour, salmon

Even better was the candied pork belly, a chunk of melting, fatty meat seasoned with ginger, sugar, and orange zest over a couple of firm-tender peas and coarse-grained Israeli couscous. The chicken was sweet up front, then faintly smoky, then complex, with a spice blend none of us could pin down, more Southeast Asian curry than North African. Delicious whatever its origins, it had a great crisp texture. In the center of the plate was a yogurt-based mixture of chick peas and coarse-grained Israeli couscous. The dish was almost as much fun as a pool party.

Ratings reflect the reviewer’s reaction to food, ambience, and service, with price taken into consideration. Menu listings and prices are subject to change.

Go to SanDiegoReader.com to find hundreds of past reviews.

and collard greens to Jamaican jerk wings with black-bean smash and plantain chips and pineapple. “I’m from the South,” says the chef. “I needed to have wings on my menu. I was pretty much disappointed was an organic baby lettuce salad...
with a "tahini-herb vinaigrette" (putatively based on Middle Eastern sesame-seed paste), which didn’t live up to its billing — if there was tahini in there, it was used so sparingly we couldn’t detect it. Still tasted good, just not exciting.

Our server was attentive, well informed, energetic, but the place was totally and unexpectedly slamming that Thursday night, and she forgot to mention a couple of specials. One was a luscious-looking heirloom local tomato salad (olive oil, a bit of balsamic, salt, and nothing more) that we saw on neighboring tables and lusted for too late. Another special arrived, unordered (and unhilled) among our appetizers — an entrée of spotted bass with cherry tomatoes. Glad we hadn’t been tempted, since it was so bland we tasted only sweetness. (If you love truffle oil, not so much to taste)

(Table purée) of potatoes, with them.) For veggies there were this meat, order the appetizer; sweet earthiness. (If you love we ordered it, if not rarer. The also show up as a garnish on an Maker’s Mark bourbon are of- was so bland we tasted only

cial arrived, unordered (and putatively based on Middle

JUNE SPECIAL:
White Chocolate & Hazelnut Low Carb • Over 30 Flavors
Diabetic-Friendly

Carbolite Shakes
$3.65

• 16 delicious frozen yogurt flavors
(reg. $3.90) • We carry Wow-Cow!

Mon.-Fri. 7:30 am-9:30 pm • Sat 10 am-9:30 pm • Sun. Noon-10 pm
All major credit cards accepted

La Mesa’s Best Sushi
Buy 1 sushi roll and get a second roll of equal or lesser value 50% off.

Please present coupon at time of order. One coupon per table. Some restrictions apply. Not valid with any other offers. Expires 7/17/08.

8667 La Mesa Blvd
La Mesa • 619-466-4470

Chopsticks Inn
Restaurant

AWESOME BBQ $9.99
"The best authentic BBQ you’ll ever taste!"

DINNER COMBO includes any two
Ribs, Beef, Chicken or Pork
Dinner includes 2 tasty side dishes:
Texas-Style Baked Beans • Corn on the Cob Tangy Cole Slaw • Red Potato Salad
Homemade Chili • French Fries • Wedge Fries
Sweet Potato Fries • Baked Potato
Green or Catan Salad
Dine-in or take-out. Good for entire family. Exp. 7/17/08.

West Coast BEEF CATERING
6126 Lake Murray Blvd, La Mesa
(at Dallas, next to Ross) • Tues.-Sun. 4-8 pm
westcoastcatering.com
Catering anytime.

from the original owners of BEKKER’S BBQ & CATERING
619-462-3663

Old Town’s original border pub
DRAFT BEER $1

With any appetizer purchase. 4-7 pm daily. With this ad. Expires July 13, 2008.
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Reunion Recipes

Very Euro. Then a bunch of perky gals come beetling along aboard Vespa scooters.

Ahh... Slurp, burp, slurp again. Pinky finger raised, of course. I clink my cocktail cup down in its saucer. Sitting like a captain of industry here at the corner of Ash and India. Behind yellow and blue flowers, under a maroon umbrella, eyeballing a sapphire San Diego Bay twinkling in the morning sun at the bottom of Ash.

A Carnival Cruiser liner’s white superstructure peeks out from behind the still-purple jacaranda trees.

We’re in Little Italy, technically, but really a couple of blocks south of where the main LTL action is. And yet, I’m thinking, as I slurp my first cappuccino of the day — and what a beautiful cuppa it is — where else in Little Italy can you catch a view down to the water from a café?

This morning, tramping up India, I noticed Petrin’s big red, white, and green banner reading “Breakfast, lunch, dinner” and saw what a great little place this must be. I crossed the street, three umbrellas, and a real coziness. I crossed over and headed in to see if I could afford it.

Inside, there are fountains, and mustard walls packed with bright paintings of, like, bulls, guitars, horses. They have maroon-cushioned benches along the side wall and blond wood chairs at the tables, and a half dozen fat steeds front a kind of wine bar on either side of the open kitchen. Classy...maybe too classy.

“Still doing breakfast?” I asked this gal dressed in black. This was about 10:00 going on 11:00.


And I’m sure glad I did. All that view down Ash to the Bay — you never notice it when you’re hustling up India. Plus, surprise bonus: traffic. Little Italy style. A guy pulls up in his Smart Car cabriolet. Like a standard auto with its rear end chopped off. Very Euro. Then a bunch of perky gals come beetling along aboard Vespa scooters. So La Dolce Vita. Plus, people walking up Ash pass so close they all say “Good morning” to you over the flowers. Nice.

So I’m downing my coffee ($2.50, endless refills) in its classy cup and saucer and checking the menu. Wow, We’re in luck. My kind of prices. Panini — sandwichs — go from $5.25 for the Formaggio (cheese) to $8.75 for the Hot Torpedo (stuffed and baked with capicola, salami, and provolone cheese). In between is the $8.30 George Burger, named after the owner’s mom because sexing up the basic burger with garlic-grilled mushrooms and provolone was her idea. Oh boy, the Caponata ($8) looks good, too: sautéed eggplant with lots of veggies, onions, bell peppers, celery, and tomato on an Italian roll. Okay, the cenu — dinner — items are all up there for $10 (for a basic pasta sauce) to $19.75 for a flatiron steak. But you can have at least half of them for half price (from $5–$9) at lunchtime, which means till four in the afternoon.

But, of course, this is still mawnin’, ain’t it? A man has to break his overnight fast first. Breakfast goes till 11:30 (midday on weekends), so we’re good.

The specialties include Italian toast (grilled Italian egg-battered bread with dry compote, $.75) and focaccia with smoked salmon, cream cheese, and capers ($8.25). But under “Piatti dell’Uovo” (egg plates), the one I like is the frittata with meat and veggies — baked eggs with capicola ham pieces, plus provolone and mozzarella ($7.25, or $6.50 with just veggies). The frittata comes in a cute little ceramic bowl, egg covered in stretchy cheese, either the provolone or mozzarella. A couple of chunks of peeled orange, and two slices of toasted Italian bread are served alongside. It’s not a vast, sprawling frittata like you get in some places, but it’s tasty and filling. And it feels, well, sophisticated. I must have asked for four coffee refills to help it down. Cami doesn’t complain.

“It’s been hard work,” says the chef and owner, David Petrini, of the first couple of years. “We have to work to draw our customers. But food has always been part of my life. My father and uncle had five Italian restaurants in the Santa Barbara area, and my mother and brother and I had a place in Scottsdale.”

Turns out he was also in Hollywood for a while, acting (then getting an M.A., then in the landscaping business), but came to San Diego to start this place so he could be his own boss. “Our family is really strong,” David says. “We have reunions every two years. Maybe 120 of us gather, and eating is a big part of it. We even created a family recipe book. I use that a lot. We have our own salad dressing that my uncle makes and bottles. My cousin smokes the salmon we use for our smoked salmon pizza [$13.75–$19.75].”

I started yakkin’ with David when I came in to pay my tab. The cash register’s right beside the open kitchen. He stands there talking away, hands flying. He’s making up a salad now. It’s loaded with salami, olives, and shredded cheese. “The Numero Due salad,” he says, “Number Two.” [$7.50] Our family has been making this since 1958. Never change a good thing.

The Place: Petrin’s, 610 West Ash Street, suite 100 (at Ash and India), 619-395-0322
Type of Food: Italian
Prices: Italian breakfast toast, $7.25; focaccia with smoked salmon, $8.25; frittata with meat, veggies, $7.25 ($6.50 with just veggies); formaggio panini, $5.25; horap (with capicola, salami, provolone cheese), $8.75; George Burger (with garlic-grilled mushrooms and provolone), $8.50. Caponata (sautéed eggplant, bell peppers, celery, tomato) on Italian roll, $8; fettucinni Alfredo, $7.50 ($15 at dinner); cannoli, $4.75
Hours: 8:00 a.m.–9:00 p.m., Monday–Thursday; 8:00 a.m.–10:00 p.m. Friday, 9:00 a.m.–10:00 p.m. Saturday; 9:00 a.m.–9:00 p.m., Sunday
Buses: 83, 810, 820, and most downtown
Nearest Bus Stops: India and Ash (83, 810, 820); Broadway and India (downtown buses)
Trolleys: Blue Line, Orange Line
Nearest Trolley Stop: America Plaza

I can’t hold back a pang of regret. Why wasn’t my family like that? Big, boisterous, loving, inventing dishes, big reunions, lotta music, singing, cousins, food, some of those straw bottles of Chianti, more food…

Sigh. I swear, gonna round up some cousins, bring them down here when the sun’s setting, make a Rodney King speech: “Can’t we all just get along?”

Dixie Beer served here • Sports games available on 3 screens

$3 off any pizza

Thick or thin. Valid every day. With this ad.

Check out our reviews on Yelp.com ★★★★ 1/2

Come in and try a slice!!
Buy One, Get One Free!*

*Buy one frozen yogurt or smoothie and get a second of equal or lesser value FREE. Toppings are extra. With this ad. Not valid with any other offer. One coupon per person. Expires 7/31/08.
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2-for-1 beers!
2-7 pm daily

50% off entree
Buy one entree and two drinks and get a second entree of equal or lesser value 50% off. Not valid with other offers.
With ad. Expires 7/17/08.

10% off lunch
With ad. Daily lunch specials from $6.95.
Fourth of July Special
Cajun- and Creole-style cuisine specializing in crawfish boils, jambalaya, po’boys, gumbo, beignets and other Southern-style food.
“A taste of New Orleans in San Diego”
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**RESTAURANT LISTINGS**

**San Diego Reader**'s Guide to Restaurants are recomended listings written by our reviewers (Ed Bedford, Barbara David, Andrew Martin, Shari McCaughley, Max Nick, Eleanor Widmer, Naomi Wise). Each issue contains only a fraction of over 700 entries. A complete searchable list is available online at SanDiegoReader.com. Priced estimates are based on the latest information available for a midrange entrée. Inexpensive: below $10; moderate: $10 to $19; expensive: $20 to $29; very expensive: more than $30. Please call restaurants in advance for reservations.

---

**Bare Back Grill** 4442 Mission Boulevard, Pacific Beach, 619-274-7117. This may be the first New Zealand food place in town, but that’s what keeps the customers coming in. It’s BBG’s claim that most of their menu is certified organic. The owners guarantee hormone-free beef and lamb, both from New Zealand. So what is it about Burgers, burgers, burgers — all kinds — from Prime NZ Angus to lamb burgers with ramp and bacon? They also offer chicken. Decor inside is steel interior, from the all-black Rugby turf on the wall to the declaration of food principles. People who do not get up on homegrown-tempered meat are coming here for their first burger in years. Open seven days, 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. Inexpensive. — E.B.

**Azul La Jolla** 1250 Prospect Street, La Jolla, 858-454-9616. The flagship of the Azul chain in La Jolla, Azul La Jolla is bright, blue, and white with smart varnish and accents of dangling wood furniture and delivers fish, finished wood furniture and delivers fish, and earth tones and weathered timber at the outside’s the “in” spot, with its brick and surface. The kitchen’s famous roasted squash, and other unidades in a spacious gray space. The recipes from the herb kitchen, an island like one featured in The Book, is inexpensive to moderate. — E.B.

**La Jolla Brew Company** 7356 Fay Avenue, La Jolla, 858-486-6279. Don’t expect to see the beer in your glass. To taste some good beers make right here and good solid food, such as the prime rib sandwich (which goes great with a Russian beef or the roasted potatoes. Or maybe they have a few beers that’s not just plain smug. But the food tastes pretty good. And they sell it by the pound so you can mix and match. Course, you need to learn new words, like tempeh, “temple” or “temple” (as in, “a temple of meat”). The noodles have a serious wine list (858-488-7255) and two story patio dining. Lunch weekdays, dinner Thursday through Sunday. Inexpensive to moderate. — E.A.

**Kabuki Sushi Restaurant** 4475 Mission Boulevard, Pacific Beach, 858-270-3550. This has a unique system of delivering tempting dishes to your via boats sailing along a man-made channel that surrounds the sushi bar. You buy take out food and pay according to the plate size. The sushi chefs — they can be a show in themselves — have the usual panorama of sushi, sashimi, nigiri. The dragon rolls (crab, shrimp tempura, eel, avocado) and some rolls (so-called ebi) are tasy. You’re young and crowded here — is that because you don’t have to wait any longer? Transformer is open for lunch and dinner Tuesday through Saturday; closed Monday. Inexpensively. — E.B.

**Karyna Thai** 4755 Mission Boulevard, Pacific Beach, 858-270-5010. Think of it as a Sakura-Temple. The food in the regular menu offers excellent lamb, stuffed grape leaves, and Mediterranean comfort food with a Southern Low Country accent from Chef Deborah Scott; same menu lunch and dinner 11 a.m.-11 p.m. Inexpensive. — E.B.

**The Fishery** 300 Cato Street, Pacific Beach, 619-272-9985. Pacific Shellfish Company, a fishery that gets its seasonal catch from local fisherman. They buy seasonal catch from local fisherman. They buy seasonal catch from local fisherman. Open daily, lunch and dinner. Moderate. — E.B.

---

**BEACHES**

**Azul La Jolla** 1250 Prospect Street, La Jolla, 858-454-9616. The flagship of the local Bingane chain serves Japanese, Hawaiian, Californian global fusion cuisine on a dining changing menu room with a panoramic ocean view. But you need not stuff your shirt to dine here — grab a seat and relax and the atmosphere is family friendly. There’s even a low-priced lidded menu for young surfers with soft drinks and plenty and plenty by the glass and a full bar. Full bar. Short distance down to restaurant; elevator to the right of the entry (or for directions for wheelchair access when calling to reserve). Valid parking. Very noisy. One vegetarian entry, but all food restrictions accommodated. Order. Lunch Tuesday through Saturday, dinner nightly. Sunday brunch. Very expensive. — N.W.

---

**FREE 6-pc. Sushi Roll** with purchase of any custom-designed rolls. Limit two per customer.

10% off Entire Check

Not valid during Happy Hour. Includes alcohols.

---

**Centifonti’s Restaurant** 8365 La Mesa Boulevard • 619-461-4343

In the heart of downtown La Mesa

---

**BAJA**

---

**CENTRAL**

---

**NEW!**

**25% off**

**Lunch or Dinner**

---

**Dinner for two**

$17.95

Include appetizer, salad and main course. Not valid with any other offer. Expires 7/17/08.

**Mediterranean CAFE**

---

**25% off**

**Lunch or Dinner**

---

**10% off Entire Check**

Not valid during Happy Hour. Includes alcohols.
I have appreciated cooking all of my life. When I was growing up, we sat down and had dinner together every night, so that was kind of a big thing, and in high school I was a line cook. But I didn’t think I would be a chef. I planned around being with a fire-fighter and some other things. When I worked at the Arizona Biltmore (as a cook), I fell in love with it again. I said, “I’m going to take this to another level and get an education,” and I went to the Art Institute of Phoenix. I’m French-trained and cook French food, but when I’m not working, I do other ethnic food as well. Things like Pad Thai, and dim sum. My wife is Chinese, and she introduced me to Asian food. For friends I try to keep things simple. We do more barbecue, fresh pesto, salmon and steaks, and keep it simple and tasteful. Maybe I’ll sprinkle some truffle oil on potatos.

## Ingredients

- 6 ounces bitterweet chocolate
- 2 ounces Grand Marnier
- 4 T butter
- 4 egg whites (reserve yolks for some other use)
- 2 T sugar
- 1 Chassy cream (divided use)
- Sprig of mint, for garnish (optional)

## Method

Serves 6

In a medium pot, bring a cup of water to a simmer. Place a mixing bowl into the water in the pot and add the chocolate to the bowl. Make sure the water does not come to the rim of the bowl and

---

**Calories:** 120 **Fat:** 10g **Protein:** 2g **Carbs:** 10g **Sugar:** 3g

---

**Recipe Notes:**

- This recipe is for a decadent dessert and is best served with a light, refreshing tea or a glass of white wine.
- Adjust the sweetness by adjusting the amount of sugar and cream.
- For a lighter version, use only half of the sugar and cream and substitute fresh fruit for the chocolate mousse.
What the Chef Eats

does not get into the chocolate. Stir gently to help the chocolate melt and prevent it from scorching.

Whisk in the Grand Marnier, then whisk in the butter, a tablespoon at a time.

In another mixing bowl, using a whisk or electric mixer, whip the egg whites until they hold soft peaks, gradually adding the sugar. Whisk a few table spoons of this mixture into the melted chocolate to lighten and loosen the texture, then use a rubber spatula to gently fold in the remaining egg white mixture.

In the third mixing bowl, whip half the cream until it holds soft peaks. Fold the whipped cream into the chocolate mixture.

Gently transfer the mouse to the serving bowl (or spoon or pipe into glasses), cover, and refrigerate for at least two hours.

Just before serving, whip the remaining cream until it holds stiff peaks.

Serve the whipped cream alongside the mousse, or pipe it through a pastry bag onto the top. Garnish with sprigs of mint, if you like.

To get an online version of this column, go to sdreader.com. You can print it, email it to friends, and get other recipes from different local chefs.


Magnificent Waterfront Dining

King Crab Night $115
Alaskan King Crab Legs. Every Monday.

Lobster Night $115
Live Maine Lobster. Every Wednesday.

Prime Rib Night $115
Every Friday.

Brunch from $85
With $1 flat-brewed champagne. 9 am-3 pm Sunday.

The BoatHouse
2440 Harbor Island Drive • San Diego
619-291-8811 • www.boathousedining.com
}

“Best new wine bar!”

S.D. Magazine 2007
$10 off any bottle of wine Sunday-Wednesday!

An unpretentious environment to try wine by the glass or bottle, plus mizuwake and a limited bistro menu.

DINE, DRINK & DANCE LIKE THE GREEK GODS

Live Lobster & Rack of Lamb Dinner for Two $39.95 (Reg. $59.95)

With the purchase of 2 drinks. Served with soup or salad, potatoes, fresh vegetables and pita bread. Valid every day. With ad. Expires 7/17/08.

LIVE GREEK MUSIC & DANCING WED.-SAT.

Happy Hour 4-7:30 pm
Sun., Tues., Wed. & Thurs.
50% off beer, wine by the glass & wells

Outdoor patio dining and separate smoking section available!
Coffee, bread, interesting cheese, fruit. Plus you get grapes or a pear to go with your sandwich. We try it at Starbucks, a few doors down, usually doesn’t do it. Casual, brash, interesting cheese, fruit — it’s the perfect combo. Open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., closed Saturday. — E.W.

Zeno’s 3967 30th Street, North Park, 619-696-4711. This much-welcomed neighborhood restaurant in a restaurant-starched neighborhood offers a changing menu of small plates, fusion appetizers, and Japanese–American beers, sakes, and cocktails. Reservations advised for Friday/Saturday nights. — K.L.

Nobu. The “party rolls” (such as “stuffed snapper” or “mango” rolls) are not to be missed, but the rest of the menu is distinctly accessible. American melting and Japanese refinement combine to make it possible to enjoy such exotic dishes as “like amounts of vegetable curry with two rice-flour–aunched dusted coconut milk to bath, fettucine-like entrees.” (Try the latter with the delicious, not-too-spicy, orange-flavored white sauce.) Fuyu persimmon and tamari sauce is spectacular. Order your dishes in the sequence you hope to eat them — that’s usually how they come out of the kitchen. And don’t expect hovering “I’ll—be—right—back”—style service — it’s just not the way they do it at Nobu. — E.B.

Cahaba Cove 777 Harrah’s Way, Valley Center, 760-777-2453. This eatery brings Pacific Beach to Valley Center with its cheerful (make that gorgeous) surfer decor and menu of classic surfer grub. With glass walls looking out on the mountains and two outdoor swimming pools, this is the only restaurant in San Diego County to offer views of the outer world. The eclectic menu, from authentic Chinese to American to Mexican, offers a very different kind of sandy and smoky, delicious, modestly priced seafood dish to try. Full bar, poolside cocktails. Breakfast Monday through Friday; lunch daily. Moderate. — M.W.

A Delight of France 126 West Grand, Escondido, 760-746-1644. This authentic French bakery is one of the best, offering daily baked authentic baguettes, brioches, quiches, pate a choux, and Pastillons. Leamond crossiant studded with nuts and glazed with sweet almond paste. They come out of the oven to perfection. — M.W.

Golden Egg Omelet House 316 West Grand Avenue, Escondido, 760-498-6620. This breakfast–lunch–brunch house is vast but casual, in brick walls and open space with a few decorations in which to swap stories (sprinkled with nectarines, Vietnamese fish sauce). We’re trying family-style cooking. Come once and Trang will remember your order and member you and everything you are — even if it’s just potato fries. — E.B.

Human 16719 Bernardo Center Drive, Rancho Bernardo, 858-476-6713. This casual family restaurant serves the comfort food we would all like to find in our neighborhood. Bahn Mien, Shumon and Human — each with its own dedicated chef — but both chefs tone the spicy, sour, or sweet down to a suburban American comfort level. If you don’t already know the difference between these neighboring cuisines, you’re unlikely to learn them here. But you can have an enjoyable meal. Te-smoked duck, egg plant Human, and shredded pineapple, tossed with pickled vegetables are the outstanding dishes. If you’re planning on a party, you may call to reserve. Many dishes at a time or everything will be served once, so it’s not a good choice for more than 49 people. — S.U.

Pearl Chinese Cuisine 11086 Avenida Pacifico, Rancho Bernardo, 858-487-1515. This restaurant’s young, protégé suburban sister, it will find modern interpretations of traditional Chinese dishes (including both familiar and exotic dishes. The kitchen serves Peking-style specialty dishes, served daily until 3 p.m., plus champagne sunny brunches on weekends. Along with standard items, those who choose here look to the late Pacific creation, some rare finds on this side of the ocean, including irresistible Shanghai soup dumplings. Dishes range from “fancy to hearty.” The best — from a taste and visual point of view — are the beef dumplings, stylish and daintily presented in a deep dish. — J.S.

Celebrate July 4th. $10 pitchers beer/margaritas! All weekend long! — S.U.

Happy Hour All DAY MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 2-4 pm 50% draughts margaritas & great food specials! — S.U.

Champagne Crunch Sat. & Sun. 10 am till 1 pm $2.50 mimosas — S.U.

Birthday 3 $5.49 3 cakes, 3 eggs, 3 bacon or sausage — S.U.

Get one entrée, get second of equal or lesser value 50% off. Expires 7/7/08. — S.U.

Chinese Pizza Kitchen — Carmel Valley 11549 Carmel Mountain Road, Carmel Valley, 858-636-2345. Two Beverly Hills lawyers started this chain in 1985 to exploit “the premium pizza segment.” Some 150 restaurants later, and quite fluently enriched, it’s the place to order unforgettable, spicy, golden wood and black furniture, and an overwhelming, diverse menu. The inside is warm and inviting; the outdoor seating, with its tiki torches, is nothing less than paradise. — E.B.

El Callejon Restaurant 345 South Highway 101, Encinitas, 760-436-2700. This is a Mexican restaurant with a difference. Instead of the standard border crossing border foods and combo plates, it offers a long menu of �cuisine complements. A welcome change. There’s even a papel picado (mixed grill) to serve two. The atmosphere offers more pleasant. At lunch, the dining room seems like a scene from a hacienda. The restaurant may turn its kitchen into a restaurant center, where multi-cultural groups and families and groups of friends will enjoy sharing dishes and small plates with the ability to make reservations. — S.U.

The Calypso Café 872 North Thirteenth Avenue, Encinitas, 760-435-4232. This “Calypso” has nothing to do with Carrie; the Caribbean; or the Caribbean island. It’s been a hit since 1985. This is a great restaurant with a difference. Instead of the standard border crossing border foods and combo plates, it offers a long menu of dishes that are, if nothing else, a welcome change. There’s even a papel picado (mixed grill) to serve two. The atmosphere offers more pleasant. At lunch, the dining room seems like a scene from a hacienda. The restaurant may turn its kitchen into a restaurant center, where multi-cultural groups and families and groups of friends will enjoy sharing dishes and small plates with the ability to make reservations. — S.U.
for a substantial lunch, offering loads of crab cake appetizer is sizeable enough at Duke's, Jake's’ fare is competently prepared. Park, with its fragrant mimosa plants, with a patio overlooking the waves, but it's a sheer joy with light green and orange accents. Cooking from the coastal region is the basis of all dishes, with unexpected taste, the flavor of the Pacific Ocean, for instance, can seem to be the same in every dish. They've added seafood to this, feeling like it's the same as when you order it. A lot of seafood is on the menu, and it all has a unique quality that is not found in this area. The pizzas are a good example of this, with a nice crust on the bottom and a lot of flavor in the topping.

Le Royal Elea, 600-601-341-16, is one of the best restaurants in San Diego. It's a small restaurant, but the food is excellent. The menu changes daily, but always includes seafood. The cocktails are very good, and the wine list is impressive.

Toasted Pimento Cheese: $6.95
End with, say, strawberry cheesecake or a classic berry cobbler. They're all good.

American dishes like Big John's all-you-can-eat buffet, or ham breakfast with three eggs and one side, are some of the best-prepared Thai food in the area. The menu changes daily, but always includes seafood. The cocktails are very good, and the wine list is impressive.

Le Royal Elea, 600-601-341-16, is one of the best restaurants in San Diego. It's a small restaurant, but the food is excellent. The menu changes daily, but always includes seafood. The cocktails are very good, and the wine list is impressive.

Toasted Pimento Cheese: $6.95
End with, say, strawberry cheesecake or a classic berry cobbler. They're all good.
Material Glitter

“You’re a historical character to me — dead and buried.”

In today’s terminology, you could say that Joe Bonaparte has bipolar gifts. His hands are adept in the boxing ring, clobbering contenders, as they are playing the violin. His skills are so extreme, in Clifford Odets’s Golden Boy, they’re on a collision course.

The play’s three acts depict a 12-round championship bout: Mammon versus the Muses. Joe, who practiced for ten years, won a medal as the best young violinist in New York and a scholarship at the prestigious Erickson Institute. His father, of modest means, has encouraged Joe to live humbly and make music, “The great cheer-up language of all countries.”

Even in the midst of the Great Depression, Joe wants more. On his 21st birthday, he won’t divorce himself from the violin (“I take a vacation — the notes won’t run away”), but he’ll become a professional boxer and shake “this feeling of no possessions.”

In a slim but persistent sense, Joe resembles Hamlet. Hamlet’s father’s ghost demands revenge and that his son “taint not” his mind. Joe, a defensive specialist, must pull punches to save his hands. After a while, goaded by gilded urges, he releases his hands in the boxing ring with “the fury of a lifetime.”

In a more persistent sense, Joe resembles Faust. But instead of selling his soul to the devil, Joe sacrifices his artistic gift for about 18 months of material glitter. To underline the Faust connection, Odets originally subtitled the play “a modern allegory.”

Like Joe, Odets became caught between the artistic and the commercial. After writing three proletarian dramas for the Group Theatre in the mid 1930s — Waiting for Lefty, Awake and Sing, and Paradise Lost — Odets went to Hollywood to write screenplays. He’d earn enough, he vowed, to sponsor his playwriting. Group Theatre heads Lee Strasberg and Harold Clurman screamed sellout. In 1937, Odets gave them Golden Boy to raise funds for the impoverished company. They lapped it up, but writing a deliberate moneymaker tore Odets in half.

New Village Arts’ staging gets the style, and much of the sweep, of Golden Boy. As Joe, newcomer Michael Zlotnik has fine moments: his fingers, now clenched, not lilting, are particularly expressive. But he tends to pull his dramatic punches. Two words pop up in the script, it would seem, as often as New York cabs: “gold” and “half.” Like the later Odets, Joe is never whole. He’s half into boxing and half out. In the end, bloated by materialism, he claims to be “half a man, nothing, useless.” Zlotnik’s performance could improve if he played Joe’s halves separately, each with more conviction, and not dilute them by attempting both at once.

Many call Odets’s dialogue the best in American theater. Some even say American literature. In Golden Boy, his words punch: quick jabs, often barrages of questions; combination setups; and Sunday whoppers, as when Joe rejects Lorna with “You’re a historical character to me — dead and buried.”

One could quibble that too many of Odets’s characters speak with the touch of a poet, but his words jump off the page as if they had a running
start. Under Joshua Everett Johnson’s direction, the NVA cast sets Odets’s on-your-toes dialogue free. Manny Fernandez, slick hair, shiny forehead (and first-rate), rockets through his lines as Moody, Joe’s harried manager. Eric Poppick’s touching Mr. Bonaparte, Jeff Anthony Miller’s Tokio (the understanding trainer), and Greg Wittman’s humorous Sigie encircle Joe with patter and, ultimately, with confusion and hurt.

Amanda Sitton’s become an actor that actors come to watch. As Joe’s half-on, half-off girlfriend Lorna, Sitton’s shoulders swivel when she walks, and she never just sits in a chair: she has an armada of slouches, all elegant. Sitton’s readings have a pitch-perfect, been-there-done-that tone — as when she utters, “Marriage is something special...I guess you have to deserve it.”

Kristianne Kurner and Tim Wallace’s set has four playing spaces, including boxes above, punching away behind a scrim. As Eddie, the slick gangster with Mephistophelean impulses, Joshua Everett Johnson slithers around the stage like a prowling reptile. It’s easy for actors to express anger. John-son does the much more difficult task: like Denzel Washington in Training Day and Russell Crowe in L.A. Confidential, Johnson makes Eddie always on edge and ever about to erupt.

FIELD NOTES: When Odets came back from Hollywood with Golden Boy, he promised a young actor, Jules Garfield, the title role. The Group Theatre said no and cast him as Sigie, the comic-relief minor character. As soon as the run ended, Garfield went to Hollywood and changed his first name to John.

THEATER LISTINGS

Theater listings and commentary are by Jeff Smith. Information is accurate according to material given us, but it is always wise to phone the theater for any last-minute changes and to inquire about ticket availability. Many theaters offer discounts to students, senior citizens, and the military. Ask at the box office.

All’s Well That Ends Well

As part of its Summer Shakespeare Festival, the Old Globe Theatre stages The Bard’s comedy of love unrequited. Darko Trennjak directed. Note: All’s Well runs in repertory with Romeo and Juliet and Merry Wives of Windsor. Call the theater for days and times of each.

OLD GLOBE THEATRE, 1363 OLD GLOBE WAY, BALBOA PARK. 619-234-5623. THURSDAYS, 8 P.M. FRIDAYS, 8 P.M. SATURDAYS, 8 P.M. SUNDAYS, 8 P.M. TUESDAYS, 8 P.M. WEDNESDAYS, 8 P.M. THROUGH SEPTEMBER 28.

2008 SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL

Now - September 28 (in repertory)

in the Lowell Davies Festival Theatre, our beautiful outdoor stage located in the heart of Balboa Park.

NOW PLAYING!

ROMEO AND JULIET

Directed by Richard Seer

The most thrilling Shakespeare festival yet begins with swords clashing, duets danced, oaths of love sworn, and trachorous sleeping potions swallowed — in the greatest love story of all time. Young love has never been so dangerous or delightful — as it is in San Diego’s most romantic theatre venue, our outdoor Festival stage under the stars.

THE MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR

Directed by Paul Mullins

The notorious Sir John Falstaff steps out of the world of court life to take up residence in the country town of Windsor. There he attempts to use his own celebrity by seducing two happily married wives. But once the wives (and their husbands) find out the game that’s afoot, Shakespeare’s fat knight may find the last laugh to be on him.

ALL’S WELL THAT ENDS WELL

Directed by Darko Tresnjak

Helena, a doctor’s daughter, provides a miracle cure for the ailing king and he rewards her with the husband of her choice. But after she chooses the unwilling Bertram, she finds that marriage and requited love are, sadly, worlds apart. But all is not lost in this enchanting Shakespearean fairy tale, in which an indomitable heroine cunningly sets out to win the heart of her man.

ASK ABOUT OUR $29 TICKETS

(619) 23-GLOBE (234-5623)

www.TheOldGlobe.org | GROUP SALES: (619) 231-1941 x2408
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Boomers
Lamb’s Players Theatre represents one of its most popular shows at its new space, the Horton Grand Theatre. Boomer’s takes a musical look at “the most memorable events of the Baby Boom decades.” Kerry Meads, who co-wrote the show with Vanda Eggington, directed.
Horton Grand Theatre, 244 Fourth Ave., Downtown. 619-234-5833. SATURDAYS, 4 AND 8 P.M. SUNDAYS, 7:30 P.M. THROUGH AUG. 31.

Cadillacs of Comedy
Carlsbad Village Theatre hosts the comedy group that vows to “take the funniest business from crass to class in 4 seconds.”
Carlsbad Village Theatre, 2008 State Street, Carlsbad. 760-434-3544. FRIDAYS, 8 P.M. SATURDAYS, 8 P.M. WEDNESDAYS, 7:30 P.M. THROUGH JULY 12.

Guys and Dolls
Moonlight Stage Productions opens the summer season with one of the most popular Broadway musicals, based on the character of Damon Runyon. To win his next bet, Sky Masterson will need luck to his side. John Virgin directed.
Moonlight Amphitheatre in Brier Creek Park, 2300 Valley View Rd., Vista. 760-724-2110. WEDNESDAYS, FRIDAYS. THROUGH JULY 20.

The Hit
Mike Buckley’s late, entertaining romantic comedy has one of the most conflicted villains. Sam, short for Samantha, means ‘Hit’, but is not at work as a “Hit man” and tends to become personally involved. The real villain, in this world premiere at Lamb’s, is the hospital that convinced Susan, owner of an antique shop in San Francisco, that she’s dying of cancer. Susan hires Sam for a whack job so Susan’s brother can use the insurance for graduate school at Stanford. When Susan mistakes Sam, a travel agent, for Samm, complications unfold in a briskly paced show (the pace moves almost fast enough to carry some flimsy causes, plus Samm’s cross dressing). Buckley’s a triple threat: he wrote the script, he plays Sam, and he designed the set. A shot of Johnnie’s TheatreSports (artist-director Gary Kramer says the two compare like “rugby and American football”), resembling an athletic event more than an impromptu. Teams wear uniforms and compete on A-team. Using suggestions from the audience, they play “Emotional Sympathy,” “Blind Line,” and “Freeze Tag,” with judges awarding points to the best scenes. Klunkers and Sustainers get boosts; quick wit rewarded (one of the most refreshing parts of the contest: people acknowledge a need for discipline, abundantly, then forget it). It makes for a lively, often funny evening. And Gary Kramer is one talented comedian.

Worth a try
Marcus Theatr, 3171 Piaa Theatre, MISSION HILLS. 619-230-4553. FRIDAYS, 7:30 P.M. AND SATURDAYS, 7:30 AND 10:30 P.M. OPENENDED RUN.

The Night Watch
As part of its Page to Stage play-development program, La Jolla Playhouse presents Charlottle Woodard’s one-person work in progress about family and “a sort of motherhood.” Robert Eng disparaged the show.
La Jolla Playhouse, 3210 Pau Av, La Jolla. 888-802-7469. THURSDAYS, FRIDAYS, 9:30 P.M. SATURDAYS, 8 AND 10 P.M. WEDNESDAYS, THURSDAYS, 7:30 P.M. THROUGH JULY 27.

Robert Dubac’s Male Intelltect: The Second Coming!
Robert Dubac’s sequel to his play The Male Intellect: An Oxymoron promises “more truth, less”— actually a shoddy and “fewer” —but less truth than lies.” Afflicted with too much male chauvinism, he tries to find a balance between his left brain (linear, rational) and his right (emotional). He labels the two hemispheres “male” and “female.” They aren’t, but anyway. In Act Two, having found his balance, he ventures behind the “door of truth” and gives us unvarnished, outside-the-box revelations (“there are no stars in Dancing with the Stars”). Although the tiddy oppositions—women are this, men that—come from pop psychology (which has always been allergic to multi-polarities), and though Dubac upholded stereotypes as much as he warps them, Dubac’s show is often quite funny. Some of the best material comes when his character, like gangly Uncle Bob, says unexpected things. His repertoire includes magic tricks (dismantling a newspaper, clumping it together, and unfolding the pristine original), a quasi-mystical blackboard with key words preprinted and bedded, and, the highlight, a cigarette in each ear performing “Dueling Banjos” from Deliver- ance. On opening night Dubac blushed through the exercise if he had a plane to catch. His characters’ accents often blurred the jokes, the punch lines in particular. The show would be even better if he gave them time to do it.

Resilience of the Spirit
Compass Theatres second annual festival includes 15 plays about “discovery, confirmation, recovery, and celebration.” For plays, days, and times, call the theater at 619-688-9210 or visit the website: www.compasstheatre.com.
Compass Theatres, 3704 6th Ave., Point Loma. 858-568-1077. SATURDAYS, 8 AND 10 P.M. WEDNESDAYS. FRIDAYS, 9:30 P.M. THROUGH AUG. 17.

The Merry Wives of Windsor
The Old Globe Theatre stages Shakespeare’s comedy of conman, as Sir John Falstaff gets his from two cunning wives. Paul Mullins directed. Note: Merry Wives runs in repertory with Romeo and Juliet and All’s Well That Ends Well. Call the theater for days and times.
Old Globe Theatre, 1300 Old Globe Way, BALDWIN PARK. 619-233-5233. SATURDAYS, 8 P.M. WEDNESDAYS, 8 P.M. THROUGH SEPTEMBER 29.

National Comedy Theatre Improvisational comedy, making up funny stuff on the spot, is difficult enough. Years ago, however, Keith Johnstone thought it’d be more exciting if done competitively. He got the idea from pro wrestling (“where Tellor Tucks mangled defrocked priests while grannies waved their handbags”). National Comedy Theatre, an off...
Lyceum Theatre, 79 Horton Plaza, Downtown. 619-824-0322. Thursdays, 8 P.M., Fridays, 8 P.M., Saturdays, 5 and 8 P.M., Sundays, 2 and 5 P.M. Wednesdays, 8 P.M. through July 13.

Romeo and Juliet

The Old Globe Theatre stages Shakespeare's tragedy of star-crossed lovers on the outdoor festival stage. Richard Seer directed. Romeo and Juliet runs in repertory with The Merry Wives of Windsor and All's Well That Ends Well. Call the theater for days and times of each.

Old Globe Theatre, 1363 Old Globe Way, Balboa Park. 619-234-5623. Thursdays, 8 P.M. Fridays, 8 P.M. Saturdays, 8 P.M. Sundays, 8 P.M. Tuesdays, 8 P.M. Wednesdays, 8 P.M. through September 28.

Where There's a Will... There's a Wake

Mystery Café Dinner Theatre presents James Pascarella and Will Roberson's interactive comedy, set in a 1920s speakeasy where suspicion abounds every "gangster, game, and dame." Pascarella directed.

Mystery Café, 505 Kalmia Street, Hillcrest. 619-544-1664. Fridays, 8 P.M. Saturdays, 8 P.M. Open-Ended Run.

**BOOMERS**

*the musical revue of a generation*

Horton Grand Theatre
444 Fourth Ave, in San Diego's Gaslamp Quarter
Opens July 5

by Kerry Meads and Yanda Egginton

HortonGrandTheatre.com • 619.437.0600
Two ideas has Hancock. The first may be summed up in the term "anti-superhero," or if you prefer it, "super-antihero." The hero, that is to say, possesses the full complement of comic-book superpowers. Even though his takeoffs and landings leave divots in the earth, the asphalt, whatever, he’s faster than the proverbial speeding bullet and able to leap tall buildings in a single bound. Bullets aimed in his direction, meantime, might do damage to his cherished sunglasses (seemingly not, for some reason, to his clothes), but they bounce harmlessly off his hide. Without so much as bracing himself for impact or yielding an inch of ground, he can stop a full-speed train in — and on — its tracks, or at least the engine on its tracks, while the trailing cars jump the tracks in a jumble. He can throw a beached whale back into the ocean as easily as you or I could throw a minnow, accidentally toppling a clipper ship in the bargain. The personality, in short, of an above-the-law pro athlete or rock star.

The second idea cannot be divulged. It could perhaps be divulged to the extent of hinting that it has something to do with the anti-superhero’s origin and history, and that it doesn’t come to light till well after the plot turn whereby he saves the life of an altruistic PR man who, in gratitude, offers to remake the hero’s image, invites him home to his favorite meal of meatballs, introduces him to wife and son, and so on: “I’m going to teach you to interface with the public.” To cast the likable Will Smith in the lead role of the film and to release it at the Fourth of July — a hallowed tradition dating back to Independence Day — does not quite count as an idea unto itself, especially because, if in fact it were an idea, it would be negated by the folly of casting him in a role that thoroughly squelches his likability. Nor does it count as an idea to have kept Charlize Theron (the wife of the PR man, Jason Bateman) out of the pre-release publicity, out of the coming-attractions trailer, out of sight: that, needless to say, is external to the film proper. The surprise of the movie the mere fact that Charlize Theron now looks like the second coming of Britt Ekland, thanks no doubt to the usual Hollywood magic of Diet, Exercise, and a New Hairdo. Since I didn’t know beforehand that she would be in the movie, I honestly did not know it was her I was looking at till I spotted the mole on her throat. (Charlize Theron

---

**Win Family Movie Passes for Four!**

Join us on the 39th anniversary of the first moon landing.

To enter, visit the Reader website and click on “contests.”

Deadline to enter is Monday, July 7 at 1:00 pm. Limit one entry per person. No purchase necessary. Opens in theatres August 8.
may qualify as a movie star nowadays, but I must say I’ve never had a similar difficulty recognizing Bette Davis, Katharine Hepburn, Gene Tierney, Ava Gardner.) The so-called second idea, moreover, is not really worth divulging. Nothing more, for that matter, is really worth divulging, if only because of the decision — the bad idea — to use written and directed by Andrew good enough actually to resemble one said “skinny bitch”) is both lucky and ders Marisa Tomei as a semblance of and Hilary Duff’s duff. (She, a whittled-

Joan Cusack’s shrillness, Ben Kingsley’s emphasis, mock-Morricone spaghetti-stretched of nonverbal narrative, rem-

lar difficulty recognizing Bette Davis, Ava Gardner.) The so-called second

Northem “simpler” to saying “the King and Queen of East, “satire” being defined as a fic-

the problem is in the tale than in the telling. At

scruples and aiding the German war effort, concentration camp by suppressing his

sky’s Holocaust survival tale, loosely based

in the Antarctic. “The truth-
John Mctiernan, Jon Turteltaub, among other wannabes, and the relentless action scenes are always impressive in their engineering while never being in the least bearable or involving. (A fenced bout conducted in side-by-side rings at top speed unfailingly fouls our attention on the filmmaker rather than on the fighters.) In the end — in the accumulation — the action grows more than a little tedious. Spielberg's technique is superior not only to others' technique but also to his own taste. A good long time, needless to stress, has gone by since the previous Indy adventure, and the new one can't be content to try to top just that. It has to try to top, in addition, The Da Vinci Code, the National Treasure: Hunt, the Lara Croft adventures, etc. With a plot that links Russell, New Mexico, to the Erich von Däniken theory of evolution, Spielberg keeps pace in that race as well. To say so is no great compliment. Tate Blanchet, Sha LaFlure, Karen Allen, Ray Winstine, John Hurt, Jim Broadbent. 2008.

**CARMEL MOUNTAIN: CHULA VISTA 10; DEL MAR HIGHLANDS 8; ESCONDIDO 10; PASADENO 18; OCEANSIDE 20; PARKWAY PLAZA 18; PLAZA RENAISSANCE 10; PALM BRENTWOOD 20; PARKWAY PLAZA 18; PALM PROMENADE 24; PARKWAY PLAZA 18; PALM PROMENCE 24; RANCHO SAN DIEGO 15; RIVER VILLAGE 6; SAN MARCOS 18; TOWN SQUARE 14; VISTA VILLAGE**

**Iron Man** — Marvel Comics superhero (Vintegret 1963) rescued from present-day Afghanistan. Weapon manufacturer Tony Stark, alias "The Merchant of Death," suffers first-hand that his products sometimes land in the laps of America's enemies, and to combat this he devises a personal suit of flying armor (a gold titanium alloy, actually, not iron), transforming himself into a sort of airborne Robin Bobo to police the world. The current events tie in fairly tastefully, given the conventional joinness of the approach, aggravated by the couldn't-give-a-shit-affectation of Robert Downey Jr., in the title role. With Gwyneth Paltrow, Jeff Bridges, Terrence Howard, and Shaun Toub, directed by Jon Favreau. 2008.

**FANXY VILLAGE 10; HORTON PLAZA 14; LA JOLLA 12; MISSION VALLEY 20; PALM PROMENCE 24**

**Kit Kittredge: An American Girl** — Social consciousness for kids, an orgy of bellowing, generosity, trust, fellowship, and on and on, amid the needy in Depression-era Cleveland, with a few not-very-nice-parade poopers thrown in as obsoles porc. The lachrymose Ahhbold Bredice, in the title role of a ten-year-old cub reporter, has plenty of opportunity to promote herself as the prettiest Meryl Streep. With Julia Ormond, Chloë O'Donnell, Maxim Gaudette, Ann Cusack, Staci Castell, Jane Krakowski, and Wallace Shawn, directed by Patricia Rozema. 2008.

**CARMEL MOUNTAIN: CHULA VISTA 10; ESCONDIDO 10; FLOWER HILL 14; HILLCREST CINEMAS; LA JOLLA VILLAGE**

**Kung Fu Panda** — Plum computer cartoon about a tubby panda (voice of Jack Black, tubby button-pressing) a auring, effusive afo- comic of martial arts, disfigured with his hokum "family" in the name of noble food. Wanting nothing more than to witness the annihilation of the new Dragon Warrior, infatuated by the Secret of Limitless Power, he manages by dumb luck to get himself so anointed as to effect hitting the Kung Fu lottery. With that, the filmmakers set about to purge a dearly and widely held fantasy: the idea that the nifty outfit in the fast field, but especially the martial-arts field, can quickly close ground on the matter by means of a remedial crash course. No matter how low your opinion of kung fu or film genre, you would be justified in finding this involving, both in the specific martial art and your intelligence. And animation, despite its easy defiance of physical laws, does not much soften the insult. If the Furious Five — Tiger, Crane, Mantis, Monkey, and Viper — are together no match for the rogue snow leopard, Tai Lung, how can the Porto Panda compete? (As the Tiger rightly tells him, “If you have any respect for what we are and what we do, you will be given in the morning.”) Apart from its featherweight reinforcement of the something-for-nothing ethic, there is probably no great harm in the movie. And in its own field it cuts no corners, leaves no stone unturned. It wouldn’t do a dastardly morphine anywhere near the drawing board. Or the keyboard. With the voices of Dustin Hoffman, Angelina Jolie, Mike Myers, and Jack Black, directed by John Stevenson and Mark Osborne. 2008.

**CARMEL MOUNTAIN: CHULA VISTA 10; DEL MAR HIGHLANDS 8; ESCONDIDO 10; PASADENO 18; OCEANSIDE 20; PARKWAY PLAZA 18; PLAZA RENAISSANCE 10; PALM BRENTWOOD 20; PARKWAY PLAZA 18; PALM PROMENCE 24; PARKWAY PLAZA 18; PALM PROMENCE 24; RANCHO SAN DIEGO 15; RIVER VILLAGE 6; SAN MARCOS 18; TOWN SQUARE 14; VISTA VILLAGE**

**The Love Guru** — Mike Myers, with an unfunny funny voice and a dime-store fast food, plays American-born, Indian-raised self-help prophet (The Number Two Man behind Deepak Chopra), whose path to the Oprah show goes through the locker room of the Toronto Maple Leafs. The hockey fan and the Hindu follower might be equally appalled. Jessica Alba, Justin Timberlake, Bey Kinglsey, directed by Michael Schultz. 2008.

**CARMEL MOUNTAIN: CHULA VISTA 10; DEL MAR HIGHLANDS 8; ESCONDIDO 10; FAIRFAX VILLAGE 18; GASPAS 13; GROSSMINT CENTER; LA JOLLA 12; MIRA MESA 18; MISSION MARKETPLACE 13; MISSION VALLEY 7; MISSION VALLEY 20; OCEANSIDE 20; OCEANSIDE 20; PARKWAY PLAZA 18; PALM PROMENCE 24; RANCHO SAN DIEGO 15; RIVER VILLAGE 6; SAN MARCOS 18; TOWN SQUARE 14; VISTA VILLAGE**

**Mongol** — Genghis Khan, the formativewriter. Whatever he later might have been guilty of, here are the extenuating circumstances: the poisoning of his father, the abdication of his wife, his sale into slavery, etc., not to forget the burdensome birthright of all Mongols. It makes for a tedious case, sometimes enlivened by nice countryside and nice riding across it, but never much by the spoodle bloodshed. With Tadanobu Asano, Khulan Chuluun, Hong Sii Sun, and Amadou Mamadak, directed by Bedret Rodono. 2007.

**FLOWER HILL 4; HILLDRED CINEMAS; LA JOLLA VILLAGE**

**Mother of Tears** — Ostensibly this complete sequel to Dario Argento’s witchy trilogy initiated with Suspiria and Inferno, or in other words the trilogy suspended more than a quarter-century earlier. The central story-line, which can stand on it alone, concerns the unearthing of an ancient urn in a church graveyard, the unmasking thereby of the most powerful witch in the world, the rallying of an army of lesser witches (more like a convention of saucy punk rockers), and the touching-off of random violence in the streets, heralding the Second Fall of Rome. The treatment is unashamedly scholastic, the dialogue tickling lame- (“Hey, there’s something down here,” and “I just can’t get my head around it,” and “There’s more to this case than we think,” and, maybe the best laugh, “I’m only a psychia.) I can communicate with spirits, but that’s about it,” and the intervals between nauseating bloodbaths thankfully long. Yet the whole thing seems sturdy, shock, unadventurous — and aside from an extreme close-up of a scalp sliced through the wax seal of the urn, it misses the point. The blood has receded in the eye in Argento’s early days. In the final analysis, it comes across as not so much a bleacher from the past as a last gasp overture, not all filmmakers can grow like Clint Eastwood, and some of them at least manage to get out of adolescence. Featuring Asia Argento (the director’s daughter, a relation that didn’t stand in the way of a nude shower scene), Cristiana Solimeno, Philippe Leroy, Udo Kier, and Daria Nicolodi (the star’s mother, playing her...
mother on screen as well, with unecdoted baby photos for documentation). 2007.

** Pee-wee's Big Adventure — The moviegoer’s first introduction to Pee-wee Herman, and both of them should be very happy about it. Jerry Lewis would seem to be the comedian’s closest screen cousin, at least in measurement of time, but he even bypasses Lewis in likeness to their silent-era forebears, with his complete and unalterable stylization from head to toe (from glazed ceramic face, that is, to mimicking, toe-tering, girlish step). Included also in that stylized head, to be sure, are a fully operatic tongue and set of vocal cords, with an assortment of gargles and gargles left out of the repertoire of Bugs Bunny, Porky Pig, and their Warner Brothers stalmates, and a speaking voice like a slightly older brother of Lily Tomlin’s Edith Ann. But enough of comparisons. In personality there has never been anyone quite like him. His continual rambunctiousness to stimuli in the world around him, and especially to self-generated stimuli whenever the world lets him have his way, must have bypassed Lewis in likeness to their silent-era forebears, with his complete and unaltered body at age seventy, re-presented by Steven Conrad, observantly and intently at it. There is no clear advantage on either side, some deviant jockeying for position on both sides, never an outright villainy, and thus, evenly divided sympathy. Sarah Jessica Parker and John C. Reilly are each almost as touching as they are funny — the pinched Cynthia Nixon — throughout their six seasons of looking for love. To be sure, there’s not much looking anymore, and yet not much relating, either: the men, now that they’ve been landed, are little more blunt and aggressive, if less potent and lingering. Inasmuch as the ghostly terrorizers are not actual ghosts, their ghost-like behavior raises the issue of their self-conscious mummy. Actual ghosts would be easier to believe, not to mention easier to stomach. 2008.

** The Prom (FLOWER HILL 4; HILLCREST CINEMAS)

** The Weather Man (HILLCREST CINEMAS, FROM 7/4)

** Surrise (CARMEL MOUNTAIN; FASHION VALLEY 18; MOUNT VERNON; VALLEY 20; OTAY RANCH 12)

** Absolutely Riveting. An Extraordinary Film. — Patric biomass, VANITY FAIR

** A MESMERIZING FILM — Peter Travers, ROLLING STONE

** A NO-HELMET MOTORCYCLE BLITZ — through the literary bad boy’s most tumultuous years. — Evan S. Weier, MARIE CLAIRE

** ABSORBING. A heady mix of excess and inquiry. — Ivan Reitman, ROYAL KI


** "Stunning. Riveting. Herzog is at his peak!' — Owen Gleiberman, Entertainment Weekly

** "Herzog’s Antarctic masterpiece. Amazing!’ — Rolling Stone

** A Werner Herzog Film

** ENCOUNTERS AT THE END OF THE WORLD

** — JIGSAW PRODUCTIONS, INC.

** ‘Consolida ted documentaries, inc. GONZO: THE LIFE AND WORK OF DR. HUNTER S. THOMPSON

** — Directed by Fernando F. Croce

** EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS — CO

** PRODUCED BY — ROY ACKERMAN, NICK FRASER

** SCREENPLAY BY — JIGSAW PRODUCTIONS, INC.

** DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY — JASON KLIOT, JOANA VICENTE

** EDITED BY — JASON KLIOT, JOANA VICENTE

** NARRATED BY — JOHN CURE, BLANK

** "The Rape of Europa — Educational and affecting documentary, in illustration of the Lynn Nichols book of the same name, about the Nazi acquisition of art and the heroic counterfeits to preserve it and recover it. Plenty of material to fill two hours without padding or repetition. Narrated by Joan Allen, produced, written, and directed by Richard Berger, Nicole Knowlham, and Bonni Cohen. 2008.

** (LA VILLA)

** Roman de Gare — Claude Lelouch, still very much his own man at age seventy, retains an authentic romanticism and optimism, undimmed by youthful realities. A fully rounded filmmaker, good with actors, locales, color, camera, movement, dialogue, the works, he is here shown off at about 300 degrees of his maximum circumference. Fundamentally a thriller, to do with the chance encounter of two strangers at a highway rest stop and the best-selling novel that results from the encounter, the film is more satisfyingly plotted than its norm (one of his habitual lazinesses), negotiating a course of tricky twists and turns without feeling forced or underdramed. Dominique Pinon, generally cast for his dentureless funny looks, is led to new dimensions of humanity as one of the strangers; and as the other, Audrey Dana, a fresh face if not an especially young one, quite an expressive and complicated face, it is a beautiful discovery. Fanny Ardant as the best-selling novelist, notwithstanding her assortment of wigs, is led to new dimensions of affectation, a lot more than accessories themselves. Temper; the temperature (preludial 911 call: “There’s blood everywhere!”); and the assault on the viewer’s memory (“I know”) as well as in the flashback structure (preludial 911 call: “There’s blood everywhere!”); and the assault on the viewer’s memory (“I know”), is more blatantly signalled in the debut of writer-director Bryan Bertino is a lowbrow (and low-brow) Funny Games, inspired by true events, centered on a romantically rocky young couple (so, don’t feel too bad for them, Liv Tyler, Scott Speedman: they were miserable already) terrified by grossly now-you-see-them-now-you-don’t masked intruders at an isolated summerhouse. The gran outcome, as compared to that of Funny Games, is more blatant and aggressive, if less potent and lingering. Inasmuch as the ghastly terrorists are not actual ghosts, their ghost-like behavior raises the issue of their self-conscious mummy. Actual ghosts would be easier to believe, not to mention easier to stomach. 2008.

** (HORTON PLAZA 1-4; PALM PRIMENADE 24)

** The Promoters — Consistently amusing comedy, once or twice hilarious, of two doofuses in competition for the manager’s post at the new Donaldson’s grocery store “The Leaders in Quality Foods.” The one certain point of hilarity: the “black apples” scene. You’ll know it when you’re laughing at it. (There is no dear advantage on either side, some deviant jockeying for position on both sides, never an outright villainy, and thus, evenly divided sympathy. Sarah William Scott and John C. Reilly are each almost as touching as they are funny — the pinched Cynthia Nixon — throughout their six seasons of looking for love. To be sure, there’s not much looking anymore, and yet not much relating, either: the men, now that they’ve been landed, are little more blunt and aggressive, if less potent and lingering. Inasmuch as the ghostly terrorizers are not actual ghosts, their ghost-like behavior raises the issue of their self-conscious mummy. Actual ghosts would be easier to believe, not to mention easier to stomach. 2008.

** (LA JOLLA VILLAGE)


** (HILLCREST CINEMAS, FROM 7/4)

** Sex and the City — The big-screen re- presentation of the defunct HBO series (1998-2004) runs, or better say sades, two hours and twenty minutes. That’s a lot of clothes and accessories, a lot of accompanying pop songs, a lot of chirpy first-person narration, a lot of superficiality, a lot of vacancy. Maybe it would help if you had followed these four bosom buddies — the stringy Sarah Jessica Parker, the Amazonian Kim Cattrall, the pop-eyed Kristin Davis, the pinched Cynthia Nixon — throughout their six seasons of looking for love. To be sure, there’s not much looking anymore, and yet not much relating, either: the men, now that they’ve been landed, are little more than accessories themselves. Temperatures develop do occur: one of the buddies neglects to wax her pubes, one of them peels her pants, one of them parks on a spare bicycle tire, and the remaining one dyes her hair. Symptoms of bigger things, but even so. Maybe, on the other hand, it would be better to follow these buddies so further. Written and directed by Michael Patrick King. 2008.

** (CARMEL MOUNTAIN; FASHION VALLEY 18; MISSION VALLEY 20; SPAIN RANCH 12)

** Some Like It Hot — In the later stage of Billy Wilder’s career, there is an evident pull toward the romantic and euphoric Love in the Afternoon, Irma La Douce, Asanti), and there is an opposing pull toward the caustic and raucous (One Two Three, The Fortune Cookie, the Ray Wal- ston-CIF Osmund bits, particularly, in Kiss Me, Guido). This one belongs at the head of the second batch, for the impression made by Jack Lemmon and Tony Curtis in drag (among other things) is unapologetically deeper, stronger, and longer-lasting than the impression made, in spots, by Marilyn Mon- nroe. Curtis’s Cary Grant impression, when out of drag, isn’t bad, but why would some one be doing a Cary Grant impression in a 1920s setting? 1960.

** (CINEMA UNDER THE STARS, 7/3 THROUGH 6, 8:30 P.M.)
itself, not a Big Sweeping Statement. For

MONGOL

Mongol

of Egypt

Mysteries of Egypt

MISSION HILLS

Cinema Under the Stars

4900 Goldfinch Street (619-205-2231)

Call theater for program information

MISSION VALLEY

Fashion Valley

7077 Foxes Road (858-358-2262)

Call theater for program information

San Diego Natural History Museum

1788 El Prado, Balboa Park (619-232-3821)

Call theater for program information

Mission Valley 20

RAMON'S 1611 La Jolla Village Drive (858-485-2841)

Call theater for program information

War, Inc.

— Reviewed this issue. With John Carroll.

Where the Wild Things Are

Directed by Jessica Nearn. 2009.

Winter's Bone

Directed by Debra Granik. 2010.

THE LOVE GURU

Get Smart (PG-13) Fri. 1:50, 4:30, 7:10, 9:40 Sat.-

WANTED

Kung Fu Panda (PG) Fri. 1:20, 4:00, 7:10, 10:00 Sun.

Don't Mess with the Zohan

Get Smart (PG-13) Fri. 12:30, 4:00, 6:15, 8:00, 10:00

San Diego Zoo

Reuben H. Fleet Science Center

3250 Harbor Drive (619-232-3821)

Call theater for program information

New York, New York

Directed by Michael Mann. 1977.

The Whole Ten Yards

Get Smart (PG-13) Fri. 12:10, 2:30, 4:55, 7:00, 9:10 Sun.

RANCHO DEL PLAZA BONITA 14

MICHAEL CLAUDIA 19

Moulin Rouge!


Eric and Maximum

Directed by Fred Schepisi. 1999.

Italiano


The Happening


EYES WIDE SHUT


Scary Movie V

Get Smart (PG-13) Fri. 12:10, 4:30, 6:45, 9:00 Sun.

The Happening


EYES WIDE SHUT


Scary Movie V

Get Smart (PG-13) Fri. 12:10, 4:30, 6:45, 9:00 Sun.

You Don’t Mess with the Zohan

Get Smart (PG-13) Fri. 12:10, 4:30, 6:45, 9:00 Sun.

The Happening


EYES WIDE SHUT


Scary Movie V

Get Smart (PG-13) Fri. 12:10, 4:30, 6:45, 9:00 Sun.

You Don’t Mess with the Zohan

Get Smart (PG-13) Fri. 12:10, 4:30, 6:45, 9:00 Sun.

The Happening


EYES WIDE SHUT


Scary Movie V

Get Smart (PG-13) Fri. 12:10, 4:30, 6:45, 9:00 Sun.

You Don’t Mess with the Zohan

Get Smart (PG-13) Fri. 12:10, 4:30, 6:45, 9:00 Sun.

The Happening


EYES WIDE SHUT


Scary Movie V

Get Smart (PG-13) Fri. 12:10, 4:30, 6:45, 9:00 Sun.
Help Wanted

PLACE PRINTED ADS in Job Gaint and the Reader by Monday, 6/19-230 600.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK. Paid 1040, new hire includes $350 tax check run. Help with research, data entry and posting payments into Great Plains software. Perform weekly A/P check run. With research experience and computer skills. Filing and maintenance of accounting files, data entry, mailing. Requires HS and 2-3 yrs experience. Position is approx. 10-20 hours a week. $15/hr. Resumes preferred. EOE/AA. To apply, call: (619) 697-2327. Fax resume: 619-232-6315; e-mail Channen@voll.com. www.voll.com


Free Classifieds!

Post free online ads with photos at 5DRreader.com

Help Wanted

Special Education, Prevention Services and Treatment Programs

Applications/resumes are accepted Monday-Friday 9am-4pm.

Community Training Specialist/Job Coach • $9.75/hr. to start, DOE
To assist developmentally disabled adults in the community. Behavioral and instructional programs. Implement schedules. 32.5 hours/week. Benefit.

Transition Specialist • $9.75/hr. to start, DOE
Assist teachers in group- and community-based instruction for developmentally disabled adults.

Classroom Aides • $9.75/hr. to start, DOE
Work with developmentally disabled adults in a nonpublic school. Experience preferred. Allied Gardens, Chula Vista, La Mesa. Monday-Thursday 7:30-1:30 pm.

Stein Education Center, 6145 Decena Drive, San Diego, CA 92120
Fax: 619-281-0413, E-mail: steinjobs@vistahill.org
All applications/resumes must include job title. www.vistahill.org EOE

COMMUNITY TRAINING Specialist/Job Coach
Must be a college student. Requires a valid California Driver’s License. 2006 Workplace Excel Bonus after 90 days of employment.

COMPANY TRAINING Specialist/Job Coach or $9.75/hr. to start. Assist developmentally disabled adults in the community. Behavioral and instructional programs. Implement schedules. 32.5 hours/week. Benefits. E-mail steinjobs@vistahill.org Fax: 619-281-0413, E-mail: steinjobs@vistahill.org

CAREGIVERS: LIVE-INS, CAREGIVERS/COMPANIONS.
Minimum 1 year experience in non-medical home care of adults. Must have California Medical License. Serving Santee/La Mesa/Del Mar, 70-70.50. Call for an interview: 858-760-9376.

CAREGIVERS
San Diego, 70-76.50. Call 70-70.50. 92120.

CAREGIVERS needed immediately! 1 person working every 2 shifts available. Hourly and in 24-hour shifts. Full and part time! No experience necessary! Full- or part time. Call to apply: 858-271-9988 x162. EOE. Drug-free workplace.

CAREER CLEANING opportunities
Easy Steemer, San Diego's #1 carpet and upholstery cleaner. EOE. Contact: 858-292-0230, e-mail help@gostaff.com, apply online: gostaff.com. No experience needed! $8-$20/hour earning potential. Great part time! No experience necessary! Full- or part time. EOE. For more information call: 858-292-0230 or visit: gostaff.com.

CAREERS: CLASSROOM AIDES.
CAREGIVERS: LIVE-INS, CAREGIVERS/COMPANIONS.
Minimum 1 year experience in non-medical home care of adults. Must have California Medical License. Serving Santee/La Mesa/Del Mar, 70-70.50. Call for an interview: 858-760-9376.

CAREERS: CLASSROOM AIDES.
CAREGIVERS: LIVE-INS, CAREGIVERS/COMPANIONS.
Minimum 1 year experience in non-medical home care of adults. Must have California Medical License. Serving Santee/La Mesa/Del Mar, 70-70.50. Call for an interview: 858-760-9376.

CAREERS: CLASSROOM AIDES.
CAREGIVERS: LIVE-INS, CAREGIVERS/COMPANIONS.
Minimum 1 year experience in non-medical home care of adults. Must have California Medical License. Serving Santee/La Mesa/Del Mar, 70-70.50. Call for an interview: 858-760-9376.

CAREERS: CLASSROOM AIDES.
CAREGIVERS: LIVE-INS, CAREGIVERS/COMPANIONS.
Minimum 1 year experience in non-medical home care of adults. Must have California Medical License. Serving Santee/La Mesa/Del Mar, 70-70.50. Call for an interview: 858-760-9376.

CAREERS: CLASSROOM AIDES.
CAREGIVERS: LIVE-INS, CAREGIVERS/COMPANIONS.
Minimum 1 year experience in non-medical home care of adults. Must have California Medical License. Serving Santee/La Mesa/Del Mar, 70-70.50. Call for an interview: 858-760-9376.

Explore your New Career...

Volts Services Group has immediate Temporary, Temp-to-Direct Hire, and Direct Placement opportunities in these disciplines:

- Administrative & Clerical
- Light & Industrial More

We offer the following advantages:
- competitive wages paid weekly
- paid holidays and vacation • medical and dental insurance plans
- state-of-the-art training • career management
- referral bonus opportunities & more

Contact us today to explore your opportunities.

San Diego 858-576-3140 E-mail: clairemont@volt.com
Scipps Ranch 858-578-0920 E-mail: scippsranch@volt.com
El Cajon 858-401-1524 E-mail: elcajon@volt.com
Carlsbad 760-729-8916 E-mail: carlsbad@volt.com
San Marcos 760-471-0800 E-mail: sanmarcos@volt.com

Truly the finest of San Diego Hotels, Rancho Valencia Resort and Spa is a year-round travel retreat from the conventional routines of everyday life. One of the premier luxury Southern California resorts, Rancho Valencia Resort & Spa, Carlsbad, and spa, was named One of the 100 Ultimate Escapes by Robb Report Luxury Resorts and Number 5 of the Top 50 Small Hotels by Zagat Survey.

We are looking for a Guest Services Agent with previous experience in a hotel Front Desk environment. A minimum of 1 year previous experience in Hotel Guest Services is required. The shift that is available is a full-time 24/5 shift. Strong communication skills are needed and ability to work under pressure is a must.

To apply, please send resume (as a Word or PDF attachment) to: hr@ranchovalencia.com

Or apply in person at:
5921 Vallecito Drive, Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067

www.ranchovalencia.com • No phone calls, please

Truly the finest of San Diego Hotels, Rancho Valencia Resort and Spa is a year-round travel retreat from the conventional routines of everyday life. One of the premier luxury Southern California resorts, Rancho Valencia Resort & Spa, Carlsbad, and spa, was named One of the 100 Ultimate Escapes by Robb Report Luxury Resorts and Number 5 of the Top 50 Small Hotels by Zagat Survey.

We are looking for a Guest Services Agent with previous experience in a hotel Front Desk environment. A minimum of 1 year previous experience in Hotel Guest Services is required. The shift that is available is a full-time 24/5 shift. Strong communication skills are needed and ability to work under pressure is a must.

To apply, please send resume (as a Word or PDF attachment) to: hr@ranchovalencia.com

Or apply in person at:
5921 Vallecito Drive, Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067

www.ranchovalencia.com • No phone calls, please

**Truly the finest of San Diego Hotels, Rancho Valencia Resort and Spa is a year-round travel retreat from the conventional routines of everyday life. One of the premier luxury Southern California resorts, Rancho Valencia Resort & Spa, Carlsbad, and spa, was named One of the 100 Ultimate Escapes by Robb Report Luxury Resorts and Number 5 of the Top 50 Small Hotels by Zagat Survey.**

**We are looking for a Guest Services Agent with previous experience in a hotel Front Desk environment. A minimum of 1 year previous experience in Hotel Guest Services is required. The shift that is available is a full-time 24/5 shift. Strong communication skills are needed and ability to work under pressure is a must.**

**To apply, please send resume (as a Word or PDF attachment) to:**
hr@ranchovalencia.com

**Or apply in person at:**
5921 Vallecito Drive, Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067

www.ranchovalencia.com • No phone calls, please

**Truly the finest of San Diego Hotels, Rancho Valencia Resort and Spa is a year-round travel retreat from the conventional routines of everyday life. One of the premier luxury Southern California resorts, Rancho Valencia Resort & Spa, Carlsbad, and spa, was named One of the 100 Ultimate Escapes by Robb Report Luxury Resorts and Number 5 of the Top 50 Small Hotels by Zagat Survey.**

**We are looking for a Guest Services Agent with previous experience in a hotel Front Desk environment. A minimum of 1 year previous experience in Hotel Guest Services is required. The shift that is available is a full-time 24/5 shift. Strong communication skills are needed and ability to work under pressure is a must.**

**To apply, please send resume (as a Word or PDF attachment) to:**
hr@ranchovalencia.com

**Or apply in person at:**
5921 Vallecito Drive, Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067

www.ranchovalencia.com • No phone calls, please

**Truly the finest of San Diego Hotels, Rancho Valencia Resort and Spa is a year-round travel retreat from the conventional routines of everyday life. One of the premier luxury Southern California resorts, Rancho Valencia Resort & Spa, Carlsbad, and spa, was named One of the 100 Ultimate Escapes by Robb Report Luxury Resorts and Number 5 of the Top 50 Small Hotels by Zagat Survey.**

**We are looking for a Guest Services Agent with previous experience in a hotel Front Desk environment. A minimum of 1 year previous experience in Hotel Guest Services is required. The shift that is available is a full-time 24/5 shift. Strong communication skills are needed and ability to work under pressure is a must.**

**To apply, please send resume (as a Word or PDF attachment) to:**
hr@ranchovalencia.com

**Or apply in person at:**
5921 Vallecito Drive, Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067

www.ranchovalencia.com • No phone calls, please

**Truly the finest of San Diego Hotels, Rancho Valencia Resort and Spa is a year-round travel retreat from the conventional routines of everyday life. One of the premier luxury Southern California resorts, Rancho Valencia Resort & Spa, Carlsbad, and spa, was named One of the 100 Ultimate Escapes by Robb Report Luxury Resorts and Number 5 of the Top 50 Small Hotels by Zagat Survey.**

**We are looking for a Guest Services Agent with previous experience in a hotel Front Desk environment. A minimum of 1 year previous experience in Hotel Guest Services is required. The shift that is available is a full-time 24/5 shift. Strong communication skills are needed and ability to work under pressure is a must.**

**To apply, please send resume (as a Word or PDF attachment) to:**
hr@ranchovalencia.com

**Or apply in person at:**
5921 Vallecito Drive, Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067

www.ranchovalencia.com • No phone calls, please
Looking for a challenging career in Public Safety?

911 EMERGENCY

“Answer the Call”

SAN DIEGO SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT

is testing for

Sheriff’s Dispatcher

No experience necessary.
Compensation as of 6/20/08:
$18.22/hour – Entry Level
$21.93 to $26.66/hour – Lateral Entry
Plus medical, dental, vision, life insurance and retirement

TEST DATES:
July 16, 2008

Sign-up begins at 6:30 am on each test date. Where: San Diego County Operations Center Entrance at corner of Complex Street & Topaz Way, San Diego ( Kearny Mesa area) First come, first served. Seating is limited. Arrive early.
Bring valid picture ID.
Qualified individuals must:
• Be at least 18 years old
• Be proficient in English
• Pass computer-based performance test
• Pass background & medical checks

Jobline: 858-565-5566
Website: www.sd911.com

THE REFLECTION
OF SUCCESS

Exam Dates:
July 9, 2008 – 5:30 pm Arrival
or
July 16, 2008 – 12:30 pm Arrival
Sheriff’s Administrative Center
9621 Ridgehaven Ct., San Diego, CA 92123
Registration by e-mail or phone is required.
Space is limited.
recruit@sdsheriff.org

www.joinsdSHERIFF.net
858-974-2000

18-year-olds eligible to apply!
Bring valid photo ID.
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americafunding

Loan Officers

#1 Ranked Lending Tree Local Broker

America Funding is a nationally ranked Lending Tree Partner. Due to our continued rapid growth, we have Loan Officer positions available for top-producing Loan Officers. We support our team's success by providing:

- Technology that shortens the sales cycle so you fund more loans
- Outstanding training
- Unlimited qualified leads
- Total back office and front office support
- An excellent commission structure

Our outstanding compensation plan also offers you complete health benefits and a 40(k).

Send your résumé to:
fax: 858-526-6999
e-mail: hr@afunding.net
www.america-funding.com
EOE M/F/D/V
DRE License #0396986

Recession—Proof Income

Start your own business in the fastest-growing industry in the world. You can earn money on things you use every day such as:

- Cell phone service
- TV
- Internet service
- Long distance service
- Grocery shopping
- Even gasoline

No Sales. No Inventory. No Risk. No Experience Necessary. Call now to learn how people are making great income with FHTM and see how you can, too! 858-548-8803 www.fhmu.com/nnai www.thefortunety.com

Dialing for Dollars! Phone Personalities

No experience. Will train. Immediate openings. Call today, start tomorrow.

• Good hours: 7 am-2:30 pm Monday-Friday
• Paid training, 401(k), medical, dental benefits
• Kearny Mesa: Allen, 858-292-8577
• Mira Mesa: Dana, 800-854-2830
• Oceanside: Mike, 619-701-3631

San Diego
Production Line Workers
Machine Operators
Call Center
Soldering Technicians
Electronic-Mechanical Assemblers
Manufacturing Associates
Matt Sorter
FHTM

North County
Quality Assurance (Manufacturing)
Machine Operators
Material Handlers
Plastic Molding Machine Specialist
Punch Press Operator

San Diego 1901 Chollas Mesa Drive, room G301, San Diego, 858-277-0980
North County 10770 Carlsbad Village Drive, Suite 100, Carlsbad, 760-510-1100

Core Funding Services

San Diego 1901 Chollas Mesa Drive, room G301, San Diego, 858-277-0980
North County 10770 Carlsbad Village Drive, Suite 100, Carlsbad, 760-510-1100
Upgrade from a job to a career in just 8 months!

Train for a new career in Business Office Administration.

Call Today! 877-206-1915

3666 Kearny Villa Road, Suite 100, San Diego, CA 92123
310 3rd Avenue, Suite C6, Chula Vista, CA 91910

www.uisuccess.com

Not all programs available at all campuses | Approved for Veterans, Rehab, WIA
Financial Aid Available for Those Who Qualify | Job Placement Assistance

Career Training

EVERY YEAR PEOPLE SPEND MILLIONS IN SALONS AND SPAS.

CAN YOU SAY CAREER CHANGE?

Call today to get more information on an exciting career in the beauty industry.

• Cosmetology
• Spa Nail Technician
• Esthetics • Massage
• Holistic Health Practitioner

Affordable Tuition • Day & Evening Classes
Financial Aid Available for Those Who Qualify
Accredited NACCAS • Job Placement Assistance

Bay Vista College
JE Boutique College

858-748-1490 ext. 2

www.SanDiegoBeautyAcademy.com
Train to be a Computer Support Technician and prepare for CompTIA A+® exams (cost included as part of tuition)*
888-966-5000 Dept. 293
www.CareerTraining-Maric.com

You Can Make More Money* and Get a Better Job
We Make It Easy to Go to College!

MEDICAL
Courses In:
• Medical Assisting
• Respiratory Therapy
• X-Ray Technology (Ltd. Scope)
• Laboratory Technology
• Pharmacy Technology
• Healthcare Admin.
• Medical Coding/Billing
• Nursing Administration
• Medical Specialties
• Medical Office Admin.
• Preparation for Certifications/Licenses Available”

New Master’s Degrees*: MBA, Nursing Admin., Healthcare Admin.
• Financial Aid Available for Qualified Students
• Associate’s, Bachelor’s and Master’s Degrees
• Job Placement Assistance for Graduates
• Preparation for Certifications and Licenses
• Accredited Member ACCSCT
• Programs Approved for Veterans

COMPUTERS

BUSINESS & ACCOUNTING

GET A LAPTOP!
Use it in college and keep it when you graduate. Certain restrictions apply. Call for details.

California College San Diego
2820 Camino Del Rio South, San Diego, CA 92108
1-800-774-7670
www.californiacollege.info
A Career That Feels Right

Massage Therapy

We also offer programs in:
• Traditional Nursing • Dental Assisting
• Medical Assistant • Surgical Technology
• Respiratory Therapy (AG) • Encino Cosmetology & Billing Specialist

Make the right career move, call today!
1-888-844-7359
www.concorde4me.com

Paralegal Certificate Program
Approved by the American Bar Association
Employment Assistance
Day & Evening Classes
Internships
Financial Aid Available
www.sandiego.edu/paralegal

Test Preparation
LSAT, GMAT, GRE, SAT
Sharpen Your Skills!
Experienced Faculty
Practice Exams
Convenient Schedules
Free Refresher Classes
(within 1 year of paid course completion)
www.sandiego.edu/testprep

Get your career started!

Security Guard Training Free

To those who qualify • 20% discount to all others with this ad.
We offer training for:
• Guard Card • Firearms • Baton • Pepper Spray/Mace • Taser
• CPR/First Aid • Report Writing • Tactical Verbal • Defensive Tactics
• Handcuffing • Loss Prevention • Veterans Training

NANPOR SECURITY ACADEMY
(Serving San Diego County for 21 years)
601 Mission Avenue • Oceanside, CA 92054
For more information: 760-439-6400
www.nanpor.com

Ask about:
• Training Package • Job Placement Assistance
• Ongoing Career Training & Support

Our Grads Get Careers!
Computerized Office and Accounting
Train for a career in:
• Computerized Office/ Accounting
• Computer Technician/ Networking

Paralegal Certificate Program
Approved by the American Bar Association
Employment Assistance
Day & Evening Classes
Internships
Financial Aid Available
www.sandiego.edu/paralegal

Scholarships Available if Qualified

Valley Career College
678 Jackman Street, El Cajon
Located 1 block west of Parkway Plaza
Call (619) 593-5111
www.valleycareercollege.com

ENROLL TODAY!
The “Fashion Only” College in San Diego

fashioncareerscollege.com

The art of touch, the science of technique
Earn an accredited degree in massage.

For over 30 years people from nations around the world have come to attend IPSB's massage and bodywork programs.

It’s right here in San Diego. Classes starting monthly!

Call today: 888-594-3184 or visit www.IPSB.edu
9022 Balboa Ave., Suite 130, San Diego, CA 92123
Institution accredited by the Commission on Massage Therapy Accreditation (COMTA)
No One Ever Dreams About Selling Tires.

Find out how the Gemological Institute of America can prepare you for a rich and rewarding career in the fine jewelry industry. For more than 75 years, nonprofit GIA has educated the world’s leading jewelers, gemologists and jewelry designers, offering the most comprehensive and respected gem and jewelry education available anywhere.

- On Campus, Online, Distance Education and traveling Lab classes.
- BBA Degree & Professional Diplomas.
- Year-round admission.
- Financial assistance programs and scholarships for qualifying students.
- Ongoing career support.
- Ocean-view campus.

To learn more, call for a free course catalog 800-411-7250 ext. 4401 or visit www.gia.edu

PLATT COLLEGE

6230 El Cajon Blvd, San Diego, CA 92115

Call for FREE info packet
866.752.8826
www.MediaArtSchool.com

- Day & evening classes
- Fixed tuition costs
- Job placement assistance
- Bachelor & Associate Degrees
- Financial Aid (for those who qualify)

Stop thinking about it!

Call now and start training for your new career today!

Train in:
- Medical Assistant
- Vocational Nursing
- Pharmacy Technician
- Massage Therapy
- Medical Insurance Technician
- Patient Care Assistant/Technician
- Criminal Justice
...and more!

Financial aid available for those who qualify
Career Placement Assistance
Approved for VA & WIA Benefits
Kaplan Higher Education Campuses
Not all programs offered at all locations.

Maric College
San Diego Campus
North County Campus

San Diego Reader, July 3, 2008
SALES. Immediate long-term and temporary positions. Manager, Recruiter, Call Center, Sales Staff, Account Manager. Full benefits available immediately. Call 619-293-6812, fax 619-293-0200, e-mail resumes@apu.edu, apply online www.apu.edu.
Hands-on training for a hands-on career.

Become a massage therapist in just 9 months!

NO H.S. DIPLOMA OR GED REQUIRED

We also train for
- Medical Assistant
- Business Office Administration
- Medical Billing & Insurance Coding
- Dental Assistant
- Pharmacy Technician*
- Computer Systems Technician

WWW.MYUEI.COM

1.877.355.9044

Weekend Classes Now Available

Not All Programs Available At All Campuses

Approved for Veterans, Rehab, WIA

Financial Aid Available If Qualified

Job Placement Assistance

*H.S Diploma/GED Required

SECURITY. Pinkerton Government Services, one of the oldest names in security, is looking for personable, professional applicants. Candidates must have Guard Card, be able to pass D.O.D. background check, be neat and well groomed, be mature in attitude and location to work. Must have own transportation. Have excellent written and spoken English, be career minded, have reliable means of contact (cell phone, etc.). Entry-level pay rate $11.50-$14.00 per hour plus medical/dental/vision and 401(k) benefits. For fastest response, apply online now. www.pinkertonjobs.com. EOE/V/E/D/A.


SERVICE TECH/PLUMBERS with experience needed immediately! Rescue Rooter offers excellent pay, van tools, uniforms, year around work and outstanding benefits. Must have experience providing prompt, professional service/overseas. Drop free workplaceto apply in email: rescueRooter.com or call: 858-457-6545; or apply in person: 9895 Old Train Drive, San Diego, 92121. Licenses 897977T0. AVAAS.

SHERIFF'S DISPATCHER, 911 Emergency. Looking for a challenging career in Public Safety? San Diego County Sheriff's Office is hiring for this position. Job posting date July 3, 2008. Sign-up begins 8:30am, is held at San Diego County Sheriff's Office Center, 3025 Magnolia Ave., San Diego, CA 92113. First come, first served. Limited seating. Bring valid photo ID. Must be at least 18 years old and have excellent communication skills and the ability to remain calm in stressful situations. Computer-based performance test, pass background and medical check. No experience necessary. Compensation as of 2/25/08: Entry Level $18.22/hour, Lateral Entry: $21.10 to $26.66/hour. Medical, dental, vision, life insurance. 401(k) Benefits. Starting pay range $37,000 to $47,000. EOE/AA/V/E/D/A.

SHOPKEEPER SELF-SERVE INVENTORY SYSTEMS. We are looking for self-directed, detail-oriented individuals to join our self-serve inventory team. We have flexible hours and location to work, with one of the oldest names in security, Pinkerton Government Services. Pinkerton Government Services is accredited by the Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges.


dialing for dollars!

We are looking for
- TELEMARKETERS
- TELE-SALES
- TELE-FUNDRAISING
- TELE-SWIMMING
- TELE-VOLUNTEERS

We want you to join Securitas, Pinkerton Government Services, one of the oldest names in security, is looking for personable, professional applicants. Candidates must have Guard Card, be able to pass D.O.D. background check, be neat and well groomed, be mature in attitude and location to work. Must have own transportation. Have excellent written and spoken English, be career minded, have reliable means of contact (cell phone, etc.). Entry-level pay rate $11.50-$14.00 per hour plus medical/dental/vision and 401(k) benefits. For fastest response, apply online now. www.pinkertonjobs.com. EOE/V/E/D/A.

SECURITY. Pinkerton Government Services, one of the oldest names in security, is looking for personable, professional applicants. Candidates must have Guard Card, be able to pass D.O.D. background check, be neat and well groomed, be mature in attitude and location to work. Must have own transportation. Have excellent written and spoken English, be career minded, have reliable means of contact (cell phone, etc.). Entry-level pay rate $11.50-$14.00 per hour plus medical/dental/vision and 401(k) benefits. For fastest response, apply online now. www.pinkertonjobs.com. EOE/V/E/D/A.
TELEMARKETING. If you’re good on the phone, give us a call Pacific Graphics Advertisement Sales in La Jolla to 20 years experience. Call 760-586-2663. TAXI DRIVER TRAINING. Call 619-570-1915. Visit our website: www.taxiinfo.com

PHONE INTERVIEWING. Friendly, responsible, and motivated. 10-12 hours a week, $10 per hour. Send resume to: 1408 Fourth Avenue, downtown. Job Fair. Call 619-235-8005.

TRANSITION SPECIALISTS. Help unemployed Veterans transition from military to civilian life. Certified for disabled and non-disabled adults. 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. weekdays. Benefits of employment. Call 619-283-0433. Apply Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-3 p.m. Eden Center, 614 Decoys Drive, San Diego 92110. E-mail: sleepy@usaid.gov.

FREE GROUNDFEEDERS. Career information. Call 619-488-5013.

UNHOMELESS VETERANS. Call for training information. Preparation, placement assistance, support services. Residency: clothing/homeless housing referrals. VA benefits referrals. Appointment 619-488-5013.

YALEC. In 30 days, a lifetime change. DMCA caller’s license required. Previous valid experience preferred. Must be receivable. Payment 760-777-1636.


• Observation and Documentation
• Liability and Legal Aspects

Train now for the best Healthcare careers!

NO COST TO QUALIFIED VETERANS

Coast Career Institute
1310 E. Valley Pike, #A
Escondido 92024
673-735-8427
www.CoastCareer.com

Become a Fully Trained and Certified Private Security Guard in just 52 hours/2 weeks!

Certification includes:
• Power to Arrest
• Liability and Legal Aspects
• Observation and Documentation
• Confrontation and Significance
• CPR/First Aid

Other Services:
• Award Card Renewal
• Firearm Qualification

Baton Permit

Cost $1050

BARTENDING and Cruiser Draining certification available.

BARTENDING and Cruiser Draining certification available.

BARTENDING and Cruiser Draining certification available.

How are you?”

www.Weigh7.com

“Tui Na Massage”

“Chair Massage”

July 12

Meridian International School of Health Sciences
1469 Mission Blvd. • 619-275-2345 • MeridianWay.com
Veterans and international students welcome!

Start a new career in 2 months or less!

Medical • Business • Investigative

Certified Phlebotomy Technician • Medical Administrative Secretary

Sports Medicine Technologist • Clinical Medical Assistant

Administrative & Clinical Medical Assistant • Advanced Medical Coder

Computerized Office Specialist • Computerized Office & Accounting Specialist

Morning, afternoon & evening class schedules

WIA & Low-Cost Funding • Workers’ Comp • Rehabilitation

Free training if qualified • Small classes

Universal Schools & Colleges of Health and Human Services

San Diego • 619-858-3480
San Marcos • 760-918-8198
www.uscmd.com

Medical Assistant. Train for a career in: • Medical Assistant • Dental Assistant • Medical Insurance Billing • Pharmacy Technician • Computerized Office/Accounting • Computer Technician/Networking

Our Grad’s Get Careers!

San Diego’s #1 Bartending School!

The training program consists of instruction and a clinical externship at our affiliated hospitals and clinics.

San Diego Bartending School
6690 Mission Gorge Rd., Ste 100
San Diego, California 92120
www.SanDiegoBartending.com

Jewelry Basics, GIA Certified. Join us for an exciting year with a rich and rewarding career in the fine jewelry industry. Gemological Institute of America offers the most comprehensive, respected gem and jewelry education available anywhere. On Campus, Distance Education, Online. Accredited. Visit our website: www.gia.edu. Call now: 800-432-3483.

A New Healthcare Career In Just 6 Weeks!

Become a Phlebotomy Technician

The program consists of instruction and a clinical externship at our affiliated hospitals and clinics.

San Diego’s #1 Bartending School!

The training program consists of instruction and a clinical externship at our affiliated hospitals and clinics.

San Diego Bartending School
6690 Mission Gorge Rd., Ste 100
San Diego, California 92120
www.SanDiegoBartending.com

We teach medicine that’s good for the practitioner and the patient
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Career Training

Make Money & Have Fun!

Learn the facts about the life of a top hairstylist – they love their careers and many own their own business.

Find out more about your one-year full or part-time training.

We also offer night classes.

Call now!

Great scalp treatment, shampoo, haircut & style start at $8.

We also do great color, brilliant highlights, full head bleach,perms and waves, prom and bridal up-dos, relaxers and more!

Day & evening appointments.

Our Grad’s Get Careers!

Medical Assistant

Train for a career in:

• Medical Assistant
• Dental Assistant
• Medical Insurance Billing
• Pharmacy Technician
• Computerized Office/Accounting
• Computer Technician/Networking

Valley College Career

878 Jackman Street, El Cajon • Located 1 block west of Parkway Plaza
Call (619) 593-5111
www.valleycareercollege.com

8-Month Programs • Day & Evening Classes • Financial Aid (if Qualified) Available to Non-High School Graduates • Job Placement Assistance • Approved for VA benefits


GODDESS INFUSION. Experience exquisite energy that sends you into a trance. Other things you wish to have the body feel good and sound relaxed. Deeply calm and available. Diana, 619-876-7988.

WEDDING & PARTY GUIDE

PLACE PRINTED ADS in the Reader by postcard at 6453-5010. POST ONLINE ADS with photos at SRFinder.com. See thousands of classified ads posted and search for pets.

WEDDING & PARTY GUIDE

PLACE PRINTED ADS in the Reader by postcard at 6453-5010. POST ONLINE ADS with photos at SRFinder.com. See thousands of classified ads posted and search for pets.

PET CENTRAL

PLACE PRINTED ADS in the Reader by postcard at 6453-5010. POST ONLINE ADS with photos at SRFinder.com. See thousands of classified ads posted and search for pets.
Astound your friends & become famous!

### The Reader Puzzle:

#### Rules of the Game:
1. Each and every week we're going to make a list of EVERYONE who submits the correct answers to the previous week's puzzle. And we're printing it, too! See the list of this week's contenders below.
2. Whenever you successfully complete a puzzle, we'll also print a brief list of EVERYONE who submitted a new answer. This is optional, but it's a great opportunity for you to show off your skills and support your friends and family.
3. One entry per person per week or whenever you successfully complete a puzzle, we'll also print a brief list of EVERYONE who submitted a new answer. This is optional, but it's a great opportunity for you to show off your skills and support your friends and family.
4. Whenever you successfully complete a puzzle, we'll also print a brief list of EVERYONE who submitted a new answer. This is optional, but it's a great opportunity for you to show off your skills and support your friends and family.
5. Whenever you successfully complete a puzzle, we'll also print a brief list of EVERYONE who submitted a new answer. This is optional, but it's a great opportunity for you to show off your skills and support your friends and family.

### Reader T-shirts each week to complete a puzzle, we'll also print a brief list of EVERYONE who submitted a new answer. This is optional, but it's a great opportunity for you to show off your skills and support your friends and family.

#### Reader T-shirts each week to complete a puzzle, we'll also print a brief list of EVERYONE who submitted a new answer. This is optional, but it's a great opportunity for you to show off your skills and support your friends and family.

#### Reader T-shirts each week to complete a puzzle, we'll also print a brief list of EVERYONE who submitted a new answer. This is optional, but it's a great opportunity for you to show off your skills and support your friends and family.

#### Reader T-shirts each week to complete a puzzle, we'll also print a brief list of EVERYONE who submitted a new answer. This is optional, but it's a great opportunity for you to show off your skills and support your friends and family.

### Across:
1. Round at a bar, maybe, 12 letters.
2. Has memory, 6 letters.
3. Cable co. that merged with AT&T, 13 letters.
4. 44. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
5. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
6. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
7. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
8. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
10. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
11. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
12. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
13. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
15. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
16. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
17. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
18. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
19. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
20. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
22. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
23. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
24. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
25. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
27. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
28. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
29. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
30. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
31. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
32. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
33. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
34. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
35. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
36. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
37. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
38. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
39. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
40. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
41. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
42. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
43. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
44. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
45. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
46. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
47. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
48. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
49. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
50. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
51. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
52. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
53. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
54. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
55. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
56. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
57. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
58. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
59. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
60. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
61. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
62. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
63. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
64. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
65. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
66. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
67. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
68. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
69. "Very funny!" 7 letters.
70. "Very funny!" 7 letters.

### Down:
1. Fiddler on the Roof, 9 letters.
2. Very funny!, 7 letters.
3. Very funny!, 7 letters.
4. Very funny!, 7 letters.
5. Very funny!, 7 letters.
6. Very funny!, 7 letters.
7. Very funny!, 7 letters.
8. Very funny!, 7 letters.
10. Very funny!, 7 letters.
11. Very funny!, 7 letters.
12. Very funny!, 7 letters.
13. Very funny!, 7 letters.
15. Very funny!, 7 letters.
16. Very funny!, 7 letters.
17. Very funny!, 7 letters.
18. Very funny!, 7 letters.
19. Very funny!, 7 letters.
20. Very funny!, 7 letters.
22. Very funny!, 7 letters.
23. Very funny!, 7 letters.
24. Very funny!, 7 letters.
25. Very funny!, 7 letters.
27. Very funny!, 7 letters.
28. Very funny!, 7 letters.
29. Very funny!, 7 letters.
30. Very funny!, 7 letters.
31. Very funny!, 7 letters.
32. Very funny!, 7 letters.
33. Very funny!, 7 letters.
34. Very funny!, 7 letters.
35. Very funny!, 7 letters.
36. Very funny!, 7 letters.
37. Very funny!, 7 letters.
38. Very funny!, 7 letters.
39. Very funny!, 7 letters.
40. Very funny!, 7 letters.
41. Very funny!, 7 letters.
42. Very funny!, 7 letters.
43. Very funny!, 7 letters.
44. Very funny!, 7 letters.
45. Very funny!, 7 letters.
46. Very funny!, 7 letters.
47. Very funny!, 7 letters.
48. Very funny!, 7 letters.
49. Very funny!, 7 letters.
50. Very funny!, 7 letters.
51. Very funny!, 7 letters.
52. Very funny!, 7 letters.
53. Very funny!, 7 letters.
54. Very funny!, 7 letters.
55. Very funny!, 7 letters.
56. Very funny!, 7 letters.
57. Very funny!, 7 letters.
58. Very funny!, 7 letters.
59. Very funny!, 7 letters.
60. Very funny!, 7 letters.
61. Very funny!, 7 letters.
62. Very funny!, 7 letters.
63. Very funny!, 7 letters.
64. Very funny!, 7 letters.
65. Very funny!, 7 letters.
66. Very funny!, 7 letters.
67. Very funny!, 7 letters.
68. Very funny!, 7 letters.
69. Very funny!, 7 letters.
70. Very funny!, 7 letters.

### We cannot accept your entry without the following:

- **Name:**
- **Address:**
- **Neighborhood/City:**
- **State:**
- **Zip Code:**
- **Personal Message:**

### Solution to Last Week's Puzzle:

- **61-Across:** Masa, 13 letters.
- **51-Across:** Figure it out, 13 letters.
- **41-Across:** "Very funny!", 7 letters.
- **31-Across:** "Very funny!", 7 letters.
- **21-Across:** "Very funny!", 7 letters.
- **11-Across:** "Very funny!", 7 letters.

### This Week's Contenders:

- **Julie Osburn, North Park:** 3.
- **Pamela Cowin, College Area:** 3.
- **Gary Macchi, Ocean Beach:** 3.
- **Carolyne Dalton, Escondido:** 3.
- **Janie Redmond, Cardiff:** 2.
- **Robert McQuay, Linda Vista:** 2.
- **Janie Macchi, Ocean Beach:** 2.
- **Augie Reiff, Navarre:** 2.
- **Marta Redmond, Cardiff:** 2.
- **John Rosenbach, Escondido:** 2.
- **Gary Macchi, Ocean Beach:** 2.
- **Linda Summers, Mission Val-

---
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Counseling & Support Groups

PLACED PRINTED ADS in the Reader by calling 525-8623. POST FREE ONLINE ADS with photos at SDReader.com. See thousands of classified ads not printed here! WARRANTIES: 100% satisfaction or your money back!

**MUSICIANS AVAILABLE/WANTED**
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**MORE SERVICES**

PLACE PRINTED ADS in the Reader by calling 525-8623. POST FREE ONLINE ADS with photos at SDReader.com. See thousands of classified ads not printed here! WARRANTIES: 100% satisfaction or your money back!
Clue: the oldest sidewalk

Describe: This location, name the nearest cross streets, and win a Reader T-shirt! E-mail to NameThisPlace@SDReader.com; fax to 619-231-0489; or mail to Reader, Name This Place, Box 859, San Diego 92186. Include your name and address. Please put “Name This Place” in the subject line. (Deadline, Tuesday, 9 a.m. in case of ties, lottery will determine top five winners.)

Last week's place (Clue: Fountain of Justice!) Officer Ulysses Harvey stands beside the fountain in the forecourt of headquarters, 1404 Broadway, downtown San Diego. The original plan for the 1896 building was to create a stone memorial for officers who had died in the line of duty, but that would have been too heavy for the underground garage to support. (Last week’s winners: Kina Bassette, Daryl Griffis, Sue Franke, Rachelle Storti, Rachelle Storti, Barbra Nan)
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CARMEL VALLEY. 276-1966.

BAY HO.

BONITA/NORTH. 858-596-2756. 1 bedroom, private entrance. Men, kids only, no pets. 619-234-5982.


MISSION VALLEY. 858-412-0736. 1 bedroom, 1.5 baths. Includes washer/dryer, private entrance. No smoking/drugs/heavy drinking. $600/month plus utilities. 619-634-3792.

MISSION VALLEY. 858-412-0736. 2 bedroom, 1.5 baths. Includes washer/dryer, private entrance. No smoking/drugs/heavy drinking. $750/month plus utilities. 619-634-3792.


MISSION VALLEY. 858-412-0736. 2 bedroom, 1 bath. Includes washer/dryer, share laundry. Near SDSU, 805, Downey. 619-475-2039.


MISSION VALLEY. 858-412-0736. 1 bedroom, 1 bath. Includes washer/dryer, own bath. $450/month. 619-475-2039.


MISSION VALLEY. 858-412-0736. 3 bedroom, 2 bath house. Includes utilities, Internet, laundry, kitchen. Community center. 2 parking spaces. $875/month. 1 year lease. 619-634-7109.

MISSION VALLEY. 858-412-0736. 1 bedroom, 1 bath. Includes washer/dryer, own bath. No smoking. $525/month, utilities. 619-634-7109.


MISSION VALLEY. 858-412-0736. 1 bedroom, 1 bath. Includes washer/dryer, own bath. No smoking/drugs/heavy drinking. $750/month, utilities, deposit. 619-634-7109.


Say What?

Sandra McKay | Age: 37 | Occupation: Acupuncturist | Lives: Golden Hill

The word that I’m using is “right-sized.” A lot of companies have been laying people off, you know, they’re using “right-sized” so that you feel that (being laid off) a good thing. The word just kind of cracks me up because they’re trying to make a pleasant spin on a negative thing, and I really wish they would “size” gas prices. I can just imagine a room full of people receiving their “right-size” notification and thinking they are going to do a corporate fitness program.

To see an online version of this ad, go to sdreader.com. You can print it, email it to friends, and find archived columns.

Point Loma/Ocean Beach

San Diego South Bay

La Jolla

South Bay
1 bedroom, 1 bath furnished apartment. 2nd floor, 2nd unit in a 2 bedroom, 2 bath house. No pets, smoke-free environment. $1150 per month, utilities included. 619-534-5577.

Sunset Cliffs
1 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath furnished apartment. 2nd floor, 2nd unit in a 2 bedroom, 2 bath house. No pets, smoke-free environment. $1150 per month, utilities included. 619-534-5577.

Hillcrest
Furnished 1 bedroom, 1 bath apartment available now. Walk to Hillcrest Village, Balboa Park, and Zoo. 3042 5th Ave. 619-330-8713.

DEEP TISSUE & SWEDISH MASSAGE

Private Shower Rooms Available

Bella’s Acupressure

5320 Mission Blvd. Rd. (2nd floor)
619-516-2338
7 days
10 am-10 pm
License #HP21315

Alpha Acupressure

5280 miramar rd. (between cabot and camino ruiz)
858-566-4229
7 days
10 am-10 pm
License #HP21315

SAKURA ACUPRESSURE

8280 miramar rd. (between cabot and camino ruiz)
858-566-4229
7 days
10 am-10 pm
License #HP21315
OFF THE CUFF

by Josh Board

I was like this thing that spins. It went down like really loud music, and the guy went crazy. I’m not sure what it’s called. It’s by the water ride. Maybe it’s the Dragon something. I think it’s the Soundwave — that’s it. We just couldn’t stop laughing. I think I lost some weight on that thing.

I would have to say the ice cream at Pat’s. My favorite thing…if it was a food item, it’s called. It’s by the water ride. I think it was this thing that spins. It went it’s called. It’s by the water ride. I think it was this thing that spins. It went.

The Laywer's Office of Julia M. Garwood, APLC

1515 Palm Ave., Ste. G • 619-423-3377
www.juliagarwood.com

FAMILY LAW

Compassionate • Aggressive • Experienced

Our firm specializes in all aspects of family law including:
• Divorce
• Separation
• Annulment
• Custody
• Visitation
• Support
• Pre-marital and post-marital agreements

First-time clients. Exp. 7/16/08.

Law Offices of Judi L. Garwood, APLC
1450 Francis Rd., Ste. 602, San Diego, CA 92108
619-692-8100 • GarwoodFamilyLaw.com

M ight be the Slingshot, but it was just $30. I rode it, I should throw the lemonade. I don’t know if I could pick a ride that I haven’t been over to the ride. And, a lot of things are always the same thing, just spinning and swinging all over the place.

It’s the company. I always come from. We have our ritual each year. We start by looking at the turkey legs. Then we look at the farm animals. We have the cinnamon buns. And all the fair cuisine. You can’t just pick one thing. With the fair, it’s the whole enchilada.

What was your favorite thing at the fair?
Non-Fluid Inch Loss
Try Our Body Contour Wraps!

- For Men & Women
- Tones & Tights

Improve your figure
52/One Wrap ($65) 
130/Three Wraps ($195)

First-time clients only

KARIE HAYDEN
7118 West Broadway Blvd, San Diego, CA 92114
858-581-3321
www.karihayden.net

BE 8-20 INCHES SLIMMER IN JUST ONE HOUR!

Not a temporary water loss

- Made in the USA
- 180 day money-back guarantee
- Safe and effective
- Non-invasive, no pain, no workout

Free Consultation/Exam | Lifetime Warranty
Call Dr. George Oates: 858-273-9435

San Diego
July 1, 2008
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Post free online ads with photos at SDReader.com


LA MESA. 5925. 2 bedroom, 2 bath, starting at $915. Upgraded, ages 55+ community. Free parking, laundry, community center, fireplace. $500 security deposit. Call 858-508-2780.

LA MESA. 6186 Horton Drive. People Helping Others Property Management. 619-282-4480 or info@suspensionplus.net.

LA MESA/LAKE MURRAY. 1st floor 2 bedroom, 2 bath townhome. Long term lease, 12 month lease for $1150. Unit includes all utilities. Deposit $500. Manager: Guarin, 619-293-5997.
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LEAD STORY

— Leading Economic Indicator: Rising prices of synthetic rock fertilizers and organic food. At Bass have intensified the collection of bird droppings on 20 climatically ideal islands off the coast of Peru where 12-inch-thick seaweed guano coats the land. In the 19th century, Spain fought Peru over the high seas for the right to mine the guano, which at that time was 150 feet high in places. Said an official of the Pan-American guano production (to a New York Times reporter in May), “Before there was oil, there was guano, so of course we fought wars over it.” The exception against this dry climate means that 12,000 to 15,000 tons of guano are available yearly. Least Competent Criminals

— Police in Mesa, Ariz., chased driver Christopher Pomer, 38, in May after his companion, Ashley Strohan, 20, allegedly tried to pass a forged check at a business. The pair’s car ran red lights at high speeds to get out of town, then left the road near the Salt River Reservation, and when the car became disabled, kept going on foot. However, they ran smack into a bed of cholla cactus. At Banner Desert Medical Center, a nurse placed the needles from his body, Pomer, in pain and in tears, said, “I am so stupid. This is what I get for trying to run from the police.”

Great Art!

— Austrian director Johann Krenskis’s reinterpretation of the classic Verdi opera A Masked Ball opened for a limited engagement in Berlin in April, aimed at America’s “war and the excesses of American society today,” he said. In one scene against a backdrop of the World Trade Center, 35 naked senior citizens danced, wearing Mickey Mouse masks.

Government in Action

— The Los Angeles Police Department announced April that it had investigated 320 complaints against its officers last year for alleged “racial profiling” and found that not a single one was valid. The Los Angeles Times reported that at least the sixth consecutive year that LAPD reported a perfect record on racial profiling. The Government Accountability Office revealed in April that more than 60,000 of the federal government’s contractors owe a total of about $7.7 billion in unpaid federal taxes, and that healthcare providers who take Medicare payments owe an additional $1 billion in late taxes. One unnamed company owes $10 million in owed taxes. The Pentagon did $1 million worth of business with it.

— The British government compensates soldiers the equivalent of about $15,000 if they lose a leg in battle. In March, though, the Defense Ministry paid out the equivalent of about $400,000 in disability to a civil servant who had injured his back while lifting a printer, and in May the Ministry paid out the equivalent of about $400,000 to an army paratrooper to settle a claim of “humiliating and demeaning” treatment. The soldier had undergone sex-change surgery, converting from “Ian” into “Jan,” yet was ordered by the army to report for a physical exam dressed as a man.

Update

— In March, “News of the Weird” reported the brazen behavior of two Boynton Beach, Fla., high school girls who not only swiped money from a Girl Scout selling cookies at a supermarket, but then told a TV station on camera that they were “pissed” because they got caught and had to give the money back. One of the girls, Stephanie Woods, 18, chose to go to trial on the theft charge in May but was quickly convicted and was to be sentenced in June. A week after the conviction, she allegedly pleaded no-contest to an intervening event in which she allegedly jumped off a $28 dinner tab at a Denny’s. She said she was sorry for the theft, but also said, “I still don’t think it gives [the public] the right to be screaming things at me” around town. “People scream things at me every single day, and it’s getting really hard.”

BC International Auto Repair

— 7030 Carroll Road • 858-455-5440

Unlimited Mileage Warranty! Call for details. Your Friendly & Honest Auto Service Center

Engine Rebuild — Call for Special Price!

Import & Domestic • Shuttle Service Available TOWING AVAILABLE • 10% Military Discount

*Most cars. Call for details.

Brake Special

$69 GOOD $89 BETTER $139 BEST

Fren and or rear. Call for details. Parts & labor Rebuilt rates add $10 each for the 9-volt resistor. $8 or $9 for includes new rebuild.

BRAKE SPECIAL

Starting at $109

• Replace engine air filter • Check tires • Inspect brake pads • Replace air filter • Rotate tires • Repair or replace any brake system & adjust

Manager’s Special!

$36.95

$36.95

Synthetic Blend Premium Oil Change Includes filter and up to 5 qts premium blended oil. Most cars. Plus $3.00 disposal fee.

Water Pump

Starting at $129

Timing Belt

Starting at $99

Transmission Service

Starting at $79

Transmission Service

Includes filter

Brake Special

Most 4-cyl. cars.

NEW AXLES

Includes semi-metallic pads

A/C SERVICE • ’19

Parts & labor. Most cars.

Wilson • 858-952-7006

Many more services available. Call for details.

FREE OIL CHANGE

Up to 4 quarts. Install oil filter.

Tune-Up

Starting at $19.95

BRAKE SPECIAL

Starting at $69

NO COUPON

ALL WORK INSTALLED

Inserts! Double lifetime warranty. Most cars.

FREE OIL CHANGE

Up to 4 qts. Most cars.

A/C SERVICE • ’19

Inserts not included. Parts extra. No warranty. Most cars.

A/C SERVICE • ’19

Inserts not included. Parts extra. No warranty. Most cars.

A/C SERVICE • ’19

Inserts not included. Parts extra. No warranty. Most cars.
Dating after divorce has been a learning experience for me. Right away I mentioned, and eventually did meet a very nice guy; we had good interactions and we finally had a blast partying our way through downtown, but picking up a stranger in a bar has never seemed like a great idea to me, so I begged off and went home alone…as usual.

I have to believe that there is someone out there for everyone, so I held out hope that I would meet Mr. Right through friends. I couldn’t help but be intrigued when my girlfriend Sarah emailed me:

"Hey girl, I went out on a date last night with this great guy. He wasn’t my type, but I think he might be perfect for you. Want me to set you up?"

She and George had gone out to dinner, and then he had taken her to a bookstore and offered to buy her a book. I love books! I read the whole book, and the bookstore is one of my favorite places on earth. Sarah hasn’t read a book since high school. She told me that the whole time she was with him she kept thinking, Jennifer would really like this guy.

Sarah mentioned that George was a little heavier than she preferred, but I’m a little more open in this department than she is, so...

Dated: 2008-07-08

by KAREN DALEY  •  LEMON GROVE

There are women out there who seem to really understand how dating works. They meet guys everywhere and go out all the time. When you ask them what they did over the weekend, they say, “Oh, not much, I went shopping, got my nails done, had a couple of dates…A couple of dates? In one weekend!

My girlfriend Sarah is one of those women. She pines me to admit that I am not. Men don’t approach me — not in a bar, not at the grocery. It just doesn’t happen. I suppose I meet as many men as everyone else in the course of a day, but these days it takes me a while to warm up to a guy. I must give off that vibe. (If you knew my ex, you’d understand why.)
doubted it would be an issue. She gave him my number, and the next day George sent me a cute text message: “This is a completely random text from a total stranger, Sarah thought we might hit it off — do you mind if I call you?”

We texted back and forth throughout the day and hit it off immediately. George called me that night, and we talked for hours. We discovered that we had a lot in common and made a date for the upcoming weekend. We were really excited, and Sarah said that George thought I was adorable and that he was so glad she had introduced us. She told me to be sure to invite her to “the wedding.”

Did I mention that Sarah can be a little over the top? I love her as a friend, but I couldn’t imagine dating her. George agreed. He said he felt as if he had “dodged a bullet” when Sarah passed him off to me. He said he knew her type, and although she seemed like a nice girl, he was tired of “the drama.”

George and I were emailing every day and talking all night on the phone, sharing intimate secrets and planning dates. It was that great time in the beginning of a relationship when you are both so excited about the possibilities.

A week later, Sarah left me a voicemail saying, “Hey girl, we really need to talk. It’s about George. Call me.” I saw that George had also tried to call me. I called Sarah first, but she wasn’t available, so I called George. When I reached him, he swore that he didn’t know what Sarah was calling about, but when pressed he admitted that he was still “sprung” on Sarah and that he might want to give her another chance. He said he liked me too and still wanted to explore what we had.

Are you kidding me? One minute she thinks he’s fat and he thinks she’s a drama queen, the next thing I know I am smack dab in the middle of a Jerry Springer episode. He tells me that she pursued him; she tells me that he just wouldn’t leave her alone.

I didn’t want any part of it. I don’t know what became of their relationship, because I believe that when people show you they are, you need to believe them. I never spoke to either of them again.

On this journey of dating, I confess that I’m finding it difficult to be excited about what might come around the next bend.

Tell us the story of your breakup and/or date from hell and we will publish it and pay you ($100 for 500-2000 words).

Email story to dumped@sreader.com

Or mail to:
San Diego Reader/Dumped
Box 85803
San Diego, CA 92186

— Sarah —

To get an online version of this story, go to sreader.com. You can print the story, email the story to friends, get other stories on the same subject or stories by this author.
Thirty Years Ago
One of the most fascinating aspects of interviewing Michael Copley is that despite his best efforts, there exist questions about his past which he has not thought of before, nor has he placed his childhood in adult perspective. Asked why his parents chose to adopt, he replied, “I don’t know. I’ve had to make my mother’s name.”

“Eaglebrook there were lots of kids with important parents, and the name Copley didn’t mean much to them. I went to school with Edel Ford’s son, and with Charlie Scripps from the Scripps newspapers, also Chris Harte, whose father owned newspapers in Texas. I finished out the ninth grade at Eaglebrook, but I hated around too much later at Andover. I wasn’t the type to work hard.”

—“SLOW FALL FROM FOXYHILL,” Eleanor Widmer, July 6, 1978

Twenty-Five Years Ago
Dear Matthew Alice:
I noticed that a package of Mr/Mrs I purchased recently claimed it was the official snack food of the 1984 Olympic Games. Come on now, does this really mean that Carl Lewis will be munching on these calorie bombs between long jumps?

Sally Ruffin La Jolla

Want to buy an official toothpick of the 1984 Olympic Games? How about an official shoebox? Sorry to disappoint you, Sally, but those choice items — actually sold at the 1980 Winter Olympics in Lake Placid — won’t be for sale next year in Los Angeles. Their absence is the result of an effort by the Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee to decommercialize the event.

—STRAIGHT FROM THE HP, Matthew Alice, July 7, 1983

Twenty Years Ago
“In school, one’s parents, literature — everything tells you that beauty is only skin deep, and yet all of those people who are beautiful, you are beautiful. If you fail at something, you can always think, Well, at least I’m beautiful, and people appreciate that. And in the end, your beauty becomes insidious. I didn’t finish college. I went to UCSD. I can’t say that being lovely caused me to quit learning, but I am convinced that if I had been ugly, I would have felt pressure to develop myself intellectually.”

—“LET IT BE ME,” Abe Opicar, July 7, 1988

Fifteen Years Ago
The San Diego Police Officers Association and the police department are back in court again. This time it’s about new police chief Jerry Sanders’ refusal to let a police officer charged in a shooting look at an Internal Affairs investigation package prior to a Shoot- ing Review Board hearing. Harry Eastus, the association’s president: “The word we got was that the [refusal] had come from Chief Sanders, but when I later had a personal conversation with him, he said he didn’t know anything about it.”

—CITY LIGHTS: “SHOOTOUT AT THE POA CORRAL,”
Thomas K. Arnold, July 8, 1993

Ten Years Ago
Afterward, among the congregation, there was much speaking in tongues. It sounded like this, “Shad-deed meshoeh dah sheshah rebah-bah-bah-bah,” and “Tee-mee siah-leh tab-bah may ree sah nah ree fee-lah.” (Two examples I tried to transcribe as best I could.)

—SHEEP AND GOATS, Abe Opicar, July 9, 1998

Five Years Ago
When I walked into Chattanooga to do a story, they weren’t thrilled. It was a Saturday night. The club was packed. The music was loud, and the strippers weren’t too interested in talking. I came back on a Wednesday. Manager Barry Bogart said, “The Reader did a story on us a while back that wasn’t too positive. I don’t think we need another story about the club.”

I explained that this was a music story, and all we were concerned with were the tunes. He reluctantly let me talk to some of his dancers, patrons, and the DJ.

—“STRIPPERS DON’T DO COUNTRY,” Josh Board, July 3, 2003

To get an online version of this column, go to sdreader.com. You can print it, email it to friends, and get other columns and stories by these authors.
WHAT I WILL AND WON’T WATCH THIS WEEK

THURSDAY, JULY 3
DIFFERENT STROKES 6:15-9 a.m.

Driving drunk is fun. It’s dangerous, so you’re not supposed to do it on city streets, but you can’t beat ripping across a flat, dry lake bed with the ghetto blaster pumping out “Free Bird” from the passenger-side milk crate and a skull half full of vermouth in your lap.

SINGWOWN CBS 10:00 a.m.

I’m pretty sure that the reason I strike out with women is because I don’t have any karate-mushroom-shield-throwing knives. I’ve started to coax some in, until they grow, I’m going to stick on some of those little rubbery glue strips from the back of magazine subscription labels that I’ve dragged across the butt of my neighbor’s cat. (Well, hello ladies.)

FRI 4, JULY

U.S. OLYMPIC TRIALS

NCT 8:00 p.m.

The javelin looks pretty cool. I’d like to practice this event, although I don’t have room to do it on that lawn field. My javelin contest will take place on a crowded city street and bonus points are awarded for sailing one a whole block and punching into the roof of a schoolbus. “Hold your lunchboxes over your heads, you little SOBs!” I’ve had two bags of teddy bears and methyl morning!”

MACY’S FOURTH OF JULY FIREWORKS

NCT 9:00 p.m.

Until I complete my invention of the fireworks helmets, the world will not know the meaning of a-
SATURDAY, JULY 5
AMERICAS TEST KITCHEN FROM COOKS ILLUSTRATED
PBS 12:30 P.M.
National Hangover Day! Dig around the fridge for a charred, hot dog from yesterday. Put it on your black eye. Find the bottle of cheap, cheap zinfandel. Splash some on your armpits to contend with the stench, and then lie on the cool tile next to your toilet. Lucip. A lot.

SUNDAY, JULY 6
BIOLOGY, THE FABRIC OF LIFE
ITV 9:30 A.M.
Why are hearing aids the exact color of no one’s flesh but just close enough to be incredibly creepy? The only way to make them ickier would be to fashion them with stiff white hairs, moles, and maybe a baby tooth.

MONDAY, JULY 7
THE VIEW
ABC 10 A.M.
I’m pretty sure I have osteoporosis. I called my dad to tell him I was shrinking because of brittle bones. After he told me I’m an idiot, he said, “You don’t have osteoporosis. You’re a 32-year-old woman; it’s impossible. You’re not getting shorter.” But I’m not getting any taller either, and that’s how this sneaky disease starts, my friend. Oh, how it starts.

TUESDAY, JULY 8
UPFRONT: LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD: A TRIBUTE TO WARREN BEATTY
USA 9:00 A.M.
The better show is The Country Music Television Lifetime Achievement Award: A Tribute to Ned Beatty’s Tighty Whities, Crooked Tees, and Expanses of Pale Belly When He Squealed Like a Pig in Deliverance. We Salute an Appalachian Sex Symbol.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 9
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
CBSA 8:30 P.M.

THURSDAY, JULY 10
FOX & NEWS IN THE MORNING
FOX 9:00 A.M.
If you saw me last week on news and noticed I bumbled through some of the segment, please bear in mind that my interview happened before I got any coffee into my face. Also, while I was talking, just off camera, a middle-aged man applied makeup to himself, and that’s the first time I’d ever seen that. Watch the interview and you can hear me go “Buh, huh, huh,” and see my eyebrow creep upward. Yeah, I’m a big star. Cool under pressure, baby.
MOVING SALE, 224-0499.

LUGGAGE, 466-1887.

LAWN MOWER, 858-581-1869.

Fountain, 4', $55. Large doghouse, $45. Key cutting machine, Cost $1200. $300/best, 619-466-1887.

SONY 30” no wheels, 28”x20”, $8. Elegant patio chair, SHOWER, $9490. 858-200-3379.

WOMEN’S old magazines, 1960-1970s, $2 each.

GAMEBOY nintendo, model #1500. $75. Toaster, washer/dryer, freezer, dishwasher, microwave, $9490. 858-200-3379.

RUBBER DOORMAT, $5. 619-890-9600.


TUNES FROM $500. HONDAS FROM $500.


FORD TAURUS, 2000, $1000 down drives you home. Hector, 619-583-3751.
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SONY 30” no wheels, 28”x20”, $8. Elegant patio chair, SHOWER, $9490. 858-200-3379.

WOMEN’S old magazines, 1960-1970s, $2 each.

GAMEBOY nintendo, model #1500. $75. Toaster, washer/dryer, freezer, dishwasher, microwave, $9490. 858-200-3379.

RUBBER DOORMAT, $5. 619-890-9600.
I went back to my digs for my prescription of Dilaudid tablets and some underwear.

Thoughts on Independence Day: I have very little at the moment. Independence, I mean. I have plenty of thoughts. But I'm back in the hospital with an infected ankle incision, and I am dependent on nurses for almost everything — or confederates outside, almost none of whom will bring me tobacco. That is, if I smoke. Which I don't. And Nixon didn't have a list. I am dependent on crutches again and thought I'd seen an end to that a month ago. I'm thinking quite a bit about independence, probably because the lack of it shows up so well by contrast.

Among my thoughts on Independence Day, the holiday, is that ideally it would evolve away from beer-soaked trailer-park patriotism and become more a celebration of autonomy, resourcefulness, and distinctness, rather than conformity. (We can keep the fireworks. In fact, we should make them more accessible.) Take myself, for example, as a way of distinguishing myself.

When I told the emergency room I would have to be on IV antibiotics for five days at Mercy and surgery would be likely, I knew that the doses of Dilaudid and codeine's estimation of my anesthetic needs would be inadequate. I talked them into letting me return home for a couple of hours to "get my affairs in order so I should lose the leg." To which Dr. H. (a Machinurian, unless I miss my guess) responded, "Right. From kneed down Worth the scenario?" He seemed eager. I went back to my digs for my long-abandoned prescription of Dilaudid and some underwear.

A month earlier I had approached this stunt with caution after first taking two of them with dinner on a Friday night, only to wake up drooling in front of Saturday morning cartoons. I knew nothing about Dilaudid except an anecdote involving Lenny Bruce getting busted for the stuff in a hotel room. The cops had a warrant, saw a scattering of the pills on a night table, and asked Bruce what it was. He told them, "Aspirin." When they opened the night-table drawer and saw the syringe, one of them asked, "What's that for, Lenny?" To which the comedian answered, "I hate the taste of the stuff.

And so, secreted in a crush-proof box with a dwindling supply of cigarettes — which I had to smoke five dozen, across half a block of a hospital, in a kind of heaving dox/rock waste/smoking area, and for which I propelled myself via crutches — I was somewhat prepared for post-surgery and the changing and re-packing of the wound.

After the nurse administered two 15 mg morphine pills and departed, I swallowed 16 mg of the Dilaudid for a total dosage 46 mg of controlled substance narcotics that should thoroughly sedate a mature wildebeest.

I endured the post-surgery with the help of even more synthetic opiates via IV for a total of God-knows-what dosage. And 12 hours later, when the dressing had to be changed and re-packed, I repeated the Dilaudid-morphine collaboration. This enabled me to endure the ministrations of Nurse Dietrich with minimal grip whining.

Twelve hours later: shift change for nurses and time to change my dressing once again. Loren has relieved Dietrich, and when she enters with scissors, running, mumbled conversation with himself punctuated with the phrases, "Think of the transformation is complete. He has turned into a human rat. His gray mustache and sunken cheeks, his bed-head gray hair, his eyebrows burrowed in raccoon-like rings shifting a good 45 degrees out of long prison habit to take in any signs of guards approaching.

When they opened the night-table drawer and saw the syringe, one of them asked, "What's that for?" She came to my bedside a few minutes later, leaned over and whispered, "Do you really feel the need for alcohol?" My face must have looked much the way it did when I woke up in front of Pinky and the Brain on television that distant Saturday morning: slack-jawed and moronic. "Ah, no. No. Why would I? It was a joke… the movie…"

It turns out, the hospital actually gives alcohol to psychiatry patients, who, I suppose, might go into a seizure otherwise. I would have to get a look at my chart; someone had probably written Hopeless drunk. Watch him. He will suck the isopropl out of swamp pools.

I have little room to be indignant. After all, I've smuggled in enough drugs to drop a less-robust man. That isn't an indication of a tolerance nurtured up by modern medicine, I ask Loren, "You got any whiskey around here?" I'm sure the isopropl out of swam pools.

The isopropyl out of swab pads. My roommate'sSlideouts, 5-year service contract transmission, accident-free, smoke-free, pet-free, 2nd owner, $7900. 619-249-4555.

I'm back in the hospital with an infected ankle incision, and I am dependent on nurses for almost everything — or confederates outside, almost none of whom will bring me tobacco. That is, if I smoke. Which I don't. And Nixon didn't have a list. I am dependent on crutches again and thought I'd seen an end to that a month ago. I'm thinking quite a bit about independence, probably because the lack of it shows up so well by contrast.

Among my thoughts on Independence Day, the holiday, is that ideally it would evolve away from beer-soaked trailer-park patriotism and become more a celebration of autonomy, resourcefulness, and distinctness, rather than conformity. (We can keep the fireworks. In fact, we should make them more accessible.) Take myself, for example, as a way of distinguishing myself.

When I told the emergency room I would have to be on IV antibiotics for five days at Mercy and surgery would be likely, I knew that the doses of Dilaudid and codeine's estimation of my anesthetic needs would be inadequate. I talked them into letting me return home for a couple of hours to "get my affairs in order so I should lose the leg." To which Dr. H. (a Machinurian, unless I miss my guess) responded, "Right. From kneed down Worth the scenario?" He seemed eager. I went back to my digs for my long-abandoned prescription of Dilaudid and some underwear.

A month earlier I had approached this stunt with caution after first taking two of them with dinner on a Friday night, only to wake up drooling in front of Saturday morning cartoons. I knew nothing about Dilaudid except an anecdote involving Lenny Bruce getting busted for the stuff in a hotel room. The cops had a warrant, saw a scattering of the pills on a night table, and asked Bruce what it was. He told them, "Aspirin." When they opened the night-table drawer and saw the syringe, one of them asked, "What's that for, Lenny?" To which the comedian answered, "I hate the taste of the stuff.

And so, secreted in a crush-proof box with a dwindling supply of cigarettes — which I had to smoke five dozens, across half a block of a hospital, in a kind of heaving dox/rock waste/smoking area, and for which I propelled myself via crutches — I was somewhat prepared for post-surgery and the changing and re-packing of the wound.

After the nurse administered two 15 mg morphine pills and departed, I swallowed 16 mg of the Dilaudid for a total dosage 46 mg of controlled substance narcotics that should thoroughly sedate a mature wildebeest.

I endured the post-surgery with the help of even more synthetic opiates via IV for a total of God-knows-what dosage. And 12 hours later, when the dressing had to be changed and re-packed, I repeated the Dilaudid-morphine collaboration. This enabled me to endure the ministrations of Nurse Dietrich with minimal grip whining.

Twelve hours later: shift change for nurses and time to change my dressing once again. Loren has relieved Dietrich, and when she enters with scissors, running, mumbled conversation with himself punctuated with the phrases, "Think of the transformation is complete. He has turned into a human rat. His gray mustache and sunken cheeks, his bed-head gray hair, his eyebrows burrowed in raccoon-like rings shifting a good 45 degrees out of long prison habit to take in any signs of guards approaching.

When they opened the night-table drawer and saw the syringe, one of them asked, "What's that for?" She came to my bedside a few minutes later, leaned over and whispered, "Do you really feel the need for alcohol?" My face must have looked much the way it did when I woke up in front of Pinky and the Brain on television that distant Saturday morning: slack-jawed and moronic. "Ah, no. No. Why would I? It was a joke… the movie…"

It turns out, the hospital actually gives alcohol to psychiatry patients, who, I suppose, might go into a seizure otherwise. I would have to get a look at my chart; someone had probably written Hopeless drunk. Watch him. He will suck the isopropl out of swamp pools.

I have little room to be indignant. After all, I've smuggled in enough drugs to drop a less-robust man. That isn't an indication of a tolerance nurtured up by modern medicine, I ask Loren, "You got any whiskey around here?" I'm sure the isopropl out of swam pools.

The isopropyl out of swab pads. My roommate's